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(Jesus:) If you would utilize the keys to the fullest, you must let them become a 

part of you. You do this by hiding the keys promises in your heart. Read them, 

study them, speak them to one another, meditate on them, and commit them to 

memory.  

If you'll make a concerted effort to commit the keys promises to memory, you 

will find that as they become more a part of you, your use of the keys will be more 

spontaneous. As you let the keys promises sink deep into every part of your mind, 

heart, and spirit, by meditating on them day and night, by reading them often, re-

viewing them, and committing them to memory-the keys will become one with 

you more and more, until your automatic reaction will be to call on the keys.  

Resolve to make a concerted effort to hide the keys promises in your heart; then 

call on the keys for the power to carry out your resolution. This is a vital step in 

letting your keys be turned to swords. The Words I speak to you are spirit and life; 

the keys I give you are strength, power, and victory. (End of message from Jesus.)  

Tips and Pointers on Memorizing the Keys  

(Mama:)  

1) You can substitute a different synonym for a word in a key promise if you find 

it easier to remember or more applicable. For example, if the promise says, “No 

child is past being helped by My love, the keys of the Kingdom, and My living 

Word,” you could substitute the word “teen” for “child,” if you don't have young 

children in your Home and want to adapt it when praying for your teens. Or if the 

key promise says, “Calling on the keys will lead you to the secret to building a lov-

ing relationship with even the most problematic personality,” you could change 

“relationship” to “friendship” if you feel you would use it more in your prayers 

that way. Then you could memorize it as, “Calling on the keys will lead you to the 

secret to building a loving friendship with even the most problematic personality.”  

2) You can simplify the grammar to make a promise easier to memorize (without 

changing the meaning). For example, if the promise says, “The power of the keys 

is life to those who hold them-using the keys brings health to your flesh,” you 
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could simplify the grammar to, “The keys are life to those who hold them-the keys 

bring health to your flesh.”  

3) If there is a series of words in a promise, you can choose one of the words 

that is the most meaningful to you and memorize the promise with just that one 

word, especially if the three or four words contained in that series are similar in 

meaning. For example, if the key promise says, “Call on the power of the keys for 

fantastical, supernatural, out-of-this-world, incredible, and physically impossible 

miracles and healings,” you could pick just one of the words and memorize the key 

as, “Call on the power of the keys for out-of-this-world miracles and healings.”  

4) You can shorten a key promise. For example, if the promise says, “The keys are 

your strong defense, a constant help in every time of trouble. The keys are a 

strong tower. Call on their power and you will be safe from all harm or danger,” 

you could just memorize the second half that says, “The keys are a strong tower. 

Call on their power and you will be safe from all harm or danger.”  

5) The Lord uses a lot of different expressions in the keys promises, such as “call 

on the power of the keys,” “reach out to the keys,” “call on the keys of the King-

dom,” “focus on the keys,” etc. He does this for variety, but if you'd rather just pick 

your favorite expression and use that with every key promise, that's fine too.  

The main goal is to memorize the keys promises, and if there are ways that make it 

easier for us to do so, the Lord is more than happy to allow us the leeway. The im-

portant thing is to store them in our hearts, claim them in our prayers, and make 

the keys more a part of our everyday lives.  

6) People have said that it's very difficult for them to memorize the keys because 

there's no reference to refer to. The keys promise escapes their mind completely, 

and they don't even remember the first word, which makes it hard to then go on 

and review the entire quote. I have that very same problem, so I made a list that 

consists of the first word or two or three of each key so that I'll have a reminder of 

each key promise that I have memorized or am memorizing. On another list I keep 

the corresponding, complete keys promise. This second sheet of paper is num-
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bered with the same numbering as my first list that only consists of two or three 

words, so that if I have to look at it and refresh my memory, I'll know exactly 

where to find it.  

7) If you use the keys that you are memorizing at every opportunity, it will not 

only be an excellent review system, but will encourage others to memorize too, 

when they see you doing it. Every time you pray together, you can quote a keys 

promise in your prayer or at the end of it. Every time you pray privately, you 

should quote a key. This is not only in obedience to the Lord's Word, but it is good 

review for you as well. Anytime you write a letter, you should quote keys within it 

or at the end of it. Try to think of more ways that you can use the keys so that you 

will constantly be bringing them to your attention, and the attention of others.  

Happy memorizing!  

Much love, Mama  

Activated / Disciple winning  

There is no area or country so dry or barren that it is beyond the power of the 

keys to revive. Claim them to refresh, irrigate, and bring to life a land that has 

been dry, cracked, and spiritually dead.  

Desperate prayer, working through the power of the keys, will yield results. Pray 

for fruit in the power of the keys and you will find it. Pray to reach the sheep in 

the power of the keys, and they will come to you.  

Claim the keys of new vision so that you can look out of your backyard and see a 

ripe and ready harvest field, rather than a desolate, burnt-out wasteland. The keys 

can give you a new outlook. The keys can give you faith.  

Potential disciples need to see a radical, on-fire faith, a religion that is 100% differ-

ent than anything they've known, and the keys will provide you with this crazy 

faith.  

If you feel “unlearned and ignorant” and insecure in your talents and abilities to 

establish a solid church, just remember that the Early Church was in the same 
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boat, and yet they rocked the world! And you have even greater power than they 

did through the keys of the Kingdom.  

The power of the keys will provide you with the anointing you need to minister to 

any person from any walk of life.  

Within your heart and spirit lies the power of truth, the power of love, the power 

of David, the power of God. When this power is alive in your life, activated 

through the keys, you have all you need to become a mighty witness, evangelist, 

teacher, and pastor, and there will be no stopping you.  

When you're faced with a question you don't know how to answer, when teaching 

a subject you don't feel prepared for, when you're faced with needs and problems 

of the sheep that you don't have solutions for, call on the keys. Through the keys 

you will feed your flock and build your church.  

Fight lethargy and apathy through the keys. Rebuke their power each time you set 

out to witness, to minister, to feed, to train. Claim My power through the keys to 

bind the works of the Enemy, and to work through you to spread the spirit of con-

viction and truth.  

Reach up for the power of the keys when you witness to give you what the person 

needs. The keys will give you the words to say and the anointing of love that you 

need.  

When you feel a blockage in the spirit, when something is holding you back, 

whether in ministering to an individual or making progress overall with your flock, 

don't tolerate such a hindrance. Wield the power of the keys turned to swords, 

and remove the blockages in My Name.  

Claim the keys for lasting fruit, and that I will give you the strength to persevere 

until you see it!  

Into your hands I have given a tool of immeasurable worth in winning the souls of 

mankind: the keys of witness! Activate their supernatural power by calling on 

them and using them without fail in winning the lost and drawing you to those 
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who are destined to become children of David!  

As you obey and step out by faith to reach and train disciples, the joy of your sal-

vation will be renewed.  

The keys can unlock the need of every heart, and supply comfort, challenge, 

cheer, change, and answers.  

The power of the keys will enable you to make disciples of all nations! It will give 

you power and wisdom as you draw them to My Spirit, and help them to choose 

My way.  

I have called you to activate the world, and I have given you the tools for the job. 

With My Words in your hands and mouths, the keys of the Kingdom and their 

power in your hearts and minds, and My love burning within you, you will win the 

world!  

Through the power of the keys you can know the heart of man. The keys will re-

veal the needs of each heart and show you how to meet those needs. The 

anointing of the keys will cause the hungry to seek you out and ask for the spiritu-

al food that you have.  

The keys of activation will help you get subscriptions to Activated. Call on them 

and the barriers will disappear, and you will be able to activate your part of the 

world.  

Claim the keys for your witnessing pushes and then take action. The keys will open 

doors of opportunity and prepare searching hearts as never before.  

The keys will assist you in reaching the top-the wealthy and upper class who are 

desperately in need of My love, salvation and truth. Claim the keys of humility, 

boldness, and faith, and I will bring you before kings and queens.  

The keys will point the way to doors that haven't been available before. They'll 

brightly light the path and then open those doors.  

 

Bitterness  
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Bitterness strangles and destroys like a cancer, but My keys of deliverance will 

dig out and burn every last root, leaving no trace in our heart or life.  

The keys of the Kingdom bring freedom from bitterness. Claim them, and you will 

find the liberty of My Spirit and renewed faith.  

The keys of the Kingdom are a strong “pesticide,” which will kill any roots of 

bitterness that the Enemy may plant.  

Pray desperately for the keys to rip out bitterness by the root, so there is nothing 

left but submissive and fertile soil that I can fill with forgiveness and understand-

ing.  

With the power of the keys, all obstacles can be removed, any spiritual problem 

can be overcome, and any hurt or bitterness can be healed. With My love and 

your patience and faith, and with the keys, nothing is impossible.  

Claim the keys of cleansing to rid your life of bitterness, and I will perform deep 

surgery to remove every last vestige and replace it with My joy and peace.  

Boldness  

The keys of boldness cause you to shine with power that commands attention and 

draws those who see it closer to Me.  

The keys of boldness quench shyness; the keys of confidence banish insecurity 

and fear; and the keys of understanding will give you the wisdom of all ages.  

The keys of boldness are strong and commanding. They remove fear, inspire, and 

create a channel for My Spirit to flow through you.  

The keys are Me standing behind you. If you're intimidated, call on their power 

for backup, and you will get it.  

Claim the keys and you will overcome fear and shyness in all their forms.  

Whether you're bold or shy, get a boost of faith through the keys.  

Stand tall with the power of the keys that give My brides boldness and cause you 

to take pride in being Mine.  
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Call on the keys when you feel like hiding from the world; they contain all the 

strength that you need.  

When others see the boldness of the keys shining through, they will marvel and 

know that you have been with Me.  

Change / Spiritual progress  

No matter how serious your spiritual condition or problems, as you call on the 

keys of change, and desire and seek after that change with all of your being, you 

will have it!  

Supernatural grace to accept correction and instruction as a token of love and a 

treasured gift is yours when you call on the keys.  

The keys of receptivity help you to see things through My eyes, to reject the sensi-

tivity of the Enemy, and to grow by leaps and bounds.  

Call on the keys of change, asking Me to give you My heart and help you do things 

My way, and what you ask will be given unto you.  

In humility and desperation, call on the keys of change, regeneration and deliver-

ance to make you a new man-one who loves Me and My Word above all, and who 

is an embodiment of the new weapons and moves of My Spirit.  

The keys specialize in the impossible, the undoable in the natural. They can 

change any heart and spirit-and they will work for you, as you claim this change by 

faith and refuse to give up the fight.  

The keys guarantee change-as long as you fight for that change and do your part.  

When the personal requirements and hard work of change loom large before you, 

call on the keys of faith and perseverance, so the difficult will be made easier, the 

path before you will be shorter, and the promised victory of change will be more 

easily within your reach.  

When you feel discouraged, call on the power of the keys of faith to keep your 

feet set upon the Rock, your face turned toward the light, and your eyes firmly 

fixed on the sure victory of change, as you keep going and refuse to quit.  
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Call on the keys and I will possess you and you will change.  

The power of the keys will become a personal reality to you as you claim their 

strength in your fight for change. They will not fail you, so long as you don't fail to 

avail yourself of their power.  

When a very great change is needed-a change requiring a metamorphosis of your 

spirit and mode of operation-call on the power of the keys. They will re-create and 

fashion your spirit after Mine, causing a new creature to be born from the shell of 

the former.  

As you fight for change, as you persevere and make the spiritual effort needed for 

such change, claim the keys as yours with each step forward-no matter how diffi-

cult-and victory will be yours!  

The keys change hearts and habits.  

All who look to the keys will be strengthened, even the weakest or most messed 

up. The keys are for you personally right where you're at, and they will never fail 

you.  

I will create a clean heart and renew a right spirit within you, if you call on the 

keys.  

Call on the keys and I will transform your stony heart of sin into a heart of love, 

and renew a right spirit within you.  

Through the keys of the Kingdom you will change, be recreated, mount up with 

wings as an eagle, and soar to great victories and progress.  

Call on the keys to create in you a new mind, and to release you from the limita-

tions of your old mind and carnal reasoning.  

The keys of the Kingdom can breathe new life and fresh hope into any person or 

situation.  

Call on the keys of change and old things will pass away and all things will become 

new-including you.  
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The spirit is more powerful than the flesh; no matter how long the flesh has been 

doing something, the keys have power to influence and change things.  

The keys can change anything in your heart and mind. The keys will work as you 

call on them daily for your specific needs.  

The keys help you forget the past and walk on to what is ahead for you. Call on the 

keys of acceptance and claim the change you desire, and you will get it.  

There is no bad habit that the power of the keys cannot break.  

The keys of regeneration have power to create lives of greater usefulness and pur-

pose than was ever thought possible.  

Calling on the power of the keys is the road to strength, power, victory, and new 

life.  

I am the God of all flesh and there's nothing too hard for Me. I created the world 

and all that is in it, including man, so it is a simple thing for Me to give you a new 

heart and spirit when you call on the power of the keys.  

The keys enable you to have a complete transformation.  

Through the power of the keys you are forever able to leave behind the weights 

and sins that so easily beset you.  

There is no change too difficult for the keys to master. Call on the keys when a 

change is in order. Hold on to this promise and see My Spirit work.  

There is no tentacle of addiction, no habit, no hold upon My children, which can-

not be broken through the power of the keys!  

The chains of bad habit are strong like steel, but not too strong for the keys, which 

will break them.  

Call on the power of the keys to overcome all bad habits. With the keys I will help 

you to change the old and cultivate the new in record time.  

The keys of the Kingdom were created to bring change, and I have put them in 

your hands to help you change. Call on the keys when you need to overcome a bad 
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habit. The keys will create new thought patterns within you; they will guide your 

actions to do the right thing.  

The purpose of the keys is to defy the impossible, including the seeming impossi-

bility of changing yourself. Call on the keys to work the work within you of chang-

ing your bad habits, your wrong attitudes, your personality, and it will be done. 

Nothing is too hard for the keys!  

When you're weak, needy, desperate, and calling out to the keys, My miracle of 

deliverance from your problems can be performed.  

If you can't change your mind or your bad habit, don't worry-use the keys! The 

keys will help you overcome and move forward with My ever-changing Spirit.  

The keys have creative power; through their power you can have a clean heart 

and a renewed spirit.  

All change is possible with the keys.  

Every challenge to change is your helper; it moves you to depend on the keys. 

Nothing is too hard if you call on the keys. The secret to change is calling on the 

keys.  

There is no standing still; you are either going forward or backward. Call on the 

keys, for they will keep you moving forward until you reach the goal.  

With the power of the keys you are in for some mighty surprises-great victories in 

your life. It just takes simple, childlike faith and a plea for My help. Remember the 

cripple at the temple gate? He hoped for alms and got legs.  

There is no problem too great for the keys, the Word, and My love. Call on that 

power and there will be deliverance, breakthroughs, and spiritual progress.  

Absolutely any negative thought pattern, any previously entrenched lifelong bad 

habit can be broken through the power of the keys. Call on their power to van-

quish the old and negative, and create the new and positive!  

The keys can form, pattern, and overlay a new positive you over the old negative 

you!  
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You benefit from the power of the keys as much as you use the keys. So make it an 

automatic reaction and habit to call on their power at all times!  

You can change! The keys embody and perfect change, so wield them and use 

them faithfully in your program for personal change.  

There is no stopping the man of faith who holds the keys firmly in his hands. He 

sees miracles because he believes and receives My power.  

Got an obstacle you wish you could hurdle?-A negative personal habit that seems 

too long-standing, foreboding, and entrenched to break? Call on the power of the 

keys and see the impossible become possible, the wish become reality!  

Power to overcome any bad habit, vice, or sin is yours with the keys of the King-

dom. Absolutely nothing can hold you back if you call on the keys to overcome.  

The keys create change even in the most desperate situations. Where there was 

the old, the new will be built; where there was destruction, new life will spring 

forth; where there were sores and festering sins of the Enemy, I will implant in 

your heart the purifying Words of My truth to cleanse and make you whole again.  

A house that is crumbling can be rebuilt, a ship that is sinking can be salvaged, a 

work that is near ruin can be restored, and every heart that desires change can be 

born anew-all through the miracle-rendering, supernaturally empowered keys of 

the Kingdom!  

A heart that has been crushed, humbled, broken, and whose soil has been wa-

tered with tears, results in the perfect ground for Me to work miracles through My 

key power, and for newness of life to spring forth and blossom like magic!  

The keys of deliverance and victory have the power to instantly burn the old cir-

cuits, rewire you, and make you a completely new creature from one moment to 

the next, if you'll put them to the test.  

Claim the keys of change for any area of your life you want to make progress in. 

When the Enemy attacks you and tells you you're not getting the victory in a par-

ticular area, all you have to do is tell him, “No, that's not true, for I have claimed 
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the keys!”  

Focus on the keys and claim their power. Use this “magic wand” in every aspect of 

your life, and you will see change.  

When you call on the power of the keys, you are an unbeatable force! Just as light 

dispels darkness, so the keys dispel evil.  

No matter how far you have strayed, the keys are always by your side, ready in a 

split second to answer your call. They will transform into a beam of pure light to 

lead you back to the straight and narrow path of My will.  

If you feel you're too old or your bad habits are too deeply ingrained to change at 

this point in life, just let go and let Me do it through the keys. To obtain victory in 

each area you desire to overcome and grow in, call on the keys for help, inspira-

tion, and the will to fight, and you will be amazed at their power and influence in 

your life.  

There is no obstacle that the keys can't overcome.  

The key of change makes revolution possible in your personal life. This key will 

help you change what needs to be changed, not change what should stay the 

same, and have the wisdom to know the difference.  

Call on the keys of change to transform, renew, and restore you, and you will be a 

living testament to My power.  

Be a vacuum for key power and watch it flood into your life as you call for My 

help, and it will work wonders for you and your loved ones.  

Forward progress, growth, rebirth, rebuilding, and restructuring are yours when 

you call on the keys of the Kingdom. The keys bring new life and a fresh  start. The 

keys open the door to new horizons.  

No change is impossible with the keys.  

Release the power of the key of change and rise above to a new plane of progress.  

Through the power of the keys you can overcome anything-even yourself and the 
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old you!  

The keys of restoration have the power to change any heart or situation and re-

store and make whole!  

Call on the keys of fight and perseverance, and you'll have all the power you need 

to change and move forward.  

If you claim the keys and their power, you cannot fail and you cannot fall-no 

matter what lies before you.  

Nothing and no one is beyond the reach of the keys, no matter how far or low 

they have fallen.  

Claim the keys of change and your past will be erased, and you will be a new crea-

ture!  

You can do anything and become anything I want you to, by activating key power 

in your life!  

The keys are your bridge from yesterday to tomorrow-a bridge long enough to 

cover any gulf of past failure, sin, or breach in the spirit.  

Seize the keys in full faith and walk boldly and bravely into the light of a new day!  

Children / Parents  

Do not despair for your young ones, but rather pray for them and continually 

commit them to Me. Claim the power of the keys in their lives, and you will see 

change.  

Children and parents will be brought together in love, respect, and mutual appre-

ciation through the power of the keys.  

Faith to keep trying in love and understanding will come as you call on the keys.  

Fight in desperate prayer for your children's future by calling on the keys of the 

Kingdom. Through such prayer will come the victory you desire.  

Importunate prayer, calling on the keys, is the most powerful force on Earth. Nev-

er give up, keep your prayer fires burning, and you will see miracles.  
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Children can be delivered of every evil work of the Devil through the keys. There 

is no habit, addiction, or hatred stronger than the power of the keys of the King-

dom.  

When you're at the end of your rope and feel there's nowhere to turn and no so-

lution in sight, call on the keys; they will light your path and make your way clear.  

I will give you insight, wisdom, love, understanding, foresight, tolerance, commu-

nication skills, and all that you need to relate to and shepherd your children, if 

you will call on the power of the keys of the Kingdom in faith and desperation.  

Unity between parents and children can be restored through the power of the 

keys. Claim that power in humility and honesty, and you will find the joy of for-

giveness and the power of love.  

I have given you your children, and through the keys of the Kingdom, the Word, 

and My love, you have access to all that you need to raise them right.  

No child is past being helped by My love, the keys of the Kingdom, and My living 

Word.  

I will make you the role model, mentor, friend, and shepherd you need to be, as 

you call on the power of the keys and are a doer of My Word.  

Call on the power of the keys for your children's needs, and your prayers will be 

powerful. Angelic helpers will be sent, and you will see change, improvement, 

and even miracles.  

Call on the power of the keys for the young ones in your care and I will work mir-

acles.  

I will teach you everything you need to know about parenthood and childcare 

through the power of the keys.  

The keys I have given will break down the walls of pride, enabling your children to 

receive the lessons I have for them.  

Through the keys your children's channels can be open to hear directly from Me, 

without childish distractions or opinions hindering them.  
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Call on the keys daily as you pour into your children, and I will supply every need.  

Your prayers to Me, calling on the keys, will comfort your children throughout 

any difficulties.  

Don't hesitate to call on the keys and let them work on your behalf, no matter 

what the problem.  

Through the keys of the Kingdom your children can be motivated to yield to My 

Spirit and My will for them.  

The difficulties your children face will strengthen and deepen their love for Me, 

as you uphold them in prayer and wield the power I have given you through the 

keys.  

The keys will give your children understanding beyond their years, and wisdom 

to grasp My truths.  

Your teaching will be more inspired, more Spirit-filled, and hit the mark better 

when you avail yourself of the keys of Heaven.  

My angels stand guard beside your children to protect them from harm, acci-

dents, or disease. Claim the keys, and My bubble of protection about them will 

be fortified and strengthened.  

Call on the keys of Heaven to shelter your children from harm.  

All that I have promised for your children's future can be theirs as you pray for 

them, using the keys I have put into your hands.  

Any problem-physical, spiritual, or mental-can be overcome by Me, through the 

power of the keys I have given you.  

My Word will strengthen your children's faith and cause them to grow by leaps 

and bounds, as you call on the keys.  

My power to watch over your children, prevent accidents, shield from danger, 

and protect from harm is received in full measure as you call on the keys.  

The power of the keys will supply all you need to teach your children My ways.  
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Your children are Mine, and I will keep them from any form of danger as you claim 

the key of My protection.  

The keys of the Kingdom strengthen My force field of protection that surrounds 

your children, making it impenetrable.  

The greatest protection you can give your children against accidents, danger, or 

attacks of the Enemy is to call on the power of the keys.  

The Enemy is held back and his attempts to harm My little ones are defeated 

through the power of the keys.  

When you're not sure how to deal with a situation with your child, call on the key 

of insight, and I will reveal your child's needs, and offer solutions to help you over-

come each obstacle.  

As you call on the key of understanding I will help you to be able to comprehend 

the needs of your child, and the difficulties they face, and help you fight with your 

child for victory.  

If you're low on ideas or your inspiration is lacking, call on the keys, and through 

their power you will be filled with enthusiasm and vision. The keys will enhance 

your interaction with your children, and they will inspire you to pour into them.  

With the keys you can discover a new and exciting approach to your teaching. Call 

on them and you will not be disappointed.  

Comfort\ Overcoming a broken heart 

Through the power of the keys it is now possible for you and your loved one to be 

closer in spirit than ever before. 

Call on the keys and I will draw aside the veil to let you see how happy your depart-

ed loved one now is with Me. 

Multitudes of angels are waiting to pour My healing balm on your wounded heart, 

and you release them through the power of the keys. 

When everything seems to be tumbling down around your ears and you feel as if 
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there's no hope, call out to Me and My keys and I'll lift you out, up, and above it 

all! 

When you pass through the waters, call on the keys and I will be with you; when 

you walk through the fire, you will not be burned.  

If you're mourning, call on the keys and I will instantly be with you to comfort you.  

The keys can give comfort to the brokenhearted and help ease your sorrow. Just 

call on the keys of the Elixir of Love, which will pour out its soothing balm of peace 

and faith upon your troubled heart.  

Comfort, faith, and peace of mind will be yours as you call on the keys.  

I will mend your broken heart as you give it to Me and call on the keys.  

Call on the keys of vision, and I will help you picture your son here in Heaven, and 

show you what he's doing and all the things he's learning. Even though you're not 

with him in flesh, you can be with him in spirit through these special keys of vision 

which help you to see in the spirit.  

If you feel that the darkest hour has come upon you and you just can't seem to 

snap out of it no matter what you try to do, call on the keys for help, and they will 

lift you above circumstances and conditions, and help set your feet firmly on the 

Rock again.  

Claim the power of the keys of spiritual healing, and I will heal your broken heart, 

no matter how long you've been living with heartache.  

Feeling like you can't cope?  

At the end of your rope?  

Figure there's no hope?  

Take note!  

Let the keys control your boat,  

And help you again to float!  

There is no heart broken beyond repair, because the power of the keys of comfort 
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to heal and mend is unlimited.  

Call on the keys of comfort and your spirit will be filled to overflowing with the 

comfort of the Holy Spirit that will bring you through difficult times.  

Your heart is broken, but I will gently mend and make you even better than be-

fore. Call on the keys of My grace to be sufficient for you, as I create in you a mas-

terpiece of great and priceless beauty.  

Call on the keys of bravery as you walk through the fire, for peace amidst a raging 

storm, courage to smile through your tears, and faith to hold on till you see My 

rainbow of victory.  

I will hold, comfort, and encourage you, and with the power of the keys of sur-

cease bring supernatural calm and peace to your troubled and weary heart.  

Call on the power of the keys, and the keys of comfort will heal your wounded or 

broken heart. You will be blessed with the tender heart of Jesus; and though you 

may feel weak, you will be stronger than ever before, and capable of reaching the 

hearts of many in need of Jesus.  

The keys can soothe your troubled heart. Call on the keys of love when your heart 

is aching, and the balm of the Spirit of love will soothe it.  

The keys bring supernatural comfort in trying times.  

You can call on the keys and find comfort through every test.  

Conflict and war  

Calling on the keys for the plight of the poor unleashes angels of mercy to come 

to their aid to en- courage, strengthen, and protect them.  

The keys of righteousness defend the poor, stand up for the truth, and fight for 

them that have no might.  

Quick, powerful, and exceeding just is the vengeance of the keys when they are 

released on behalf of any of My children who are hurting, suffering, and op-

pressed.  
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The keys of judgment measure the iniquity of the oppressors, and when their cup 

of violence is full, these keys pour back upon their heads seven-fold the troubles 

they have sown.  

As you weep in prayer for those who are downtrodden, the keys stir up the power 

of Heaven to answer your heartcry and fight on behalf of those who cannot fight 

for themselves.  

Through the power of the keys and your prayers you can overcome the spirits of 

war, limiting the impact and duration of this war.  

Contentment / Happiness / Positiveness  

Activate the keys of positiveness in your life, and see Me change your perspective 

and outlook to one of happiness and praise.  

Choose happiness by calling on the power of the keys to change your perception 

of things, and you will have a new outlook on life.  

Contentment of mind, heart, and spirit is yours to have as you call on the keys of 

contentment, trusting Me to fill your heart and life as I know best.  

True happiness of the spirit is found in Me through believing the promises I've giv-

en and taking a stand, by using the keys to trust, believe, and know that happiness 

is there for you, just around the corner.  

If your state of happiness is compromised by the attacks of the Enemy, lift high the 

standard of the keys, and their fire, spirit, happiness, and life will rejuvenate and 

lift you.  

The keys have the power to restore your happiness-My happiness in you-so claim 

their power and be transformed!  

No fiery dart of the Enemy can counter the true happiness and joy of My Spirit, so 

when he attacks, strike him back with praise and the keys of overcoming and he 

will flee.  

My Spirit of happiness cannot be stolen from you; the Enemy can only take what 

you give him. So use the keys with conviction, claim their power, don't give in to 
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the Enemy, and My Spirit of happiness will remain alive and vibrant in you.  

Happiness cannot be measured by how you feel, how life seems to be treating 

you, or how buffeted you may be. Happiness is found and activated through the 

keys, through believing that their power will sustain you through the stormy 

weather.  

If you're at the end of your rope, seeing no reason for happiness and contentment 

in life, look to the power of the keys and I will restore your joy and appreciation 

for the life I've given you.  

Spiritual weights cannot hold you back when you wield the keys of contentment, 

happiness, and positiveness against the lies of the Enemy.  

If life's trials have left you low, without joy, remember that the keys have power to 

overcome all obstacles.  

My Spirit of happiness will possess you, becoming your joy in life, as you call on 

the keys.  

Counter the depressing blows of the Enemy with the keys of happiness; block his 

blows with the keys of contentment; retaliate with the keys of positiveness, and 

he will be defeated.  

With the keys of joy, happiness, and peace surrounding you, you automatically ac-

tivate the keys of strength. My joy is your strength.  

The keys can bring joy and happiness to you, in spite of how you feel. Just try acti-

vating the keys of merriment and mirth, and don't feel guilty in doing so. Happi-

ness is a gift, and not something you can work up. So no matter how you feel, 

those feelings can be overruled by these special keys that can bring joy back into 

your heart and life.  

The power of the keys will be a wellspring of joy to your heart and mind.  
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Conviction  

The keys of conviction will wash away all the flimsy justifications the Enemy 

would try to tempt you with, so you can keep your spiritual guard up and be 

awake and aware of the spiritual warfare.  

Through the keys of revolution you can immediately detect an attack on your 

convictions and faith, and through the keys of conviction you can launch a coun-

terattack.  

The keys can clear the fog descending upon your convictions, so that you know 

exactly what you're living for.  

The keys of conviction can alert you to inroads of compromise in your life before 

bad habits have a chance to take root.  

The keys of revolution can remind you each and every day that time is short, so 

you don't fritter your time away on worldly timewasters that eat away at your 

faith.  

Through the keys of conviction you can be a strength and a blessing to your 

peers, and I will help you to lift Me up and buck the status quo without the curse 

of self-righteousness or pride hampering your sample.  

The keys give you confidence in your beliefs, and the power to diligently defend 

your convictions to both the curious and the scoffers.  

The keys will be your personal fitness trainer, and as you claim them you will 

have the strength to keep up your spiritual training in preparation for the dark 

days ahead.  

The keys will hold you steady so you aren't blown about by every wind of doc-

trine and false religion.  

Claim the keys of courage to follow what I tell you, even when all your peers 

seem to be doing the opposite, and you will stand strong in My power and 

anointing.  
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Claim the keys of single-mindedness so that you aren't sidetracked by time-

wasting detours on the path of your life.  

Through the keys you can make your calling sure and have a clear purpose, just as 

I had a clear purpose and calling when I was on Earth.  

The keys are powerful yet gentle, and as you claim them I can give you power in 

My Spirit as well as gentleness, that you may be a testimony of My love and pow-

er.  

Claim the keys of conviction, so that you're only concerned about making Me hap-

py and not worried about the opinions of your peers.  

The keys can cut through the flimsy lies of the Devil, who begs you to spend time 

on temporary, transitory pastimes instead of eternally important activities.  

Claim the keys for the right balance between conviction and humility, between 

speaking out against wrong and simply letting your actions speak, and I will grant 

you My wisdom.  

Claim the keys of godly friendship, and I will enable you to build strong, solid rela-

tionships with your peers that are built on your common goals of serving Me and 

not on compromise and manpleasing.  

Claim the keys of revival for the youth of the Family to influence each other with 

My thoughts and words, and to build the kind of friendships that will further My 

work, and I will cause a mighty revolution.  

Claim the keys to find like-minded peers with whom to share your faith and your 

love for Me, that you may be strengthened with bonds of brotherhood and unity.  

The keys of dedication have the power to keep you on the road of My highest will 

for your life.  

Claim the keys so that you young people who have committed your lives to Me 

will have more influence over your peers than those young people who have not 

yet committed to Me.  

Claim the keys of witness in your life-not just witness to the lost, but witness in 
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every way, at work and at play-and My fire and love will burn in your heart bright-

ly, illuminating others' lives.  

Claim the keys of conviction and love for Me, so that in everything you do you will 

testify of My Name, My love, and My power.  

I give you the invincible keys of faith and power so that nothing will discourage or 

defeat you or sway your conviction and love for Me.  

I will take away self-consciousness and embarrassment as you claim the keys of 

personal abandonment, so you can sing and praise and lift your arms to Me in hu-

mility.  

Claim the keys to loosen the grip of fear and manpleasing, and you of the second 

generation will have true spiritual freedom to live your faith openly with your 

peers.  

Claim the keys and you will have the courage to praise Me and acknowledge Me 

before others, to love Me and honor Me with your lips.  

Be proud of the gifts I've given to you-loving Me as your Husband, praising Me 

each day, and committing all things to Me in prayer-because the keys will give you 

the power to rise above the opinions of man and desire to please Me alone.  

The keys of the Kingdom will help bring about conviction and vigor in your life.  

The keys of revolution give you the power to root out, pull down, and destroy the 

works of darkness in this land.  

I will reach into your heart and turn the keys of revolution, which will cause My 

power to surge within you like never before, bringing a renewed anointing as a 

powerhouse of My Spirit and a light bearer of My truth.  

Claim the keys of faith and conviction that you might be as the martyrs of old who 

lived My Words and brought many to Me through their sample.  

Cooking / Shopping / Provisioning  

As you call on My key power, I'll send you expert spirit helpers in the culinary arts 
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to anoint and inspire you to cook delicious, nourishing meals.  

The secret to cooking a good meal is to call on the power of My keys to show you 

what to make and how to cook it.  

When you feel tired and have had a long day and yet you still have to cook dinner, 

call on My key power to give you the strength and inspiration to prepare a nice 

meal.  

Spice up your meals with the spice of My Spirit by using the keys to call down My 

heavenly chefs as your spirit helpers.  

If you will ask for the power of My keys as you shop or provision, I'll pour out such 

a supply and blessing that you won't be able to contain it all.  

Ask for the keys of wisdom, discernment, and supply as you shop or provision, 

and I will lead you to the best deals and contacts.  

You can save money when you go shopping by calling on My keys of discernment 

to lead you in making wise decisions on where to shop and what to purchase.  

Decision-making / Wisdom / Meetings  

Divine guidance is yours when you call on the keys of the Kingdom.  

When you stand before men of power and intelligence, the keys of wisdom, elo-

quence, and focus will be your support and a strong part of your anointing.  

When you feel ignorant and lacking even basic knowledge, call on the keys of rev-

elation. I will give you supernatural wisdom beyond your years, expertise, and 

natural abilities.  

The keys of wisdom help you to receive clearly the message you need to share; 

the keys of articulation help you to know how to express it in appropriate words; 

and the keys of simplicity help you not to get too complicated to the detriment of 

the message.  

The mind, thoughts, and feelings of man are hidden beneath the surface, but you 

can have access to this information when you call on the keys of discernment, in-
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sight, and revelation.  

Claim the keys of revelation and eloquence and you will know what is needed and 

your words will be of Me.  

Call on the keys of discernment and wisdom and your words will be as a well-

spring, gushing forth waters of life to the hearers.  

The keys dig deep into the caverns of your mind to retrieve information you 

thought you'd forgotten, and open pockets of previously stored wisdom you 

would never have remembered on your own.  

You can be a great and convincing conversationalist, articulate and refined, by call-

ing on the keys.  

Clarity of mind, heart, and spirit is yours to claim through the power of the keys.  

Depend on the keys of organization, wisdom, focus, clarity and peace of mind, and 

you will have precisely what you need at the exact moment you need it-not a mi-

nute too late.  

Call on the keys of teamworking and communication and the difficulties or prob-

lems in your meetings can be resolved, bringing about a better plan.  

Every skill that you will need to host, entertain, and communicate with learned 

men and women will become a part of your makeup and nature as you call on the 

keys of diplomacy, confidence, and conversation.  

The keys of concentration empower you to reach far beyond your natural mind, 

and the keys of retention will open doors within your mind to be filled with what I 

know is most needed.  

As you reach for the keys of communication, understanding, and insight, all things 

will fall into decency and order.  

The power of God will fall on your speech and your teaching as you claim the keys. 

You'll be surrounded by key power, and all that you say and do will be anointed by 

that power.  
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Claim the keys of communication, and your words will be given supernatural 

anointing that no man will be able to resist. They'll recognize My anointing and 

My Words speaking through you because of the power of the keys.  

Once you claim the keys and step out by faith, you won't even think about your-

self or how you're coming across, because the keys will take over and give you the 

anointing you need.  

You'll speak with My wisdom and give the message the way I want you to, with 

exactly the tone and presentation I want to get across, as you claim the keys of 

boldness. Nothing will stop My Spirit from shining through as you claim the keys.  

Call on the power of the keys to help you, and then trust that I will lead you and 

help you to be all that I need you to be. Speak the words that I show you to speak 

from your heart, and the keys will translate My Spirit into their minds and hearts.  

All the wisdom of My Spirit is at your disposal when you call on the power of the 

keys.  

Pray in the power of the keys, and I will put My Words in your mouth.  

The keys of wisdom and insight are spiritual eyeglasses that will improve your vi-

sion and help you to see things in radical, fresh new ways.  

The keys of insight and revelation will help you have My mind and see things the 

way that I see them.  

Stand on the power of the keys and you will have talent, inspiration and know-

how for the job at hand. It is not of you, but of Me and the heavenly host who are 

there to serve you.  

Call on the power of the keys of discernment and understanding, that through 

these keys you may make wise decisions and sound judgments.  

Through the power of the keys you can have access to the knowledge of My Spir-

it, which is an infinite treasure chest to be diligently cherished and guarded. You 

must learn how to use this gift by seeking Me and calling on the keys.  
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No power of the Evil One can stand against those who hold the keys in despera-

tion and praise. Grasp the keys tightly, and they will be enlightenment to your 

mind, the answers to your questions.  

Claim through the power of the keys all the gifts that you need for your job, ei-

ther individually or as a team. I will withhold nothing.  

Through your faith manifested in claiming the power of the keys, there is no 

mountain that cannot be removed, no obstacle that cannot be overcome, no 

problem that cannot be resolved, no desperate situation that cannot be radically 

altered with My miracle-working power.  

Nothing good, powerful, enlightening, needful, or feeding will I withhold from 

those who call upon the keys.  

Call on the power of the keys and I will guide you through anything-through de-

bate, misunderstandings, confusion, and even turmoil. The keys will deliver to 

you clarity of thought and speech, peace of mind, comfort, guidance, instruction, 

and sound counsel.  

Say the words, “I call on the keys of guidance and counsel,” and I will instruct you. 

I will give you My insight and increase your ability to see new things in the spirit, 

and this will lighten your load.  

I give you through the keys the power of a horse-drawn chariot thundering over 

the sands of time. The horses represent the keys pulling you along. The keys will 

empower you and help you to cover the ground that you need in the short time 

that you have. So climb into this chariot and these thundering horses will take 

you much further and faster than you could ever imagine!  

The keys are filled with faith, so ask for their help when you lack faith or when the 

Enemy tells you it can't be done.  
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Depression / Discouragement  

The Devil has thrown you into a pit of depression, but the keys of faith are your 

salvation. Cling to them, and I will pull you out of the miry clay of despair and 

wipe away the feelings of utter defeat.  

The demons of depression can't stand the blinding light and power of the keys of 

faith and victory; they will be vaporized.  

The Devil brings misery, self-pity, despair, and every form of discouragement, but 

there's power in the keys of overcoming to rise above and conquer every demon 

of depression.  

When depression is draining you of your strength and you're hit with discourage-

ment on every side, call on the power of the keys for an infusion of new joy, 

hope, faith, and the will to fight on.  

You can't imagine how you'll make it through another day, but if you call on the 

keys of My ability, I will give you the superhuman strength of spirit you are in 

desperate need of.  

There is not one iota of encouragement that you need that I will withhold, or one 

iota of discouragement that I will not dispel, if you will look to the power of the 

keys!  

You may have every reason in the natural to be depressed, but the keys hold su-

pernatural power to rejuvenate your spirit, soul, mind and body.  

The keys of overcoming will be your rod and your staff as you walk through what 

feels like the valley of the shadow of death.  

No sadness is so great that My Spirit of happiness cannot overcome it; no de-

pression is so overwhelming that the power of the keys cannot remove it.  

The clutches of darkness and depression cannot match the power of My light, 

My love, and the power of the keys.  

Through the keys of deliverance your depression and sadness can be trans-

formed into overflowing joy.  
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If you will fight in the spirit, call on the keys, claim the keys promises, and recruit 

the help of others to fight with you, I can defeat the Enemy and his plague of de-

pression.  

You possess freedom over discontentment and depression as you hold up the keys

-turned-to-swords and strike the Enemy back with praise and positiveness.  

The keys are keys of victory. Cling to them when you feel defeated, and let them 

fight for you.  

The keys will light your way when you feel like you're walking in darkness.  

When you claim the keys of encouragement, I will send spirit helpers, your broth-

ers and sisters in My realm, who will spur you on and whisper to you words of 

courage and camaraderie.  

If at the first signs of discouragement you fight with the Word, the keys, prayer, 

praise and songs, you'll be able to kick the Devil right out.  

No demon of depression can counter the power you have in the words you speak 

as you challenge them in the power of the keys.  

The keys give you power to triumph.  

The power of the keys you hold in your hands is far more powerful than the dark-

ness and weight of depression.  

The keys of the Kingdom are a consuming fire to engulf and destroy depression in 

all its forms. They squash, squelch, and trample depression. They wipe out, oblite-

rate, and banish depression. They kill, maim, and exterminate depression.  

No matter how deep or long-lasting your depression, there is relief and victory to 

be found through the keys.  

No evil work of the Enemy is a match for the keys, which destroy the works of 

darkness.  

The keys will remove from your life anything that afflicts, brings despair, or hin-

ders your service to Me.  
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The keys not only bring life to your spirit, but death to the deeds of the Devil and 

all his demons of Hell.  

Hold fast to the keys because they are a weapon the Enemy sorely fears, a power 

he doesn't stand a chance against. He will turn tail and run when you face him 

with the keys.  

Claim the power of the keys against the Enemy, so that none of his thoughts may 

make a playroom of your mind.  

Every demon of depression is subject to the power of the keys.  

If you feel too weak to do anything else, call out to Me and My powerful keys, and 

I will fight for you.  

Apotheon, Arakan, Pan, the demons of depression, and every other minion of the 

netherworld cannot escape from the keys' power. When you call on the keys to 

defeat them, they will flee in terror and beg for mercy at your hand.  

Through the power of the keys I can renew your mind, lift your spirit, and purify 

your whole being.  

Discipleship / Relationship to the world  

The keys turn your discipleship into sold-out, all-out dedication to Me. Claim 

them and you will be one of My elite.  

The keys of revolution give life and have the power to turn you into a dedicated 

disciple for Me.  

No form of worldliness can stand before the keys; call on them and you will be an 

all-outer for Me!  

Give your all through the power of the keys and be My 110% follower and disci-

ple.  

As you're confronted by the System's trends, claiming the keys will show you 

what's truth and the real deal as opposed to fakes and cheap counterfeits.  

If you need to change your mindset, call on the keys of discipleship and experi-
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ence a complete reworking of your mind by My power.  

Nothing can withstand the power of the keys. Use them to change your wrong 

mindsets and see things in My light.  

Nothing you do for yourself will last-use the keys of dedication to make your work 

for Me last forever.  

Whatever you do in word or in deed, use the keys to do it to the glory of God, and 

it will be a success.  

My keys are like a clean bath to soak away the dirt and filth of the world and re-

place it with the sweet-smelling fragrance of the cleanliness of My Spirit.  

Soak in the keys, bask in their power, and be cleansed from all that is of the world.  

There is strength and Heaven to be found in the keys as you use their power to 

cleanse you from the besmirchment of the world.  

The keys give you the grace to believe and act and be the sample I want you to be.  

Take hold of the keys of boldness to proclaim My truth; grasp tightly the keys of 

revolution to remain separate from the world; and cling to the keys of commit-

ment, which make you never want to be a part of the world and its ways.  

No situation is too hard for the keys to shine through you with a good sample of 

My love.  

The keys of revolution are not of this world, and holding on to them will keep you 

clean and separate from the world.  

Call on the keys of consecration and they'll call you out of this world.  

The keys are the great separator of the wheat and the chaff. Call on them to keep 

you separate and you will be sanctified-called apart unto Me.  

To effectively stand strong in My power and live the life of a revolutionary disciple, 

claim the keys of conviction, boldness, and My direction to guide you, as you walk 

the glorious path of My will that is lined with fulfillment and joys the world only 

dreams of.  
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Watch the keys draw the line and build an inseparable difference between you 

and the world, as you call on their power.  

When you need a spiritual boost to be a good sample, call on the keys of disciple-

ship; they're there for you, waiting to empower you with My grace and strength.  

The power of the keys will place a bubble of protection around your heart, keep-

ing it separated from the world. Use them and you will always be a part of My ec-

clesia.  

Driving  

You have perfect insurance from accidents through the keys of protection. As you 

claim their power, I will keep away dangerous drivers and surround you with an 

impenetrable shield of My protection.  

Don't ever get behind the wheel of a car without first desperately claiming the 

power of the keys of vigilance. Without them, you leave yourself open to attacks 

of the Enemy; with them, I give you My full protection.  

When you're out on the Devil's territory, the keys of vigilance are your best de-

fense against crazy, drunk, careless, or speeding drivers. They will erect a strong 

force field of protection around your vehicle to keep you from all harm and dan-

ger.  

Call on the keys of skill, anointing, alertness and prayerfulness as you drive, and I 

will protect you from accidents.  

Claiming the keys of safety before your trip out-no matter how mundane or rou-

tine-ensures My full blessing and protection.  

Angels of protection wait to guard your car when driving. Call them to come to 

your aid through the power of the keys of defense.  

Equipment problems  

Full-of-faith prayer in the power of the keys can help you overcome any mechani-

cal problem, big or small.  
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Knowledge and wisdom to understand witty inventions are yours through the 

power of the keys.  

I understand every problem and will give you the solution to it as you call on the 

keys.  

Don't force the situation or try to solve the problem yourself; ask Me and claim 

the keys of divine understanding, and it will be yours.  

I can and will override any problem in the physical as you pray in faith and claim 

the keys.  

Expect miracles / General  

Unto those who call on the keys of health, miracles, supply-whatever key you call 

on-if you stand firm in your belief that I will hear your request, your prayers will be 

answered. My hand can perform all that you ask and more.  

I have entrusted the power of Heaven into your hands and have given you the 

keys to open every door.  

There is nothing too mundane or unimportant for the keys' power. What concerns 

you is My concern, and I freely release key power for each request and need as 

you claim it.  

I have put the keys to the Kingdom in your hand; their power waits to be activated 

at your call and vacuum, and within them is all the power of Heaven.  

I give you Myself, My Word, and the keys. Life, power, protection, wisdom, and 

any part of Me that you desire or need is yours in an instant, at the very moment 

you voice your request.  

If something is My will, the power of the keys can bring it to pass speedily and de-

feat any obstacles the Enemy would use to hinder it.  

All power of Heaven is available to you through the keys.  

Call on the keys of guidance, counsel, and encouragement, and I will part the “Red 

Sea” of any difficulty you face.  
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The power of the keys to the Kingdom is the greatest force in the world, in the 

heavens, in the universe!  

Nothing can stand against the keys to the Kingdom!  

I will hold back nothing from those who call on the keys of the Kingdom of Heaven 

and tune in to their chimes.  

The keys of the Kingdom are yours; there is nothing they will not do for you.  

The keys give you charge over all things.  

Though the battles are greater, the victories will be much greater as you call upon 

the power of the keys.  

Never fear to ask for an outright miracle when you call on the keys. The keys of 

miracles specialize in circumstances that are beyond the power of man to control.  

Every situation can turn into a victory situation if you call on the power of the keys 

of miracles.  

Nothing is too bad, too hard, or too ugly for the miracle-working power of the 

keys of the Kingdom.  

Remember that there are no impossibilities for you. Now that you have the keys, 

nothing can stop you! No fiery dart of the Enemy can counter the power you have 

in the keys. No problem is too big that the keys cannot solve it. No need is too 

great that the keys cannot bring the supply.  

Claim greater power through the keys, for I can, I will, and I want to do what you 

desire!  

Continue to use the keys, and as you do they will come alive for you; they will 

bring the supply, provision, happiness, fulfillment, inspiration, ideas, faith, enthu-

siasm, and so much more that you desire and need. Use the keys and you won't 

be disappointed!  

Ask of Me, and I will give you great and mighty keys to unlock any door that needs 

unlocking.  
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The day of miracles is not past! Through the power of the keys and the closer link 

that you have with Me, you will do even greater miracles than I did!  

What you weren't able to do before is now possible through the power of the 

keys!  

Call down the power of the keys and ask what you will, for it is by these petitions 

that great miracles are wrought.  

Claim the keys for your health and inspiration, for your channel to Me, for the 

miracles you wish to see in your life and in the lives of others. I will not fail you as 

you manifest your faith in My precious gift to you-the keys of power and victory.  

All things are possible through the power of the keys. Expect miracles today, call 

on the keys for help, and they will unlock doors you know not of.  

What stands in your way? What looms over you? What weighs on you? Through 

the power of the keys you can blow any obstacles to bits!  

There are no impossibilities for the keys of the Kingdom. Call on them for every 

need, problem, or difficulty.  

Pray and call on the keys and you will see things change.  

When you call on the keys of miracles, you can move mountains, cast out devils, 

and raise the dead. Nothing is impossible to you.  

When you claim the keys, you have access to all of Me and My power and My 

heavenly forces, and you are one with Us.  

The keys and My Word are one, and nothing can withstand the power of the keys 

when My will is to be performed!  

Anything you need, you can claim through the keys. There is nothing in Heaven 

that I would withhold from you, My Endtime children.  

The keys have the power to create, to shape, and to mold any prayer into reality. 

Call on them when you pray and you will be blessed to see and hear of the 

mighty miracles and deeds that I will do on behalf of My children now and in the 
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days to come.  

Call on the keys and things will change according to My will.  

Claim the keys of beauty, and you will radiate with Heaven's power.  

The keys open the full floodlights of Heaven upon you and your loved ones and 

your needs, whatever you claim them for. And nothing can withstand the flood-

lights of the love of Heaven!  

No matter what the obstacle, stand fast in My will, call upon the power of the keys 

of the Kingdom, and stand back and see Me do the miracle.  

The keys are more powerful than your mind can fathom and will work miracles 

that will astound you.  

The keys are My gift of love to you, and through them every prayer will be an-

swered.  

Put Me to the test. Call on the power of the keys and command Me to do the mir-

acle, and I won't fail to answer your desperate prayer.  

Command Me through the power of the keys, and I will work miracles.  

The keys of the Kingdom will radically alter or change any situation, according to 

your faith.  

Power to the people with the keys, who will work miracles such as have never 

been seen since the beginning of time, until the day of My coming.  

Calling on the keys for someone is not the least you can do, but the most.  

As you pray in the power of the keys, you wield the most powerful force in the 

universe.  

As you claim the keys, depend on them, and show your faith in them, you will see 

miracles happen.  

The keys of the Kingdom are like your magic lamp, and I'm your all-powerful Ge-

nie. Call on the power of the keys in faith and desperation, and your prayers will 

be answered. Your wish is My command.  
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In calling on the keys in My Name and giving them honor, you are calling on Me 

and My power.  

To get the most out of your prayers, call on the keys.  

To enhance your prayer power many times over, call on the keys.  

When you call on the power of the keys, not only is your prayer answered, but it's 

answered in the most effective, efficient way possible. You know you've given it 

your all; you've done your best to help any situation when you call on the keys.  

The dynamics of prayer is increased a hundredfold when you call on the keys.  

There is no limit to your prayer power when you call on the keys of the Kingdom.  

All power of Heaven is at your command through the keys of the Kingdom!  

The keys have the power to not only get you over the mountain or obstacle, but 

right through it, if need be.  

The power of the keys radiates; it will light your way until the day I return to bring 

you Home.  

Call on the strength of the power of the keys and nothing can stop you.  

When you call on the keys, things will happen and things will be different; the keys 

command action!  

A door will be unlocked for every need by the keys of the Kingdom-supply, heal-

ing, deliverance, wisdom, unity, insight.  

Never underestimate the power of the keys. All things are possible with the power 

of the keys. Power to the people with the keys.  

With men it is impossible, but with the power of the keys all things are possible to 

you.  

The people who call on the power of the keys will be strong and do exploits.  

If you'll call on the power of the keys, you can remove any mountain that stands in 

your way.  
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Whosoever will call upon the power of the keys will work miracles.  

You will heal the sick, cast out devils, command miracles, reverse the times and 

seasons, change hearts, open the windows of Heaven, release the imprisoned, 

and overcome all manner of evil and perversion through the power of the keys of 

the Kingdom.  

I give power to the people of the keys, and there will be no impossibilities to the 

children of David who take up and wield the power of the keys.  

There is no greater power than the power of the keys of the Kingdom. Wield it, 

use it, call upon it, and you will not be disappointed.  

Greater works than I did shall you do, because you hold the power of the keys of 

the Kingdom in your hand.  

Nothing is impossible to those who call upon the power of the keys of the King-

dom.  

Command Me, the Keeper of the keys, to work on your behalf through the power 

that I readily and freely give you. I will overcome all impossibilities for you, My 

brides, as you turn the keys of the Kingdom.  

If you ask anything in My Name, in the power of the keys, I will do it, and you will 

see miracles.  

I will always come through for you when you put Me on the spot and claim the 

power of the keys.  

When you wield the power of the keys, which are energetic, multidimensional, all-

encompassing, penetrating, and nourishing, nothing is impossible to you.  

No spiritual or physical force can withstand or disrupt the keys of the Kingdom, 

lest it be defeated or destroyed.  

There is no limit to what I will do for you when you call on the power of the keys.  

The keys put the power of Heaven at your fingertips.  

I have given you all the power of Heaven within the keys of the Kingdom, and it 

Home
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waits to be activated at your call.  

Nothing on Earth or in Hell can withstand the power of the keys of the Kingdom, 

which you have access to at any time.  

The keys make the impossible become possible.  

There is no limit to what can be understood, reached, and achieved through the 

power of the keys.  

The keys energize you with newfound power, which has not been available to you 

before.  

Heaven is a storehouse of power, miracles, answers to prayer, spirit helpers, and 

angels of valiant might, and through the keys you have immediate access to My 

limitless reservoir.  

Calling on the keys makes a difference; nothing can stand against the power of the 

keys.  

According to what key you activate, it will be done unto you.  

When you turn the keys and activate their power, there's no stopping you!  

Nothing is beyond your reach if you call on the keys!  

The keys unlock all doors, unfold all mysteries, and give you all power in Heaven 

and in Earth.  

I give you greater power through the keys than all the power of the world and Hell 

put together.  

With the power of the keys of the Kingdom, the word “can't” has no meaning to 

you.  

Nothing can resist the power of the keys of the Kingdom of Heaven.  

There are no impossibilities that the keys can't blast to bits. The keys are all-

powerful and all-encompassing, and there is nothing they can't overcome!  

Greater is the power you hold in the keys than all the power of Satan and his do-

main.  
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I have given you the keys to enable you to do the things I ask of you. The keys are 

not only for your benefit, but for Mine-given to accomplish My will, to establish 

My Kingdom on Earth. When the task is too big, too hard, don't worry. Call on the 

keys, and everything you need for the job is at your command.  

You are My bride and you will overcome, because I put the keys of the Kingdom in 

your hands.  

The keys of the Kingdom are brimming with unprecedented supernatural power to 

be released at your command.  

To you is given the great treasure of the keys, that My power might be seen in 

you.  

All power in Heaven and over Hell is yours for the asking. Call on the keys and it 

will be delivered unto you.  

Nothing is impossible to you if you call on the keys, which are real, supernatural, 

workable, and practical.  

My keys of power, sustenance, miracles, supply, protection, manifestations, re-

freshing, healing, support, inspiration, knowledge, wisdom, love, humility, insight, 

tenderness, compassion-all eagerly wait for you to reach out for them by name 

and use them. Just claim the key by name and pray in faith for it to come to your 

aid, and you will have the miracles needed!  

What you ask for in the power of keys, I will answer. I am bound to My word.  

There is no stopping those who use the keys of the Kingdom in conjunction with 

My will, in desperation of heart and humility of mind and spirit. When the condi-

tions are right, the keys will always bring you victory. Claim what is rightfully yours.  

Key power is unlimited, so put no limits on activating and using that power!  

When your back is up against a wall, focus, call on the keys, and I will pull you out 

of every tight spot you find yourself in.  

The keys specialize in things thought impossible. Claim that power and all things 
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will be possible for you!  

Key power is unstoppable! Claim that power as yours and you will be unstoppa-

ble!  

Faith / Rising above  

When you feel like you're in over your head, call on the power of the keys and 

watch them go to work on your behalf to improve your situation.  

Understanding comes as a reward for faith-call on the keys to give you that faith.  

The keys of faith will help you to rise above any obstacle, difficulty, or heartache. 

When you feel down and can't see your way out, reach out and take My hand by 

calling on My keys of comfort and direction, and I will lift your heart and encour-

age your spirit. 

You'll see My light at the end of the tunnel if you'll just look up and call on the 

power of the keys of faith and foresight. 

Are you down in the dumps? Rise up on the wings of My key power! 

There is great faith in the keys. Call on the keys of faith and they will give you eyes 

to see things in the spirit, the way I do. 

You can regain My joy, your strength, by calling on the keys of joy! 

The keys of faith can give you My perspective, to help you see things as I see 

them, to understand why I have brought them to pass, and to know that it will 

work together for your good. 

As you put Me and My power to the test, claiming miracles through the keys, your 

faith will be reborn. 

The keys not only grant you faith, but will also empower you with a steady stream 

of confidence in My promises-the power to put your faith into action. 

Activate the keys of unwavering faith and trust, and in the spirit you can scale any 

mountain, walk through any fire, and cross any canyon with My full protection and 

indestructible determination. 
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When you feel weak and helpless, you can claim My strength and power through 

the keys! 

Call on the keys of faith to help you to see everything in a new light. 

Think My thoughts and what I have promised you as you call on the keys, and you 

will have power over the Enemy's influence and will rise above. 

The keys will enable you to face reality. Call on the keys and I will clarify anything 

you ask Me, and you will rise above as never before in triumph by My Spirit. 

The keys of the Kingdom overcome anything that confuses your mind or heart. 

Call on the keys of clarity, and the clouds will be replaced by the clear skies and 

light of the Word. 

Claim the power of the keys continually for My control of your feelings and emo-

tions, and it shall be given you. You will experience a change, even if you haven't 

in the past. 

The power of the keys can give you any victory necessary over your feelings and 

emotions, and replace them with My feelings and emotions. 

If you call on the power of the keys for Me to control your feelings and emotions, I 

will do it. 

The keys of mercy are able to bring you through the most difficult moments of 

your life. Call on the keys of mercy, and supernatural power will be immediately 

dispensed to work on your behalf in whatever way is needed. 

Through the power of the keys I release to you an extra allowance of grace, 

through which you can rise above! 

Claim the keys when you are in need of a boost of faith, and I will give you super-

natural trusting power. 

Open your mind to My mind, and the voices of confusion, doubt, and darkness 

will disappear. The keys bring faith, and faith gives youaccess to My heavenly 

thought power. 
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Through the power of the keys you will see miracles of peace, comfort, faith, and 

encouragement. 

I will nestle you close to My bosom and give you extra access to My bounty of 

protection and provision through the power of the keys. 

The keys of the Kingdom have the power to bring miraculous answers to prayer 

and perform the impossible. But they also have the power to bestow upon you 

great faith to trust Me in extremely adverse circumstances. The keys will be your 

salvation. 

Remember that the faintest cry for the keys can release great power on your be-

half, and Heaven will come to your rescue. 

As you claim the power of the keys, I will guide you to walk in My footsteps, so 

that your feet won't fall and your heart won't fear. 

Greater faith will come by using the keys. Call on the power of the keys and your 

faith will grow. 

Claim the power of the keys for strength, faith, and stability in Me. Nothing can 

hurt or destabilize you when you are surrounded by the comforting, soothing, sta-

bilizing power of the keys. 

With the keys you have the power to walk by faith, and not give in to the Enemy's 

feelings of defeat and despair. 

Don't think it strange when trials and tests surround you; call on the power of the 

keys and watch them disappear! 

You can rise above anything through My power and the power of the keys. 

Though you stumble, you will not be cast down, because the power of the keys 

will keep you from falling. 

New hope, vision, determination and initiative are found in the power of the keys, 

My Word, and My love. Take hold of that power and you will rise above the Ene-

my's domain, for he is no match for Me. 
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When you feel tired and weary, and you're struggling to survive, call on the keys 

to regain the spark in your life! 

When the Enemy fights against you with all of his power, I will fight for you with 

all of My power. The keys will be your strength, your salvation and your relief, 

your strong tower of protection from the raging battles. 

When you call on the power of the keys, you receive the power to overcome any 

attack. 

When the lying vanities start crowding out your view, call on the keys and they 

will dash those lies to pieces. 

Whoever you are, whatever age you are, whatever you've been through, you can 

rise above through the power of the keys of the Kingdom. 

In the deepest despair, in the darkest night, in the depths of defeat there is res-

cue. Call on the power of the keys of the Kingdom, call My Name, call for My mer-

cy, call for My help. Then wait on Me, and I will strengthen your heart. You will 

rise up and walk on. 

Through the keys you have the power to leave behind the things of the carnal 

man. 

The keys help you find hope where there was no hope. 

Claiming the power of the keys to help you rise above is an unbeatable formula 

for victory. 

When you feel you just can't do it or you're wavering in your choices, call on the 

keys for the determination to hold fast to your victory. 

The keys can increase your faith like never before! 

If your spirit is disquieted and your mind troubled and you feel uneasy, grab  

ahold of the keys! Wave them in the Devil's face as you call on their power, and I 

will give you peace. 

The keys of the Kingdom make every disappointment-large or small-easier to 
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bear. 

By the power of the keys you can rise above the things that threaten to muddy 

your outlook on life. 

You can do all things through Me. You can face something that seems insur-

mountable and actually enjoy it, if you claim the power of the keys. 

The keys help you to rise above and overcome any circumstances or obstacles. 

The keys can change your mindset, giving you a totally positive and praiseful 

mindset. 

As you stay close to Me and continue looking to Me and asking Me to do all 

things through you, as you brandish and use the power of the keys against the 

Enemy and his puny attacks, I will help you, and you will come through this 

rocky place without the smell of smoke on you. 

Through the keys you have power to rise above anything and everything that 

would hold you down or make things difficult. 

If you dread facing another day, claim the power of the keys and I will turn your 

hopelessness into eager anticipation to face any challenge. 

If you feel remorse over the past or worry about the future, call on 

he keys and I will give you faith instead of fear, and peace instead of turmoil. 

Claim the power of the keys, and I will help you to overcome in every area of 

your life, even if it goes against your very nature. 

The fettered ways of earth, the worldly mindsets, the chains that keep you 

earthbound, magically fall off you as you claim the creative power of the keys. 

Nothing can harm you, My love, because you hold the keys of the Kingdom in 

your hands. 

Nothing can stop you, hold you down, or affect you adversely if you call on the 

power of the keys for My help! 

The keys of grace will sustain and strengthen your heart when courage and faith 
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flicker low. 

When your heart is heavy and you feel troubled, uneasy, or afraid, let the keys 

work for you and give you peace, calm, faith and trust. Nothing is greater than key 

power! 

Approach My throne and claim the power that I've given you through the keys, 

and I will answer your requests by making it easy for you, by carrying you through 

the battle. 

Things which were previously a great struggle and at times even impossible are 

possible to you through the power of the keys. 

Call on the keys and you'll be given the wings of faith to soar high above any 

mountain-or series of mountains-that loom before you. 

Burn and destroy the Enemy's it-can't-be-done lies with the it-can't-be-defeated 

power of the keys of faith. 

Fighting the Enemy 

I am in you and I am all-powerful. When the Enemy attacks, I will fight for you 

through the power of the keys and defeat your adversary. Nothing can overcome 

or defeat Me and the power of the keys. 

Call on the keys and you will pitch a mighty fastball that will “strike out” every de-

mon that comes to the plate. 

Claim the power of the keys and you'll “strike out” the Enemy every time. 

Key power is the power to defeat your opponent. 

Call on the keys and you will defeat any strategy the Enemy comes up with, ensur-

ing the victory each time. 

Call on the keys, and the spiritual helpers needed to defeat the Enemy's power 

and principalities will destroy the works of darkness. 

My warriors are vicious when it comes to fighting the Enemy. Call on the keys so 

that their destructive power against the Enemy is intensified and multiplied many 
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times over. 

Hit the Devil head-on in a direct-attack approach by calling on the power of the 

keys to weaken his hold on people, and victory is guaranteed. 

Call on the power of the keys to defeat the Enemy and deliver you from any of his 

spiritual attacks. 

Defeat the Evil One's puny power and efforts through the power of the keys. 

No force of evil, no power of darkness, can have any hold on you when you are 

wielding the power of the keys in the strength of faith and the spirit of yield-

edness! 

There is no limit to what the power of the keys can do through those whose 

hearts are yielded to Me. 

Call on the keys and they will be turned to swords, cutting the Devil's monsters to 

pieces and all the lies that they spew out against you. 

Cast the dark demons of the Devil back to Hell where they belong, through the 

power of the keys. 

When you have suffered a serious spiritual wound, I will repair the breach and 

tend your wound as you hold up your shield of faith, claiming the power of the 

keys. By claiming the power of the keys, the Enemy will not be able to deal you a 

mortal blow. 

The keys will fight for you when you cannot fight. Call for the keys of the Kingdom 

to be turned to swords, and they will slay the dragons of discouragement and des-

pair that oppress you. 

When the spiritual battles are strong, claim the keys of the Kingdom and they will 

fight valiantly for you and not give up until the victory is won. 

All the power of Heaven and dominion over Hell is given to the children of David 

through the keys of the Kingdom, their reward. 

Turn the keys, wield their power, and overcome! 
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As you call on the power of the keys that turn into swords, you become an un-

beatable foe! For your weapons are not carnal, but mighty through Me and the 

keys! It's the sword of the Spirit at work! 

Call on the power of the keys and claim victory over the Devil's obstacles. 

It's the hour of your destiny! Stand tall and strong and call on the power of the 

keys to do battle with the Enemy, and to conquer him. 

Claim the power of the keys to be permanently released from any bondage of the 

Enemy, and you will experience My freedom like never before. 

You will be freed from the tentacles of Bacchus if you focus on the power of the 

keys. Freedom from this device of the Enemy is there for you if you reach out and 

avail yourself of it. 

You can't fail if you claim My power through the keys to fight and defeat the Ene-

my. 

Satan cannot win as you hold on to and claim the power of the keys. Victory is 

yours through the promises that come with the keys of My Kingdom. 

Take the offensive and attack with the power of the keys to defeat your adver-

sary's devices and strategies! You cannot fail if you attack with the power of the 

keys. 

Heaven awaits your command. Use the keys to unlock the power that will bring 

swift and sure victory! There is no situation over which you cannot prevail through 

the power of the keys. 

The Enemy's attacks grow stronger by the day, but the key power I give you grows 

even faster and will cause you to triumph. 

The keys of the Kingdom are a marvelous treasure, and you will discover more of 

their secrets every time you use them. Call on them to unlock Heaven's power and 

might whenever you need it! 

Praise is a key that unleashes an ocean of My spiritual power, which can engulf 

and wash away any of the Enemy's obstacles. 
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All the Devil's plans will be thwarted through the power of the keys! 

Praise is one of the keys to victory. This key can not only draw you closer to Me, 

but can be turned into a sword to cut the Devil to the heart! 

I give you the power of the keys to defeat the Enemy when he is fighting harder 

than ever and pulling out his dirty tricks. 

When your faith has been shaken by doubts, lies, and slander through the mouths 

of your enemies, use the keys of testimony and conviction to take the attacking in-

itiative. When Satan bombards you, stand up and fight! 

There is no power in Heaven or in Hell that can stand against the power of the 

keys if you wield them in faith. 

Glory and honor to the fighters with the keys! They will conquer all and victorious 

be, through the powers of the keys! 

Through the keys you receive the power of God! Never before has such a channel 

of power been opened to My children. Unlimited and unrestricted power is yours 

to command through the keys of the Kingdom. 

Put your faith in the keys, for they will remove mountains. 

The keys of the Kingdom, My love, and the Word are one-this great power of the 

universe can conquer all evil, solve all problems, and forgive all sins. 

Victory through the keys! All power through the keys! 

After a long battle, claim the keys of sustenance to revive and refresh you. 

Fight with the keys and you cannot be stopped. 

Do not hesitate to wield the keys to fight the Enemy's attempts to attack you, My 

children. Foil his plans by praying desperately and in earnest, as you attack him 

with your fiery keys turned to swords. The Enemy cannot stand the persistent and 

powerful attacks of the children of David who hold the keys of the Kingdom in 

their hands. 

The keys to the Kingdom are not carnal, but their power is mighty. With the power 
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of the keys, there is no stronghold that can stand against you. 

Take the offensive with the power of the keys and defeat your Adversary's devices 

and strategies. 

When Satan and his band see the keys to the Kingdom in your hands, they quiver 

and shake in fright, because they know if you use the keys, their end is sealed. Call 

on the power of the keys. Rebuke the Devil in the power of the keys of the King-

dom and he will flee from you. 

In the power of the keys of the Kingdom you will conquer all. 

The power of the keys of the Kingdom will rebuke and bind every power of the 

Devil. 

Greater battles bring greater victories, and with the spiritual attacks intensified, so 

has your spiritual power intensified through the keys of the Kingdom. 

I give you power over all of the Evil One's destructive forces through the keys. 

Nothing can stand before the power of the keys of the Kingdom. 

Every evil oppression of the Devil is subject to the power of the keys. 

Nothing of this world or Hell can stand before the power of the keys. All power in 

Heaven and dominion over Hell is given to those who call on the keys of the King-

dom in humility, yieldedness, and desperation. 

Say the words, “I call upon the power of the keys of the Kingdom,” which will re-

lease all the power of Heaven and grant dominion over Hell to the children of Da-

vid. 

Every knee shall bow at the power of the keys, and those chosen ones who wield 

this power shall conquer the world for My glory. 

Dominion over Hell is yours to command through the power of the keys of the 

Kingdom. All that is evil, destructive, negative, unloving, ungodly, and of the world 

can be brought into subjection through the power of the keys. 

I will open your spiritual eyes and senses through the power of the keys turned to 
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swords, and you will do battle against your enemies from the netherworld. You 

will rise victorious! 

The Enemy's attacks are futile when you and I are a team and you call upon the 

power of the keys. 

Through the power of the keys, dominion over every evil spirit of Hell is granted to 

the children of David. Focus on the keys now, and in the power of those mighty 

keys turned to swords cut loose the grip of Apotheon and command that he be 

doomed, and by reason of his own weight, he will fall far from you. 

Satan and all his minions are subject to the power of the keys of the Kingdom, My 

Word, and My love. 

The rulers of darkness cannot stand before the power of the keys of the Kingdom. 

Wield that power with faith and a fighting spirit, and you will find total freedom. 

Rebuke the Devil and his shadow, Apotheon, in the power of the keys, and you will 

defeat the rulers of darkness. Their influence will vanish, along with the manifes-

tations of their power in your life. 

You are Mine, My beloved bride, and the Enemy cannot take you away from Me. 

Call on the keys and all My power will be released to defeat his attacks. 

The power of the keys will remove the hands of Apotheon from your eyes, and 

you will behold the vision that I, your mighty Husband and Deliverer, want to 

show you. 

I will supply abundantly and miraculously for My brides who wage spiritual war-

fare against the rulers of darkness-Satan, Apotheon, Oplexicon, lethargy, the 

Selvegion, Pan, Bacchus, and others. Victory will be yours through the keys! 

Key power is unlimited. The keys are in full control and at your command, either 

to bring light or to defeat the forces of darkness. 

Steel yourself against the attacks of the Enemy through the power of the keys, and 

his attacks of doubts will bounce right off you. 

You can command the power of Heaven by calling on the keys, and the warriors of 
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My Kingdom will be unleashed to fight on your behalf, to help and heal and pro-

tect and deliver. 

Call on the keys turned to swords for strength and determination to fight the evil 

ones who would tear down your health, warp your mind, and pollute your spirit. 

The keys of the Kingdom can ensure total victory. 

When you call on the keys of deliverance in desperation and humility, one breath 

of My Spirit will snuff out the Enemy's flame of power and bring his works to 

naught in an instant. 

The Word is what will keep you in time of trial. Listen to My Word, claim My Word, 

say My Name, praise Me through your tears, rebuke the Enemy, submit your will 

to Me, and trust Me. Forget your feelings! Obedience and faith bring victory, as 

you call on the power of the keys. 

The keys and the Word are one. Call on the power of the keys for full possession! 

Flood the Enemy with the water of My Word and he will drown. Ask and you will 

receive; then walk by faith, not by feelings. 

Are you afraid? Be strong; fear not! Call on the power of the keys and I will come 

with a vengeance to defeat the Enemy and to save you. 

When you call on the keys, the powers of evil lose their sway; sin, disease, and 

fear give way. Satan's power cannot withstand the power of the keys! 

Insert the keys into the locks of every chain the Enemy has bound you with, and 

the keys that set you free will in turn bind the Enemy in My spiritual handcuffs of 

restraint so that he will have no power over you. 

I have the biggest and strongest feet in the universe, and will trample and squash 

every demon who rises against you as you cry out to Me for deliverance in the 

power of the keys. 

For extreme results, call on the extremely superior power of the key craft. No 

darkness or evil can withstand the power of this heavenly craft. 

Calling on the power of the keys will defeat the Devil's lies, doubts, deceit and 

Home
Highlight
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fears that torment you, and you will be free. 

Flying / Public transport 

Through the power of the keys I will anoint your pilot to fly safely and carefully. I 

will possess him with My Spirit and surround him with My spirit helpers. 

I will uphold you in the air, and nothing will harm you. The power of the keys of 

protection will ensure you a safe and comfortable flight. 

Every moving part of the aircraft will be oiled with My Spirit, and every other part 

will be kept from malfunction by My power. Claim the keys of protection for a safe 

takeoff, flight, and landing, and I will do it! 

While on public transport, through the keys of safekeeping I provide extra protec-

tion from accidents, immunity to diseases, and angels to encamp round about 

you. 

Former members 

I am all-knowing, all-powerful, all-present, and the keys of the Kingdom give you 

access to all of these qualities. Call on the keys and I will give you the answers, the 

guidance, and all that you need to make things right that have turned out 

“wrong.” 

Claim the key of spiritual closeness, and I will use the experiences your loved ones 

go through to draw them nearer to Me. 

When your good is evil spoken of, look to the keys of steadfastness. No accusation 

of the Enemy, even from your loved ones, can permanently hurt you when you 

call on the protective power of the keys. 

I have pardoned you for your sins. Pardon others as you would want pardon for 

your wrongdoings. Call on the key of pardon and My power will turn this key into 

a sword that will break the chains of bondage that hold you back and will give you 

spiritual freedom to both forgive and accept My forgiveness for mistakes and 

shortcomings. 

The keys can work in the hearts and wills of these young ones, and cause them to 
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want to search for light and truth. 

Let the lies and accusations of the Enemy roll off you like water off a duck's back 

by calling on the keys of Heaven. They have special power that the Enemy's lies 

can't penetrate. Claim their “lie proof” coating. 

Call on the key of spiritual enlightenment for your loved one who has left My ser-

vice, and I will be faithful to expose the deceitfulness of the Devil to them. 

Call on the key of hope, which is ready to be wielded to defeat the Enemy's 

voice, giving words of strength and guidance to those who I have called to return 

to My service. 

Call on the keys of truth that will reveal My mighty hand and expose the lies of 

the Enemy. The keys of truth can break through any barrier. It may take time, but 

they will not fail. 

Call on the keys to light the path of your child who has gone astray, and then 

trust that it will be done. The keys are more powerful than the darkness of this 

world. 

The keys of the Kingdom will be a light to guide these prodigal ones back to their 

Father's house. Keep this fire always burning through your intercessory prayers. 

I'm a permanent part of your loved one's life. Even if they try to ignore Me or 

bury Me, I'm still there, hidden, waiting, ready to be accepted. Ask the keys to 

keep on their trail and remind them of My love, and one day they will come back 

to Me. 

When those you love turn against you, remember that you are doing My will. 

There is no greater calling than to follow Me. Call on the keys of comfort and 

conviction that will replace discouragement and worry. 

Vandari spirits will seek to lay hold on all available vessels, but your full-of-faith 

prayers-using the keys-can repel them. 

No matter what walls have been built around a person's heart, there is nothing 

too high or too strong or too wide that My keys cannot scale, break, or bridge. 
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My love can reach even the hardest of spirits. 

If you feel that anyone is beyond hope, claim the keys of hope and faith to renew 

your love for the lost, and your vision that any and all can return and be accepted 

in My fold. 

The choices of these wayward children can be affected through key power. But it 

waits for you to activate it and focus it in the right direction. 

The key of motivation is yours to claim. Use it to help these young ones to become 

productive and useful. This key can give them new vision. 

The dying embers of faith in any heart can be rekindled into a roaring fire when 

ignited by blazing key power. 

When you call on the keys, you can be the difference between someone becoming 

an outside friend or a vengeful enemy. 

Claim the keys of faith to help you never give up hope, and then claim the keys of 

miracles that can turn your hopes into reality. 

So much depends upon the choices of the heart. Call on the keys and they will 

loose the angels which can influence wills and soften hearts. 

No matter how estranged you are from your children, the keys can work miracles 

in their hearts and cause them to be receptive and open to you and your love 

once again. 

As you communicate with your children, call on the keys of wisdom, discernment, 

and understanding, and I will help them feel your love and care, even though they 

may not acknowledge it. 

Call on the keys to open your child's eyes, that they may see things more in the 

spirit and recognize My hand in their life and how I am still in control, even though 

they may not want to admit it. 

The keys can help your child feel My love, not only through you and your love for 

them, but through the good things I allow to happen in their lives. Pray for the 

keys to reveal to your child that it is of My doing when something good happens, 
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and not just “good luck.” 

Ask for the keys of motivation, inspiration, and productivity to help your child find 

a job or career or cause to sink his teeth into and be inspired by, rather than drift-

ing and being lethargic and unproductive. 

The keys of discernment can hold at bay the poisons of the Enemy that try to 

make the lies as truth and the truth as lies. 

Pray for the keys of enlightenment to help your child see things as they really are, 

and not allow the Enemy to cloud their mind with half-truths, accusations, blame 

and justification. The keys can open their eyes to the truth and help them accept 

responsibility for themselves and the situation they find themselves in. 

Claim the keys of forgiveness and starting over, that your child will forsake any 

bitterness or resentment and not allow the Enemy a stronghold in this area any 

longer. 

The keys can open your children's eyes to the lies of the Enemy and help them be 

spiritually astute and in tune, so that they can clearly see what is a lie and what is 

the truth. 

Ask for the keys of conviction to spur your child on and cause him to speak up and 

speak out when lies are spewed forth and gossip and rumors are spread abroad. 

The keys can help him pull out of these evil machinations rather than sink in to 

them. 

The keys will help you to know when to speak and when to be quiet. They will give 

you wisdom and discernment to know how far to take a topic and when to let up. 

Claim the keys of remembrance, and every time your children come to mind, the 

keys of remembrance will remind you to pray and claim miracles on their behalf. 

Call on the keys for good communication with your children, and the keys will be 

as a watch before your mouth and as a door to your lips. 

Pray for the keys to activate your child's helmet and cause him to have a burning 

desire and motivation to be a witness for Me, even if his carnal mind opposes it. 
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Through the keys I can override any mindsets and cause your child to give forth 

the truth, in spite of his conscious efforts to withhold it. 

The keys can open your child's heart once again to Me and My Spirit, and cause 

him to recognize My hand in his life again and My guidance in all he does. This ac-

knowledgment and recognition of Me will cause him to remember the sweet 

times of fellowship we had together, and he'll want to regain that close commun-

ion and peace and comfort he once had. 

The Vandari are in fear and trembling of the keys. All you have to do is reach your 

hand in your pocket and rattle the keys and they will start to tremble and shake. 

The keys have all power over them, and as you concentrate your key power on 

your children, the Vandari will flee. 

Pray against pride and for the keys of humility to help your child receive what I'm 

doing in his life and the lessons I'm trying to teach him. For when he accepts the 

keys of humility, I can open his eyes to what I am doing and guide him on the path 

I wish for him. 

The keys will help you not to compromise your convictions, and to know the fine 

balance between being understanding and sympathetic and standing up for the 

truth. They will help you not to waver or water down your convictions. But you'll 

need to claim them with desperation, especially when in a face-to-face confronta-

tion. 

Call on the keys of restraint and they will confound any who wish to do harm to 

My work and My children. These keys will not do harm to your backslidden chil-

dren, but will cause things to come along that will occupy their minds and hearts 

and will draw the focus of their attention elsewhere, away from doing the Family 

harm. 

The keys of faith will help you over the rough spots and times when all appears 

hopeless regarding the situation with your child and your relationship with him or 

her. Claim the keys of faith to help you rise above and keep going, in spite of any 

personal attacks on you by your children. 
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Claim the keys of protection for your children still in the Family, and through your 

prayers and the faithful times in the Word they receive, I will encompass them in 

a bubble of protection, so that when the fiery darts of the Enemy are launched at 

them, they will just bounce off and fall to the ground. 

Pray for your child to feel the keys of the Elixir of Love pouring their soothing 

balm of love, faith, and acceptance upon her, and for her to receive this gift. The 

Elixir of the Holy Spirit can help your child find the faith and courage to humble 

herself enough to come back into the fold. 

When all seems lost and the situation seems hopeless, that is when key power 

comes to the rescue. The keys will soothe your troubled spirit, restore your joy 

and happiness, and give peace to your mind and heart that everything is in My 

hands and I will work things out. 

Condemnation and guilt are not of Me, and when you are feeling overwhelmed 

by them, it is a sure sign the Enemy is throwing fiery darts at you. Pull out the 

keys turned to swords and cut the Enemy down to size and watch him turn tail 

and run. 

No matter how far they stray, I know My sheep and can deliver and help them as 

you seek Me, calling on the keys. 

The power of the keys can enable you to put the past behind you and go on. They 

can supernaturally deliver you from remorse, sadness, or heartache over the past 

and cause you to move forward in My Spirit. 

The prayers of a father or mother wield even greater power and influence when 

energized by the keys of the Kingdom. 

Through the keys, I can communicate with My children via the helmet they all 

wear, directing them to paths of peace and plenty and away from depravity and 

danger. 

The keys will help you to see things the way I see them and help regulate your 

own parental emotions and feelings. Ask for the keys of perspective and they will 
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come to your rescue and open your eyes to the way I see things, and open your 

mind to My thoughts. 

The keys will give you insight into your child and help you know what to say, what 

to do, what will help and what will not help in reconciling with your child and re-

storing the bond of love between you. 

When you look at your child's situation and you feel yourself wavering, call on the 

keys of faith and conviction to help you to see things as I do, and not as the Enemy 

would like you to. 

Claim My keys of adjustment, and I can help your children to fit into the new place 

and role they have chosen and to be content. 

I know it's easy to get frustrated, upset, angry and offended. When these emo-

tions rise to the surface and threaten to engulf you, grab on to the keys of pa-

tience, faith, understanding, and unconditional love, and they will come through 

for you and calm your troubled spirit. 

There is a way which seems right unto a man, but I can direct the wandering 

youth down the way which is truly right as you call on the keys of guidance. 

You can influence your departed loved ones for good through the power of the 

keys, helping them to make decisions and choices in accordance with My will for 

them. 

I can convert the fervent yearning of your heart for your loved one into help for 

them as you call on Me through the power of the keys. I transform your earnest 

desire and prayer to fill their greatest need. 

Through the power of the keys you can reach out to every prodigal son or daugh-

ter and deliver them from the husks, turning their eyes toward the Father's heav-

enly house once again. 

The keys can be your lifeline to your struggling son or daughter, helping them to 

stay afloat in an ocean of trials and troubles. 

Call on the keys of love, unity and reconciliation, and I will release My Spirit on 
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you and your loved ones to bring about the fruits of the spirit. 

As you call on the keys, I will help you to make a spiritual connection with each of 

your loved ones so My Spirit can flow freely from your heart to theirs. 

Full possession / Heavenly thought power 

I can stop your mind from wandering and keep your thoughts under subjection if 

you focus on the keys and let their power envelop you. 

Your mind is like a curious little child wandering here and there, but through the 

power of the keys of concentration and focus, it's never too unwieldy for Me to 

control. 

I will influence your feelings and thoughts on a daily basis as you call on the keys 

of intuition and premonition. 

As you reach out in faith and turn the keys, you complete the circuit that allows 

My thoughts to freely flow to your mind, so our minds become one. 

Your mind is weak and fallible, but My mind is strong and dependable, and by 

claiming the keys of remembrance I will bring things you've forgotten back to 

mind and grant you a direct link to My mind. 

The keys will lock and bind your carnal mind and reasoning and unleash to you the 

gifts of faith, simplicity, and spiritual understanding. 

The keys of the Kingdom can change your spirit, your mind, and your thoughts, so 

that you're in My Spirit, using My mind, and thinking My thoughts. The more you 

call on the keys of total possession by Me, the more they will be activated, and 

the more you will experience the changes you desire. 

The keys can give you My mind and thoughts the instant you call on them. 

Call on the keys of instant assistance and you will experience the thoughts and 

power of the mind of Christ instantaneously. 

Call on the keys so you can live in My Spirit and think My thoughts. 

Wash away the negative spirit of the Enemy through the power of the keys. Every-
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thing negative will change when you call on the keys. 

Allow My thoughts to dominate you and rule in you through the power of the 

keys. 

The keys enable heavenly thought power to take place more effectively. Call on 

the keys for full possession and for My heavenly thoughts to rule and reign in you. 

Call on the keys to know My mind and how I think and feel. Let the keys bring you 

into full connection with Me. 

The keys of the Kingdom open the door of My mind to you. Call on them to en-

lighten you by linking your mind to My Own. 

Satan and his imps seek to clutter your mind with that which is carnal and world-

ly, to keep you from acquiring My full power. Yet through calling on the power of 

the keys you can blow away all of his distractions in an instant! 

Do not limit yourself by ignoring the keys, but call on them and give Me entrance 

to fully possess you. 

Focus on the keys and claim their power to increase your awareness of the spir-

itual realm. The keys will keep you firmly joined to My Spirit. The keys are your 

link to the full scope of My heavenly thought power. 

If My Words abide in you, you can ask what you will by the power of the keys, and 

it shall be done. 

Call on the keys and My thoughts will rule and reign over your spirit. 

My thoughts are your thoughts through the keys. Claim the heavenly thought 

power key! 

Claim the keys when struggling to set your own thoughts aside, and I will give you 

My mind. 

Through calling on the power of the keys you can have instant access to My mind. 

The power of the keys will cast down every imagination, every false thing, every 

high thing that would exalt itself against Me. Through the power of the keys, eve-
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ry thought is brought into subjection to Me. 

Healing and health 

The keys have power over death itself. 

Desperate prayer in the power of the keys can overcome all odds, reverse dam-

age, and bring complete victory in even the most seemingly impossible situations. 

Call on the keys of healing and endurance when you are weary and your strength 

will return. 

Nothing is beyond the power of prayer to heal when you claim the keys of mira-

cles. 

When you call on the keys, you release multitudes of angels to comfort, inspire, 

encourage, and rouse the spirit of your loved one to fight for life, even when it's 

impossible to communicate these things by earthly means. 

Miracles happen when you claim My promises in the power of the keys. 

There is no affliction that the keys of healing and relief cannot take care of. 

As you claim the keys of stamina, health, and miracles, your body will stand 

strong and your resistance will be fortified by supernatural and inexplicable 

means. 

Say, “I call on the keys,” and they will immediately be released to attend and as-

sist you in any way you need them. 

Call on the key of My special elixir, the golden balm of healing, and it will immedi-

ately touch and soothe and heal. 

Claim the keys of anointing, precision and skill for those working on your teeth, 

and I will bless them with wisdom, knowledge and accuracy beyond their training 

or physical capabilities. 

 

My healing balm of rejuvenation and eye drops of relief will treat any pain, strain, 

or discomfort as you claim it through the power of the keys. 
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The keys of skill and wisdom will be with the doctor. Claim them as he does his 

procedure, for the keys can be activated for anyone, even unbeknownst to them, 

and I will honor the request for the keys to help My children. 

There is no affliction beyond the power of the keys of healing, which are always 

ready to restore and make whole. 

Some put their trust in doctors and medicines, but when you put your trust in Me, 

and through the power of the keys ask what you desire, you will see miracles per-

formed, bodies strengthened, the weak and afflicted encouraged, diseases 

healed, and the power of Heaven at your command. 

Reach out your hand in faith as you call on the key of health, and the healing elixir 

of My Spirit will spill on you, bringing life and strength to your body. 

I can heal any disease, no matter how advanced, if you call on the keys. 

There is no heart so far gone that it cannot be healed when it looks up to Me and 

calls on the power of the keys. 

My healing power is not limited. All can find healing through the power of the 

keys-through My miracle-working strength. 

As you call on the keys of healing, there is nothing in your body that isn't subject 

to their power. 

The keys of the Kingdom can touch and heal any ailment. There is no sickness im-

mune to the keys' power. Use the keys to strengthen, to touch, to heal, to make 

whole. 

The keys of healing, relief, and rejuvenation wait for your command. At the call of 

your prayers, I will activate these keys on your behalf. They will bring strength, 

comfort, and physical renewal to your bodies. They will restore health to your 

flesh. They will work healing miracles for you. 

Broken bodies are mended, afflictions are healed, diseases are cured, and health 

is restored speedily through the power of the keys. 
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Believe and claim the power of the keys for broken hearts and bodies, and they 

will be healed. 

The power of the keys is life to those who hold them-using the keys brings health 

to your flesh. 

Call on the power of the keys for fantastical, supernatural, out-of-this-world, in-

credible, and physically impossible miracles and healings. If you call in faith, be-

lieving, trusting, putting Me on the spot, and claiming My power and the power 

of the keys that I have put within your hands, you will see outstanding miracles. 

Immense power is available to you through calling on the keys of the Kingdom for 

the healing of your loved ones. If you want to see miracles of healing and deliver-

ance from affliction, claim the keys and watch Me do the work! 

The power of the keys will do the impossible. Draw nigh to Me, and the power of 

the keys will descend to soothe, touch, and heal. 

Let the sick ones reach out to the keys and grab hold of their power. The keys of 

the Kingdom have the power to heal, to restore, to make whole, to renew, to re-

verse any condition. 

Call on the keys and you will be healed. 

There is no illness, sickness, sorrow, or broken heart or body that My keys cannot 

aid in healing. There is nothing too great or too small for the keys. Call on the 

power you need, and through the keys you will be healed. 

I have allowed this affliction to draw you closer to Me. As you call on the keys I 

will give you the grace to endure and the power to rise above. 

Through the power of the keys you can command all the powers of Heaven and 

Hell to work on your behalf. You can unlock the door to My reservoir of healing 

elixir and be completely healed. 

I am the power of the keys, and calling on the power of the keys for healing is 

calling on My power of healing, health, and protection against sickness in the 

greatest possible way. As you call, it shall be done. 
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I've made you, and I can fix you, as you call on the power of the keys. 

Neither you nor My promises have failed, but I have allowed this affliction to be-

fall you that I may be glorified. As you and others claim My promises, and call on 

the power of the keys of deliverance, you will be delivered. 

You can claim full and regenerative health of body, mind and spirit through the 

power of the keys. 

The power of the keys is as an elixir which soothes and heals. Claim the miracle-

working power of the keys, and I will bring relief and surcease from all manner of 

sickness, disease, and ill health. 

By the power of the keys, the healing power of My elixir is released with more po-

tency than ever before. 

The key of health is yours to claim. Miracles will happen as you wield it and stand 

on the promises of healing I have given you. Supernatural healing is yours to have 

through the key of health. 

The keys of the Kingdom are yours, and you only need to state your request and 

claim their power in My Name. 

There is nothing that I am unable to heal. The keys of the Kingdom open your life 

up fully to the healing touch of My hand. 

When you are weakest in the flesh, call on the keys to draw you unto Me and 

bring you revival and greater strength than you have ever known. 

Claim the keys that unlock all power, stand on them, and healing will be released 

unto you! 

The bounty of My healing power is yours to partake of, yours to receive, yours to 

know. Simply claim healing through the power of the keys, and health of body, 

soul, spirit, and mind are yours for the asking. 

In your hour of need, when your health fails you, when you need My supernatural 

healing, call on the keys. Through their power you will receive health for your 

body, strength for your spirit, and faith to believe that with Me nothing is impossi-
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ble. 

Claim the magical power of the keys of healing and you will be restored. 

Prayers prayed in full faith and in the name of the keys for those who are sick 

bring immediate results. I go to work right away in the spirit to bring comfort, en-

couragement, strength, healing, and renewal. 

The keys hold tremendous healing power! So, My wise and determined prayer 

warriors, grab hold of them and put them to immediate action on behalf of one 

who is sick or afflicted. Call on the power of the keys, for through them you access 

the greatest of all healing power. 

I am pleased when you call on the keys for your healing; it creates a desire in Me 

to answer your prayers and bring health to your flesh. 

As you turn the keys of healing, I will unlock the door of My miracles for you. 

Healing comes to those who call on the keys and stand firmly on the promises I've 

given. For every sickness there is a cure, and it is within My power, through the 

keys, to grant the miracle you need. 

You have power through the keys to summon My angels of light to save, protect, 

help, heal, encourage and resurrect. 

There is healing in the Name of Jesus, and all of My healing power is given to you 

as you act in faith, claiming the power of the keys. 

Claim the miracles of healing and restoration of body that you need through the 

power of the keys, and that power will be unleashed, bringing the miracles you 

need. 

Like the woman of old, who touched the hem of My garment and was made 

whole, so as you grab hold of the key of healing, My power will flow through you 

and you will be restored to full health. 

The key of healing has the power to raise the dead to life and cure all afflictions. 

Call on its power and miracles will happen for you! 
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Complete renewal of your body and spirit is yours to obtain by calling on the keys 

of the Kingdom. Miracles are yours for the asking. 

Through the power of the keys you can tap into the wellspring of health and expe-

rience freedom from all sickness. 

The power of the key of healing knows no limit, and that power is yours to pos-

sess.  

As the greatest doctor in the universe I hold the key of healing in My hand, offer-

ing it to those in need; it is the surest remedy, the most effective medicine. Use it, 

and its power will work the physical miracles you need and restore you to full 

health. 

There is no physical illness or affliction that is impervious to the power of the 

keys. The healing power of the keys will correct any problem or sickness, as you 

hold it tightly, expecting miracles. 

My promises of healing will come to life as you call for miracles to be worked 

through the power of the keys. 

Intercessory prayers combined with the power of the keys becomes an unstoppa-

ble force to answer the requests of those in need of healing, supply, strength, and 

faith. I will answer the prayers of My children and bring forth the needed miracles 

in their lives. 

I will perform instant and supernatural miracles for those who call on the power 

of the keys. I delight in answering the prayers of My children. 

Heaven's gift of healing is at your disposal as you call on the keys. Use the keys, 

and you will be blessed to see the miracles that I have promised through their 

power. 

No matter what the pain or what the sickness, through the power of the keys you 

can be completely healed and your body restored to full health. 

Unleash the miracle-working power of healing by calling on the keys. 

Heavenly relief is yours to claim, if you faithfully call on the key of healing. The 
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man of faith will see miracles, because he believes in the power I readily give My 

children, through the supernatural, miracle-working keys. 

My energizing keys will assist you and give you energy that you have never experi-

enced. 

Hearing from the Lord 

As you pray desperately and call on the keys of cleansing, you can have full faith 

to receive My Words, knowing that what I pour through your channel is good, 

beautiful, clean, pure, and of Me. 

The keys of revelation part the veil between your world and Mine, and in our 

times of intimate communion I will reveal to you My secrets. 

Through the power of the keys of humility you can receive uninfluenced prophe-

cy. Once you've prayed desperately and called on the power of the keys, trust that 

what you receive is right and what I wanted to give. 

The keys of iron will hold back the attacks of the Enemy while you're prophesying 

so that you can hear all My Words, even the finer details and the difficult-to-

receive messages-so call on their help. 

The power of the keys of lightning will destroy the attacks of the Enemy and any-

thing that hinders your receiving My Words. 

Call on the keys of renewal for a clear channel, and they'll open the way before 

you and help you to concentrate and receive the best message. They'll use the 

bottlebrush of My Spirit and clean your channel so that it's squeaky clean and the 

water can flow through. 

Ask the keys of cleansing to wash your channel before you begin, and they'll pour 

down the elixir of Heaven that will wash away your ideas and opinions and give 

you an open mind and heart to receive My counsel. 

At every opportunity, at every turn, no matter what the problem, difficulty or un-

certainty, the keys of prophecy will help you to hearclearly from Me and know 

what to do. 
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Claim the keys of desperation so that when you prophesy you will be as a miner 

searching for hidden jewels. Claim the faith of the prospectors who must spend 

days, nights, and weeks digging, mining, and searching for that which they desire 

and need. 

The keys are your helpers. Whenever it's a battle in the spirit to hear My voice, 

desperately pray and call on the strong and powerful keys of intercession and they 

will instantly come to help you and fight for you. 

The keys of the Kingdom given to the children of David will part the veil and re-

lease revelation, instruction, insight, knowledge, and understanding such as the 

world has never seen. 

When you have a question, claim the keys of insight. Rebuke the Enemy's pride, 

worries and fears, open up and receive, and I won't fail to give you exactly what 

you need. 

The power of the keys will give you great faith to reach up to Me and receive My 

fresh Words and truths far beyond your carnal understanding. 

Call on the keys of humility to wash away your pride and self-consciousness, your 

comparing battles-anything that stands in the way of receiving My counsel in 

prophecy-and they'll fight for you and help you to receive all My Words. 

Call on the keys of revelation, believe that they will help you, and stand back and 

see My Words appear in your mind and heart. Then give them in faith. Do not an-

alyze what you're receiving, but know that the keys have activated the flow of My 

Words! 

Call on the power of the keys of the Kingdom and I will show you great and awe-

some things that you know not. 

The keys of tenacity will help you to focus and be patient to receive My Words 

and counsel, helping you to hang on and wait until I've said all I want to say. 

Call on the keys of sensitivity to My Spirit and they will open your mind and heart 

to receive My Words. 
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When you sit down to write a new song, claim the power of the keys of receptiv-

ity, and heavenly melodies will come to your mind. 

Tunes and words from the spirit world are made available to those who call on the 

keys of receptivity. 

All you need to put together new, fresh, inspired songs is at your disposal if you 

keep calling on the keys. The keys of creation will give you melodies and words, 

heavenly songs from heavenly spirits. 

The Commander of the keys will give you the words to fit the music, the rhythm, 

the harmonies, and the musical arrangements, when you say the words, “I call on 

the keys of the Kingdom to write this song.” 

The keys of divination give you power to see into the future and to read the mind 

of God. 

Claim the keys to unlock the power of My Spirit, and the words of prophecy will 

flow out like from a dam that has been opened, whose water gushes out to re-

fresh the parched and dry land! 

The keys of the Kingdom give you an instant connection and a powerful link to 

Heaven. 

Call on the keys of prophecy and My Words will pour through you as streams that 

never run dry! I will hold nothing back from those who activate the keys of the 

Kingdom. 

Claim the keys of the Kingdom when you open your channel to hear from Me, and 

the power source of Heaven will place a spiritual force field of protection around 

you. 

The keys of the Kingdom can create a golden force field around you which no dis-

traction or device of the Enemy can penetrate. 

With the keys of full possession you can put aside your own thoughts and know 

My mind. 

As you receive messages from Me, call on the keys of the Fifth Dimension. 
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Through their great power, you tap into a world of knowledge, insight, wisdom, 

power, enlightenment, words, pictures, faith, expressions, and love. 

When you call on the keys of protection, they will be turned into fiery swords to 

guard your channel so that no evil can hinder, distract, or affect you. 

If God be for you, who can be against you? If the keys of the Kingdom are on your 

side, who shall withstand you? If My angels are fighting to keep our connection 

strong and our communication clear, who shall hinder you? No one! 

Through the keys of obliteration every obstruction can be removed, and spiritual 

blockages will vanish so that My Words of life can pour forth freely. 

When you call on the keys of desperation and ask Me to make you a clear chan-

nel, I would be worse than an infidel if I did not rush to your side to speak to you 

and answer your call. 

There's nothing that can stop those who call on the power of the keys for a clear 

channel. 

Nothing is impossible for those channels who call on the power of the keys of 

prophecy. 

You avail yourself of My greatest power to deliver My Words and messages to you 

when you call on the keys. 

As you cling to the power of the keys of My heavenly thought power, let go of 

your mind and the things of this world, and turn your face toward Me in rever-

ence and humility, I will grant you the gift of being transported in the spirit direct-

ly into My presence. 

The keys of the Kingdom will unlock the door to the mysteries of My Spirit and will 

reveal to your satisfaction the answers to all of the deep questions of life. 

The keys of prophecy will enhance your channel and give you faith. 

Claim the power of the keys of sensitivity to My Spirit and they will enhance your 

receptivity and give you a clearer channel. 
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Claim the power of the keys of protection, and they will guard you against distrac-

tions. 

When you feel like you can't possibly receive a certain message from Me, call on 

the keys of faith to dissolve your fears and chase away any discouragement of the 

Enemy. 

The cleansing power of the keys is at your command, to ensure that you are a 

clear and reliable conduit when receiving My messages. 

The spiritual battle has increased, and your channel is one of the Enemy's prime 

targets, but I have given you the keys of preservation to guard and protect and 

cleanse it. 

When you desire clear communications with Heaven, claim the keys, and you will 

never be disappointed when accessing this direct link to My throne. 

Each time you hear from Me, call on the keys of prophecy, faith, and determina-

tion, and your channel will be cleared of any obstructions. 

Call on the keys of prophecy, revelation, and discernment, and you will hear clear-

ly from Me. 

Call on Michael by name and claim the keys, and the Enemy will not be able to 

thwart My power, block My Words of prophecy, or penetrate your protection. 

When you need to receive what seems like a difficult message to you, call on the 

Key of David and it will give you faith for anything that Heaven wants to send. 

Just dive off the high cliff straight into the deep waters of prophecy, and the keys 

will guide you to the treasure chest of My priceless message. 

When you're hearing from Me for someone, the keys you possess give the insight 

and understanding you need to receive exactly what is needed-My wise counsel-

even if you don't know the person. 

The power of the keys is enlightenment. With the power of the keys you can 

know the mind of God. 
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Call on the keys of prophecy for the faith to receive complete and wonderful 

counsel from Heaven, and I will pour forth My Words that are powerful and exact-

ly what I want to give. 

No matter how you feel, claim the keys of yieldedness and I will cause you to be 

an open, receptive channel to receive My full counsel on even the hardest ques-

tion. 

When you call on the keys of prophecy, I will send the counsel needed for any sit-

uation, no matter how complex or sensitive, or how little you know. 

The keys will give you strength and faith to hear all the details and receive My full 

counsel. 

Pray desperately, call on the keys, and trust that the message will be there. 

Faith and concentration-and all that you need to hear My message clearly-are 

yours through the keys of prophecy. 

Rub the key of prophecy in your hands until it's hot and shiny, and as a result of 

your faith, I will open the veil of the spirit wide and the message you seek will be 

there. 

Willingly give Me your thoughts in humility, and through the power of the keys 

you can know My mind. 

Homegoing 

(For those who are caring for their departing loved one:) Call on the keys of faith 

and trust, as you cry out to Me, “Though You take my loved one from me, yet will I 

trust You,” and I Myself will strengthen and give you faith that I am in control and 

do all things in love. 

When the pain and agony seem too hard to bear, My beloved one, call on the keys 

and I will open your eyes to behold the beauties of My secret garden of affliction 

to which I have carried you, and to see the flowers of rarest form that are even 

now enriching your spirit, preparing you wondrously for your new life in Heaven! 
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When the demons of fear seek to suffocate you in your battle to hold on and en-

dure to the end, call on the keys and your fears will vanish at the touch of My 

hand. 

Call on My key of everlasting life when you are about to pass through the gates 

to enter My heavenly abode, and you will experience a glimpse of the wonders 

that I have prepared for you. 

When your body is struggling in agony and pain for another breath of life, call on 

the keys, and I will send you sweet surcease and relief. 

As you yield to My advances, as I draw you ever closer to the veil, to the realm 

between the earthly and the heavenly, call on the keys, and I will reveal to you 

the beauties you are about to enjoy! 

Call on the keys as you take your last breaths, and My angels sent to escort you 

home to Me will appear to you, giving you comfort and assurance and freedom 

from any fear of the unknown as you leave the earthly realm and enter the world 

of My Spirit. 

Call on the keys of undaunted faith and endurance, and I Myself will be there to 

comfort you and to help you during this trying time. 

Honesty 

Claim the keys of humility and I will help you to be honest when you've made a 

mistake that has affected others negatively. 

Claim the keys of unity and openness, and I will give you the wisdom to be 

tactfully and lovingly honest with people so that resentment and distrust don't 

build up. 

Claim the keys of honesty, and I will help you to confess your faults and not keep 

them inside where they can fester and infect your heart. 

The keys will help you to be lovingly honest, so that your words don't hurt and 

maim but rather bring life and light and warmth to the hearers. 
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Claim the keys to have an open dialogue with Me every day, which will lead to you 

having an open dialogue with those you live with. 

Claim the keys of faith that I will supply all of your needs, so that you're not 

tempted to obtain them yourself “by hook or by crook.” 

Claim the keys of contentment and trust, and I will empower you to resist the Ene-

my's temptations to steal or “borrow without asking.” 

The keys of honesty will help you to tell the truth even when it's difficult to, and 

resist the temptation to lie for gain. 

Through the keys you can learn to be honest and open with others, rather than 

trying to cover up your true thoughts and feelings. 

The keys will help you to be honest with someone even when it's very difficult, 

and will grant you tact to tell the truth in love. 

 

Inspiration / Enthusiasm  

The keys can make any task done in love for others seem wonderful.  

The keys of enthusiasm can turn it on-no matter what it is or who it is-and give 

beauty, glory, joy, life, fire, heat, and everything! The keys will make the differ-

ence.  

Claim the keys of inspiration when you feel uninspired with a task or ministry, and 

you will once again feel vigor and life running through you.  

When your work feels tedious or boring, call on the keys of enthusiasm and I will 

give you all the inspiration that you need for your work.  

The keys will fill you with enthusiasm and happiness that will encourage your 

heart and help you inspire others.  

When you've reached rock bottom and feel like a dry well, call on the keys of refill-

ing and I will pour the waters of inspiration over you to wash you, refresh you, and 

fill you with joy until you're overflowing on others.  
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The keys of inspiration and enthusiasm are at your command!  

Claim them, and you will have the zeal that you desire.  

The keys of the Kingdom can give you inspiration for any task, no matter how bor-

ing it seems.  

Claim the keys of inspiration and you will see miracles! What used to be monoto-

nous and boring can now be fun and inspiring!  

The miracle-working power of the keys will bring you happiness, joy, zeal, inspira-

tion, and enthusiasm.  

The keys of inspiration specialize in imparting to you hot-off-the-griddle, workable 

ideas and solutions when you feel like you're at the end of your rope and have ex-

hausted all your resources.  

The keys of joy are yours to provide you with all the inspiration and enthusiasm 

you'll ever need.  

The keys of inspiration and enthusiasm will bring life to everything you do.  

Jealousy / Comparing  

Call on the power of the keys for all of your relationships, and you can fulfill My 

highest will for each one.  

Ask My keys to enlighten you, to give you a new mindset and outlook, so that you 

can see yourself as I see you.  

The power of the keys can help you accept My will when it's difficult. Call on the 

keys of acceptance daily in your time of need, and you'll have the peace and con-

tentment that you desire.  

Call on the power of the keys to cut the ties that bind you and to set you free, and 

your heart will be spiritually healthier and stronger.  

When your emotions overtake you, you can call on the keys of  

deliverance for instant help, and to bring your thoughts and spirit and emotions 

into subjection.  
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The keys are yours to use in destroying all the works of the Devil!  

The spirit of jealousy is subject to the power of the keys. With the keys you have 

control over the attacks of the Enemy. Claim the keys for peace instead of jeal-

ousy, and you will have it.  

Claim the keys of deliverance, and wield this key-turned-to-sword consistently and 

fervently to sever any stranglehold the Enemy has over you through negativity 

and comparing.  

As you put feet to your prayers and call on the power of the keys of deliverance, 

confronting the green-eyed monster of jealousy head-on, all fear, suspicion and 

selfishness-which fuel and sustain jealousy-will be vanquished!  

You can rise above all odds, comparing, negativity, feelings of loss, and hopeless-

ness by calling on the keys, claiming My Word and holding Me to it. I am not a liar 

and I will fulfill all My promises to you!  

When the Enemy comes in like a flood, threatening to engulf you with jealousy 

and comparing, raise your new spiritual standard-the keys-turned-to-swords-and 

certain victory will be yours!  

Through the power of the keys you have been given authority over all of the Ene-

my's works of darkness, which includes any hold he has on your heart through 

jealousy, negativity, or comparing.  

Even the consuming fires of jealousy can be overcome through the power of the 

keys!  

The power of the keys is power to help you be content in whatever state you are 

in.  

Call on the power of the keys to help you see things through My  

 eyes and you will no longer be bound in a cycle of comparing negatively with oth-

ers.  

Call on the keys to kill the green-eyed demon of jealousy and you will strike a mor-

tal blow that will defeat your adversary.  
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Claim the keys of contentment to defeat jealousy and comparing. Where there is 

anger, there will be calm. Where there is fear, there will be faith. Where there is 

lack of control, I will take full possession and give you My heavenly thought pow-

er.  

Don't let the demon of jealousy pull you down or back. Claim the keys to guard 

your mind and heart, and you will be protected.  

The keys have power to make the period after an ended relationship be smoother 

and without the fiery darts of the Devil. Claim them as often as necessary and 

they will be turned into white-hot swords of fire that will burn out any jealousy, 

bitterness, resentment, or lack of acceptance of what I have allowed, leaving no 

trace of these afflictions in your spirit. I will replace them with peace, joy, content-

ment, and yieldedness.  

When jealousy raises its ugly head, call on the power of the keys to defeat this 

hideous monster.  

Legal / Business / Visas  

No matter what the officials tell you, call on the power of the keys, and according 

to My will you will have what you need.  

Key power enables the King's business to be done as quickly as necessary.  

Key power is all the power you need to change the regulations and stipulations of 

the System to enable My will to be performed.  

If man says it can't be done, don't let it sway you. Claim the power of the keys of 

the Kingdom and watch Me do it for you.  

Disappointment can be turned into My appointment when you call on the power 

of the keys.  

Call on the keys and claim what is rightfully yours according to My will. The keys 

will be turned to swords, and you will be given what you ask.  

Nothing in this world can prevent My will from taking place. Call on the keys, 
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claim My will, and I will perform it.  

The keys are with you wherever you go to open doors that no man can open.  

Call on the keys and they will confound the Enemy's influence in the minds of 

those in the world who need to perform duties for you to fulfill My will.  

My delays are not denials; that's if they are My delays. Claim the keys for patience 

and trust if the delay is from Me, and call on the power of the keys to rebuke the 

Enemy's attack if it's not.  

With the keys of acceptance and understanding set in motion on their behalf, the 

heart of any man or woman can be turned toward Me, creating tolerance of you 

and even desire for the things of My Spirit.  

The keys are a direct extension of Me, the form that I work through. They are liv-

ing; they absorb My power, and are the conduit used to bring My power into the 

situation and to accomplish My will in it. Stand strong in the power of the keys, 

command them to work on your behalf, and they will accomplish that which they 

are sent to do.  

The keys of alertness, when called on, will make you aware of the little things that 

are pivotal in turning the tide of situations, people, powers, events, and circum-

stances.  

here isn't any mountain too high, any valley too low, or any river too wide when it 

comes to removing any obstacles, if you call on the power of the keys.  

Believe what I have promised, think the miracle, and the keys of the Kingdom will 

perform it.  

The work behind the scenes in people's hearts is My job. I know how to turn any 

situation into a miracle. Do your part, claim the power of the keys, command Me 

to work for you, and it will be done!  

Nothing in this world can stand against My keys. None of the attacks of the Enemy 

can stop My power. No voice of man can subdue My will in your life. Claim it, use 

the power, win the victory.  
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Call on the power of the keys and I will show you great and mighty things that will 

lead you to obtaining your needs.  

When you enter the embassy, the keys will lead and guide, help and provide. You 

are destined to succeed, because great is the power that's working on your be-

half!  

There is no situation that the power of the keys can't change. Trust the keys of 

Heaven; use their power. Don't let anything stop you from claiming your rights 

through the power of the keys!  

Through the keys of the Kingdom you have full access to all the answers you need, 

to the people who will help you, to the speedy processing of your paperwork.  

The world must wait for bureaucracy to work, but as you call on the keys of Heav-

en they will push open the doors and blast through the red tape for your sake. 

Nothing will stop the force of the keys.  

Stand back and see the power of the keys do miracles, change minds, soften 

hearts, bend wills in your favor, as you follow their lead  and reap the results. 

Claim the impossible and release the miracle.  

Loneliness  

Claim the keys when you feel lonely and are missing your loved ones, and I will 

multiply My grace and power within you and fill your emptiness with My love.  

There is no emptiness in your heart that I cannot fill. Call on the keys of My right-

eousness and I will fill your spirit to overflowing, and great will be your joy.  

When you are lonely or heartbroken, call out to Me and I will fill you with My key 

power of love that will put joy and comfort in your heart in place of sadness and 

despair.  

Call on the keys of focus when you are distracted and missing your loved one, and 

I will help you to concentrate on the job I have given you and make your time of 

being apart pass more quickly than it normally would.  

The bondage of despair and loneliness will be broken with the power of the keys.  
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No natural feeling of loneliness, sadness, despair, or grief is beyond the keys' pow-

er, because I can and will lift you above any negative feeling that is weighing you 

down.  

With one touch of the magic wand of My key power, every negative feeling of 

loneliness will disappear in a flash.  

The stabilizing force of My key power will supernaturally keep you from being 

tossed about, engulfed, and discouraged by the emotions of loneliness.  

No matter how great the pain in your heart or the loss you feel, My key power 

and love is so much greater than any feeling, and will bring  you victory and joy 

once more.  

When there is an empty space in your heart or life, call on the power of My keys 

of love and I will fill you to overflowing with My Spirit.  

Call on the keys and I will send My spirit helpers to comfort you, and you will 

know you're not alone. You will be encouraged to feel the great host of Heaven 

and the many gifts of My Spirit.  

In your moments of loneliness, call on the keys and I will kiss you sweetly, filling 

your spirit with My love, comfort, encouragement, peace, and reassurance.  

Love  

Call on My powerful keys, and I will remind you to reach out to others with love, 

affection, and kind words at every opportunity, even if it's not an inherent part of 

your personality.  

My loving keys will help you to see the needs of others and respond enthusiasti-

cally with warmth, tenderness and affection.  

With My love and the power of the keys of affection, you can reach out to anyone 

and love them with My love and help them to feel appreciated, wanted, and 

needed.  

The Enemy is the author of anger, aggressiveness, and irritability, but through the 

keys I will give you love, peace, a sound mind, and lips to speak My praises.  
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The keys of transformation can change you from a reserved, private, reclusive per-

son, into one who's outgoing, friendly, kind, loving, and affectionate.  

Use the keys of peace and faith to calm your spirit, to replace anger with love, and 

you will see a transformation in your life that would not  have been achievable on 

your own.  

Stretch your capacity to give love and affection by calling on My keys to transform 

you, and others will feel My warmth and tenderness through you.  

The keys will cause you to see another through My eyes, beyond their imperfec-

tions, and to love them with My love.  

The keys of love and unity open doors of understanding and cooperation with 

those you don't naturally understand.  

The light of the keys' power will shine on areas that you have in common and 

magnify those areas and diminish the disagreements.  

The keys are always loving and kind, and bring gentleness to each difficult situa-

tion.  

Claim the keys when you don't feel like being loving and they'll transform disdain 

into love, so that you love with the same intensity as you disliked.  

Call on the keys of longsuffering and faith, and you will have the patience you 

need to work with others.  

No matter what the situation, the answer is love, and the keys bring love.  

Call on the keys of patience and forbearance, and I will give you the strength you 

need to endure any difficult personality.  

When you lay aside your own concerns to be Me to another in need, I will place 

My love in your heart. Your lacks will be compensated for as you call on the keys 

of empowerment and let My Spirit of love possess you.  

The Enemy seeks to confuse and destroy, but the keys block him at  very turn. He 

seeks to complicate, but the keys confuse his minions instead.  
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Turning chaos into peace is one of the keys' specialties.  

When you claim the keys of understanding, I will clear your mind and give you in-

sight into the hearts of others.  

When your nerves are frazzled, call on the keys of peace and calmness, and their 

power will go to work immediately throughout your body, mind and spirit.  

When it seems like you've messed up, using the keys of humility will solve prob-

lems, ease pain, and remove fear.  

You wonder if you can forgive and give one more time? You can, as you claim the 

giving power of Heaven through the keys.  

The keys of love and understanding will be a guide to complicated personal situa-

tions that look so overwhelming, and they will lead you along a plain path to the 

best solutions.  

No matter how deep the hurt, how distant the relationship, or how many wrongs 

have been committed, love can be restored through calling on the keys of the 

Kingdom.  

Calling on the keys will lead you to the secret to building a loving relationship with 

even the most problematic personality.  

Having problems with someone?-Claim the love-power of the keys and they'll 

help you see the situation with new eyes.  

There is no greater love than to call on the power of the keys to lay down your life 

for another in unselfishness, compassion, sympathy, sacrifice, tenderness, and 

humble service.  

I can give you grace to love those whom you find hardest to love.  

Call on the keys of supernatural grace and love, and these gifts will be given you.  

Where My Spirit and the keys are, there is peace and simplicity.  

The keys of the Kingdom will empower you to live the Law of Love.  

Call on the power of the keys of diplomacy and love if you must speak about emo-
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tional and personal matters, and I will possess you completely, enabling you to 

rise above and communicate in My Spirit.  

Through the keys of the Kingdom you can forgive anything.  

There is no hurt too deep, no relationship too strained, no wrong that cannot be 

made right with the power of the keys.  

Marriage  

When you call on the power of the keys, it can transform not only you, your mate, 

your marriage, and your communication, but it can right all the wrongs, heal any 

wounds, and repair any broken bridges.  

The keys of love will overcome obstacles, solve problems, restore unity, and mend 

a hurting heart.  

The keys know no limits and will lend their power in every way as you give, love, 

share, bear burdens, seek answers from Heaven, and work and serve-together.  

I have given you a priceless gift, the keys of a fresh start-a power that can not only 

infuse you with renewed strength, courage, and faith; a power that can not just 

repaint the house of your marriage, but can refurbish it entirely, making it anew!  

The keys bring solutions to problems, answers to questions, peace from conflicts, 

understanding from muddles, and beauty from ashes.  

Claim the keys of renewal to infuse your relationship, marriage, or commitment 

with the regeneration, faith, and love needed, and you will see miracles and all 

things will become new!  

Misunderstandings, communication rifts, problems, difficulties, and anything that 

fights My loving Spirit that joins you together as one can be overcome with key 

power.  

With the power of the keys of sacrificial love you can be Me to your loved one-a 

helpmeet overflowing with My love, understanding, support, and compassion.  

Calling on the keys of unity will strengthen your marriage, enhance your union, 
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and join your hearts together with My power.  

The keys of love will give you supernatural eyes to see beyond the faults of your 

mate and into their heart.  

The keys-which are a part of Me, a part of love-will help you to focus on the good 

and overlook the bad.  

A stale marriage can be infused with new fire, passion, excitement, and life 

through the keys of the Kingdom.  

I am the greatest Marriage Counselor, and the answer to any problem or difficulty 

you face is yours when you call on the keys.  

Memorization  

The keys will help you to retain what you memorize.  

Claim the keys to know exactly what to memorize, and I will lead you to the keys, 

scriptures and quotes that will be particularly useful to you in the days to come.  

The keys of remembrance will quicken the Word to your memory when you need 

it.  

Claim the keys of the Kingdom and I will give you inspiration and incentive to 

memorize the Word.  

The keys of retention are like glue to help the Word you memorize to stick in your 

memory.  

My Word that you have stored in your heart is as gold, gems, and jewels in a mine 

that can be most easily and speedily accessed through the power of the keys.  

Claim the keys so that you can remember to use the Word that you memorize in 

your witnessing.  

The keys will remind you to memorize and help you to love hiding the Word in 

your heart.  
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Menopause  

Call on the keys of healing in full faith, knowing that the things that seem do not 

have to be-even the natural symptoms often associated with menopause or grow-

ing older.  

Claim the youthful health of Heaven through the keys, and you will have the same 

on Earth.  

You can rise above the effects of menopause-hot flashes, discomfort, irritability, 

insomnia, depression, and lack of mental clarity. Take a stand of faith, calling on 

the keys, and the intensity and frequency of the symptoms will lessen miraculous-

ly.  

Even the natural changes in your body-such as menopause-do not have to have 

such a great impact on you physically or emotionally, if you claim the keys' rejuve-

nating power to keep you young and revitalized.  

With the keys belong the fountain of life and youth, and tapping into their regen-

erative power will keep your spirit young, your mind  sound, and your body in 

good working form!  

All change is possible with the keys. Call on the keys and claim their power when 

you enter the “change of life,” and they will give you calm, peace, rest, and free-

dom from adverse side effects of menopause.  

No force-whether natural, physical, or spiritual-has a hold over you when met 

with the force and power of the keys.  

If you call on the power of the keys, they will regulate your hormones and give 

you relief from menopause symptoms.  

The change your body is going through is a natural one, with natural difficulties. 

But I will make it supernaturally easy and give you supernatural grace to bear it 

when you call on the power of the keys of healing.  

The keys will carry you into the health of Heaven, as you leave your old body be-

hind. Ride heavenward on the keys.  
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Call on the power of the keys to override the symptoms of menopause and you 

will experience miracles of answered prayer.  

The keys will minimize the negative, bothersome and discouraging effects of men-

opause, and will give you grace, peace, a praiseful spirit, and the faith to rise 

above.  

Negativity / Criticalness   

Keep claiming the power of the keys for deliverance from anything negative you 

think or feel about yourself, and you will have it. Persevere in calling on the keys, 

and they will not fail.  

No foe of darkness, fiend of negativity, or troll of criticalness can cross the en-

trance of your mind if you militantly stand guard, keys in hand!  

The keys bring light and freedom! The power of the keys will unlock any padlock, 

any stronghold of negativity, criticalness, or darkness in your mind, and bring posi-

tiveness, acceptance of others, and light!  

Focus on the keys and call on their positive power, so that instead of defaulting to 

putting a negative spin on circumstances, people and situations, you'll be able to 

pull down My positive spin instead.  

No matter how you feel about your looks, personality, spirituality, talents or abil-

ity, if you call on the power of the keys you will find contentment and the power 

to accept the things I want you to accept, change the things you need to change, 

and discern the difference.  

Call on the power of the keys to override your negative mindsets and give you im-

mediate access to My mind.  

Claim the power of the keys in your fight against misinterpreting others' words 

and motives, seeing them in a negative light. Consistently call on the keys' power 

in all your interactions with others so you'll be able to access My mind-the posi-

tive-instead of jumping to negative conclusions.  

If called upon in sincerity and desperation, the supernatural power of the keys can 
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lift you out of the quagmire and rut of assuming the worst and misjudging others.  

Fill your heart with the positive, and there will be no room for the negative to take 

root in your spirit or on your tongue. Immerse yourself in both My Word and in 

claiming and standing upon My key promises. This is a winning combination, and 

the road to sure victory and change!  

Any negative speech habits-even lifelong ones-can be overcome through calling 

on the power of the keys.  

Negativity in all of its ugly forms cannot stand before the power of the keys!  

The keys of the Kingdom will help you see people and situations with My eyes, in 

a spirit of faith and trust.  

When you're tempted to read between the lines or not take things you hear or 

read at face value in simple faith, call on the keys to help you see and perceive 

things as they really are. Through calling on the keys you'll gain instant access to 

My mind, diffusing any lies of the Enemy, any clouds of untruth, mistrust, negativi-

ty or fear.  

Call on the power of the keys each time you doubt in your heart a compliment 

someone has given you, and you will be given faith to receive and believe it.  

The keys are your most effective combat weapon in your warfare against negativi-

ty, criticalness, and pride.  

Call on the keys to receive compliments and believe the positive that is said about 

you. Calling on the keys removes the negative spirit immediately, and allows the 

Spirit to fill you with positiveness in your heart and in your reactions.  

Call on the keys to believe Me when I give you encouragement, when I speak of 

My love for you, how I see you, and what you will accomplish. God is not a man 

that He should lie. Claim the keys whenever you doubt My Words, and the doubts 

will be destroyed.  

The keys have power to change your behavior and the way you look down on 

yourself and speak negatively about yourself to others and to yourself. If you call 
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on the keys for My heavenly thought power, your negative thoughts will decrease 

and My positive thoughts will increase, and you will know the truth and believe 

the truth, and the truth will set you free from negativity.  

Call on the keys to let Me control your thoughts whenever you criticize your capa-

bility to do something, whenever you criticize the way you were made, whenever 

you criticize the way you act. The keys can change your view of yourself.  

The power of the keys can overcome any negative view you have of yourself. Call 

on the power of the keys continually and claim the transformation you desire, be-

ing specific about what you need, and you will be transformed by the renewing of 

your mind through the power of the keys.  

Calling on the keys continually to combat the negative mind battle you're experi-

encing will defeat the Devil's grip on your thoughts.  

New Year / Birthdays  

Through the keys of new life I will give you a fresh start to the year. Old things will 

be replaced with the new, and you will accomplish marvelous things for Me in the 

year ahead.  

Claiming the power of the keys of empowerment at the start of a new year brings 

down My blessings upon you-anointing, power, challenge, faith, and hope for the 

future.  

With My power within you and the keys of the Kingdom in your hands, every new 

year will be better than the year before.  

No condemnation  

I love you. I forgive you. I want you. I need you. I remember your sins no more. 

Claim the power of the keys and rebuke the Enemy if you are tempted to think 

otherwise.  

When you fight and fall, and the demons of condemnation and discouragement 

come in for the “kill,” call on the power of the keys and walk in victory, not giving 

in to your feelings, for victory is yours!  
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There is no condemnation to those who call on the keys of the Kingdom.  

Freedom from guilt and condemnation comes through the keys.  

Feelings of guilt and remorse cannot stand against the power of the keys. If you 

will call on the keys, I will restore peace of mind.  

When Satan comes in with condemning lies, call on the keys and you will be set 

free.  

The keys of the Kingdom will give you power over all attacks of the Evil One. Call 

on the keys to replace feelings of condemnation and guilt with the conviction of 

My Spirit.  

The Devil's feelings of condemnation, guilt and hopelessness have no power 

against the keys. Call on key power to break these chains.  

When you're tempted to collapse under the heavy weight of condemnation and 

guilt, call the Enemy's bluff by fighting back with the power of the keys. He can-

not defeat you as long as you keep calling on the keys.  

Fight the accusations of the Enemy in the power of the keys. The keys will con-

quer all feelings of guilt and condemnation.  

Key power will see you safely out of the past-no matter how bad-into a bright 

new future!  

I forgive all your sins and mistakes when you ask Me. In the power of the keys I 

erase all feelings of blame, guilt, and condemnation.  

The days of your mourning are over! Grasp the keys of gladness of heart and 

spirit, and rejoice in what the keys are about to perform in you and yours!  

The power of the keys brings freedom from guilt and condemnation. In the pow-

er of the keys My mercy is renewed every morning.  

Discouragement and condemnation will flee from the presence of the keys!  

Let the keys take you on a spiritual high that will help you rise above any discour-

agement the Enemy tries to throw your way about your weaknesses and bad 
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habits. Getting high on the keys will help you stay immune to the Devil's attacks.  

Obedience / Faithfulness  

The keys of fruitfulness will cause your work to flourish, no matter how small it 

may seem.  

The power of the keys can cause your efforts to bring forth fruit in greater abun-

dance.  

I have given you the power you need in the keys to obey and put into action even 

the difficult things I show you.  

There is nothing too small, too negligible, or unimportant for the keys, which will 

give you strength for every task, no matter how tedious.  

Call on the keys of acceptance if you feel like My will is too difficult for you, and 

they can change your mind and heart and bring you joy in your labors.  

If you've strayed from My path, the keys of the Kingdom are at your side to pow-

er your way back.  

The keys of strength will give you power to “hit the ball” of God's will and “hit a 

home run” every time.  

Claim the keys of zealous obedience and you will experience extreme progress 

and My extreme joy that will be your strength.  

Don't hold back, hesitate, or fear. Step out by faith to obey My voice, to fulfill My 

calling in your life. It feels like you're taking a leap off the edge of a cliff, but the 

power of the keys is your parachute and will not let you fall or fail.  

You don't have to do it. Call on the keys of the desire to do My will, and I will do it 

through you.  

The keys of endurance, when called upon, will then give you the grace to perse-

vere.  

Claim the keys, think heavenly thoughts, surrender to My Spirit, and you'll obey 

My will.  
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Put on the glasses of faith through calling on the keys of prevision and you will see 

the heavenly vision.  

Tenaciously cling to the keys of perseverance and faith when you don't see much 

progress for your efforts, and in time you will see tangible results that will be 

worth more to you than any sacrifice.  

The keys are activated by your obedience, so proceed as if possessing, claiming 

their power each step of the way. Then, like the priests who carried the ark into 

the river, and as their feet touched the waters the water parted, so will it be done 

for you. The river of troubles, trials, and difficult situations will part, making way 

for you to cross on dry land.  

Peace / Freedom from fear  

My perfect love and the power of the keys cast out all apprehension and fear, so 

you can find peace.  

No fear or worry of the Enemy can defeat the keys of peace. When you are tempt-

ed to fret or be fearful, lift the keys of peace, claiming their power, and all fear will 

abate.  

Peace and calmness of spirit are found through the keys.  

As you call on the keys of comfort and peace, you will feel My Spirit descend on 

you like a warm and comforting blanket. You will know that nothing can touch 

you, for you are surrounded and completely safe in My hands.  

Peace found in the keys is yours to have at any time; it is but a prayer away.  

There is no fear in the keys. Call on the keys and you will be freed from fear and 

liberated to do My will.  

As you call on the keys and exert their power, you have nothing to fear-for no 

harm can befall the users of the keys.  

Claim the power of the keys of peace and you will receive peace.  

Through the power of the keys, neither fear nor worry will have any place in your 
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heart.  

Call on the keys and you can have complete peace of mind.  

All fears will cease as you call on the keys.  

You can overcome fear and worry by calling on the keys, knowing that My will will 

be done.  

The keys of peace are a strong and solid foundation whereon you can stand stead-

fast, confident that no raging wind or fierce attack can rock the foundation of 

peace found through the keys.  

The keys will give you the ability to face your fears head-on and overcome them.  

Key power casts out all fear. There is freedom from all fear to those who call on 

the keys.  

As you face your fears and call on the power of the keys, your fears will vanish.  

When fears surround you on every side, shout out the words, “I call  on the 

keys!”-And I will raise a force field around you that no fear can penetrate.  

With the keys in your hand, you can conquer Satan's evil power. No fear nor dark-

ness can stand against the keys.  

Fight your fears in the power of the keys and there'll be no stopping you. All fear 

can be overcome with the keys.  

The keys give perfect peace to those who call on their power.  

The keys are light and strength and life. Call on the power of the keys and the 

darkness will flee.  

When you feel a panic attack coming on, call on the keys immediately and nip it in 

the bud. The Enemy's attacks are in vain as long as you call upon the power of the 

keys.  

When you struggle, when you're tempted, when you're hit with fear, call on the 

keys! Claim the power and deliverance that I have promised you from the mind-

sets and holds of Pan and Bacchus, and I will send reinforcements in the spirit to 
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strengthen you.  

Performing / Shows  

Claim the power of the keys of anointing as you perform, and the light of My Spirit 

will shine through you and you will bear fruit.  

When you call on the keys of testimony and conviction before your shows and 

performing engagements, I will cause the light in your eyes to shine more brightly 

and your witness to be even more powerful.  

Claim the keys and you'll have a powerful, life-changing performance that no one 

can resist.  

Call on the keys to give you God's eyes when you look at your audience, and those 

who see you will know it is Jesus speaking or  singing through you.  

Call on the keys of witness as you sing and perform for Me. So will they empower 

you with a great light, that I may be glorified and the hearts and souls of many 

opened and turned toward Me.  

If you're feeling incapable and shy about standing before a large crowd, call on My 

keys to grant you boldness-that awesome boldness that I gave to Peter and John, 

yet even greater.  

The power of the keys will endue you with strength to stand before the multi-

tudes and speak the truth with great boldness and conviction.  

The keys have the power to transform your natural presence into the presence of 

God before your audience.  

By calling on the keys  

Your audience sees  

Jesus in you-  

His love shining through.  

There is great power in the keys. They enable the Key of David to reach My lost 

and bring them into My Kingdom. They cause a spiritual bubble to descend upon 
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your audience that they may imbibe My Spirit as you perform.  

Through the keys the talent and love of Heaven will encompass your perfor-

mance.  

Persecution / Against our enemies  

Satan's roaring is silenced through the power of the keys.  

No force of this world can have power over you as you claim the keys and hold 

high the banner of their power.  

Though you may be troubled on every side, you will not be distressed; perplexed, 

but not despairing; persecuted, but not forsaken; cast down, but not destroyed. 

The keys of the Kingdom can work miracles for you that you never dreamed possi-

ble, if you'll only call upon them.  

As you claim the keys of faith and stability, no storm of trouble will drown you, no 

wind of adversity will blow you away, and no troubling circumstances will defeat 

you.  

Claim the keys of deliverance, and I will come right to your rescue and amaze you 

with My power.  

There is no obstinate or perilous situation that the keys cannot alter, no complexi-

ty they cannot resolve.  

There is no situation too difficult for Me to resolve in the best possible way when 

you call on the power of the keys.  

As you call on the keys of confusion and destruction, the lies of your enemies will 

be stilled.  

Claim the keys of courage and defense, and your faith and mettle will shine, blind-

ing the Enemy.  

Stand back and see Me fight on your behalf when you call on the keys of defense. 

I will be sure to do My part when you are faithful to call on the keys.  

As you call on and wield the keys, I will give you power over every attack of the 
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Enemy, to destroy his power.  

When you call on the keys of conviction and remain strong in the truth, this im-

mediately transforms the keys of protection and security into fiery swords to cut 

your enemies to the heart.  

Call on the keys and I will fill your mouth with My Words that are mighty to the 

tearing down of the Enemy's strongholds.  

The keys can anoint your spirit, mind, thoughts and words with heavenly wisdom, 

so you can answer any accusation brought against you and expose and destroy 

the lies of the Devil.  

The keys of the Kingdom will empower you to conquer all who fight you, and to 

stand victorious over all evil.  

As you reach up for the keys, every evil intention of your enemies will be de-

stroyed.  

Every enemy will fall under the power of the keys.  

All power is given unto you through the keys to destroy Satan's work.  

I will give you words of witness, testimony, and unequaled conviction and power 

through the keys of the Kingdom.  

Use the keys turned to swords to fight desperately in prayer, and then rest as-

sured that the power of your enemies is no match for the power I will wield on 

your behalf.  

All things that rise against you will be put down by the power of the keys.  

When the Enemy or enemies come in like a flood, you can lift up a standard 

against them through the keys and cause their attacks to come to naught.  

The power of the keys will defeat all who oppose the Words of David.  

When My children have departed from the faith, when they no longer choose to 

follow Me, when they refuse to repent of their waywardness, place them in My 

hands. As you commit them to Me, call on the power of the keys to release My 
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power to work in their lives as no other can.  

Wield the power of the keys against your enemies. Call for My hand to move on 

your behalf and I will bring to naught the works of all who fight My Words of truth 

and My Family.  

None can stand against the keys of the Kingdom. None can stand against you 

when you call on the keys.  

When you call on the keys of the Kingdom to release their power, no enemy can 

triumph over you, for I will repay.  

No weapon that is raised against you can stand against the power of the keys.  

I will deliver you from every evil work and preserve you to do My will as you call 

on the power of the keys.  

In the power of the keys you will reign victorious over all the Earth. Call on the 

keys and ride on their power into the Golden Age that I have promised.  

I am with the people of the keys. Call on the keys and I will fight for you and over-

come all opposition.  

I see those who commune in private, those who seek to lay a snare, whose words 

are full of venom, and whose desire is to destroy My work. These have no power 

to withstand the power of the keys of the Kingdom. Call on the keys and I will hide 

you from the secret counsel of the wicked.  

Claim the power of the keys when the wicked rise against you, and I will curse 

those who curse you.  

The keys will protect you from those who speak with lying tongues, and will stop 

the mouths of those whose intent is to cause My brides harm.  

The forces of Satan will be turned into dust and blown away when  ou use the 

keys.  

The power of the keys will calm the storm and still the waves of persecution and 

bad publicity.  
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All enemies of the children of David will be brought low by the power of the keys.  

The keys will settle you and keep you through every storm and from all evil.  

Call on the keys of deliverance and I will not forsake you, but I will fight your ene-

mies and I will save you.  

I will deliver from the wicked all those who put their faith in the keys.  

All those who put their trust in the keys of the Kingdom and My Word will be safe.  

Fear and dread have no place in the keys. Call on their power and I will go before 

you to fight the battles and to bring you victory.  

My keys will be the valiant sword of the Lord to bring to naught the lies of your 

enemies. Claim them and see the angels of Heaven come to your defense!  

Reach out to the power of the keys and I will deliver you from the hands of your 

enemies.  

Claim the power of the keys to be released against your enemies, and stand back 

and see Me fight for you.  

The power of the keys will silence the lying lips, confound and confuse the wicked, 

and bring to naught the devices of your enemies.  

Call upon the keys of deliverance and protection to shield you from  the Enemy's 

fury and tempests. The lies and fictions of your enemies will melt like wax in the 

presence of the fiery keys turned to swords!  

The keys turned to swords are your most effective weapons of war! Wield them 

with power, authority, and conviction, and you will win great victories over your 

enemies!  

The keys are able to turn into a boomerang of blessing or cursing, a balm of com-

fort and strength, or a rod of judgment. So call upon their judgment power in 

bringing just reward upon those who rise against you.  

Prison doors will open with the keys of the Kingdom.  

Fight your enemies and those who persecute you by wielding the keys turned to 
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swords, and I will dispel the Enemy's fury and vaporous fiction.  

Call upon the keys of protection and deliverance that they may hide you from the 

blast of the Evil One and those who seek to ensnare you.  

Wielding the power of the keys, you have nothing to fear! No wickedness, no evil 

plan or device can stand before the presence of the keys!  

Call upon the keys of revelation and foresight to reveal the devices and plans of 

those who seek your demise. The keys will lay a straight path before you that you 

may be preserved from every evil work.  

To those who persecute you, who draw their sword and bend their bow against 

you, draw out your fiery keys turned to swords in delivering speedy recompense.  

I will fight for you against your enemies as you call down the power of the keys.  

Turn the keys, activate their power, and stand back and see Me fight for you.  

Pioneering / Pilgrims and strangers  

Go forth to conquer in My Name and in the name of the keys. Claim the land that 

I set before you in the power of the keys of witness, and walk with full faith 

through each door that I open for you. Don't pass up what seem like closed doors 

at first either, because any door can open through the power of the keys.  

The keys open doors to places that have been closed to all others before.  

The keys will cast light on the path of My will in your heart, so that you may pro-

ceed in confidence, knowing the place to which I have called you.  

Through the power of the keys you can receive wisdom and revelations that will 

help you interact with and be accepted by strangers in a strange country.  

The keys can help you adapt to any culture, language, government, or policy, so 

that you will be all things to all men, and win some.  

The keys are the ultimate weapon and force in the final campaign to preach the 

Gospel in all the world for a witness to all nations before the End comes.  

My keys specialize in faith and vision.  
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With the power of the keys there are no longer any places where angels fear to 

tread-and with the power of the keys of confidence, neither should you.  

No door that is locked against the purpose of My will can stand against the turn-

ing of the keys of My will in its locks.  

You can do all things, be all things, learn all things, adapt to all things, through the 

power of the keys of the Kingdom.  

Stake your claim as ambassadors of Heaven in your neighborhood, your city, your 

state, and your country. You are My royal emissaries, carrying the truth of My 

Spirit, and the spiritual and physical benefits that accompany this position are 

yours to command through the power of the keys.  

Praise  

According to your praise you will be filled with the hot gold magic power of the 

keys!  

Call on the keys for power and victory in every situation, and then praise Me for 

answering.  

Call on the keys of praise to help you see the good even when you don't feel like 

it, and you will be making use of one of the most important spiritual weapons in 

your arsenal.  

When the Enemy holds up a list of your lacks, failings, and weaknesses, slam the 

door in his face by praising Me and claiming the power of the keys, and he will be 

forced to flee.  

When you feel too weak and discouraged to praise, call on the power of the keys 

to give you the strength, and as you praise, you will gain the victory.  

While you're praising Me and claiming the power of the keys, you won't be able to 

think about anything negative and the Devil won't be able to lie to you.  

When you're having problems, sing, shout, praise Me, and claim the keys of rising 

above! The Devil will have to flee, because you're resisting him with the power of 

praise and actively fighting against him  
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with a force that he can't beat!  

Praise Me with your whole heart, and by the power of the keys I will work mira-

cles on your behalf.  

Use the powerful, dynamic approach of praise and calling on the keys, which the 

Devil hates and cannot resist, and you will see mighty miracles.  

Praise, prayer, the Word, and the keys will sustain not only your spiritual life but 

also your physical life.  

Claiming the keys and praising Me is just what you need to lift you out of the pit 

which the Devil is trying to cast you into!  

You will feel the power of the keys-steady and confident, strong and unbeatable-

as you praise Me and let your voice glorify Me. Whenever you feel discouraged 

or worried, bring on the power of the keys through your words of faith and 

praise. They rush to those who honor Me and glorify My Name.  

Keep your eyes off yourself and your situation, and on Me and the keys. Praise 

Me even when you don't feel like it, and I will take care of the situation and bring 

about “Romans 8:28” even from the most trying of circumstances.  

The keys of praise and rising above are connected, and when activated, create a 

powerful combination to defeat the Enemy.  

Praise, call on the keys, and then watch Me perform! It's a winning combination 

that never fails!  

Prayer for others  

With the keys you can loose the bonds of those who are trapped in the snares of 

the Enemy.  

All those caught in the snare of the Enemy will be set free this day as you claim 

the keys on their behalf.  

Through the power of the keys, all Hell is under your command. So command the 

devils to flee from those whose hearts and minds are tormented, and they will be 
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set free!  

Many things hang in the balances of free choice, but My power to influence a per-

son's decisions is amplified according to your desperation in prayer and calling on 

the keys.  

Claim the keys of encouragement, and I will send legions of angels to minister to 

those who are weary. Through your prayers, the power of the keys will be there to 

uphold their hands, to cheer them on, to comfort their hearts, and to pour out My 

healing balm in great abundance.  

As you pray for others, My angels and ministering spirits take action. Call on the 

keys for all that these dear ones need and I will come through for them, and they 

will feel the results of your prayers.  

As you claim the power of the keys for your mates who are facing this very great 

and daunting battle, I will send reinforcements in the spirit. I will steel their nerves 

and give them great courage to fight on to the wonderful victory that awaits 

them.  

There is great power in the keys of the Kingdom. Don't doubt their power to heal 

and save, but claim them now in faith for your brothers and sisters that fight for 

life, and I will bring deliverance.  

Even though this battle is manifested in the physical, it is a spiritual battle and can 

only be won in the spirit. Call on the power of the keys and intercede on the be-

half of those who are struggling, and a great victory will come about through your 

prayers.  

When virtue has gone out of your loved ones and they feel like  they're drained of 

every last drop of strength, call on the keys of sustenance and revival, and I will in-

fuse them with energy to finish running the race-and win!  

Send legions of reinforcement angels and spirit warriors to the side of your loved 

ones who are in the midst of the battle, through turning the keys and calling for 

My immediate intervention!  
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When your loved one needs superhuman help to get the job done, aid them in 

the spirit by calling on the keys of sustenance to sustain them and the keys of wis-

dom to direct them, and I will do it.  

Distance makes no difference to the keys, and whether your loved one is near or 

far, call on the keys for every need-health, strength, power, anointing, or wisdom-

and it will be delivered to them!  

My loves, call on the keys for those in bondage, and they shall be set free!  

Supporting someone with prayer and the power of the keys is the greatest act of 

love and sacrifice, and will deliver to them miracles that will lighten their load and 

give them the strength to fight on.  

Pregnancy and childbirth  

Call on the keys of deliverance when your time is come to give birth. The keys will 

see you safely through labor and delivery.  

Bless the new life that grows within you by calling on the keys. Through the power 

of the keys I will bless your child in special ways. I will provide every need, both 

physical and spiritual, as you call on the keys.  

Good health, sweet rest, proper nourishment, and strength of body and spirit are 

given to you when you call on the power of the keys.  

Call on the power of the keys for preparation of heart, mind, and pirit to bring a 

new life into the world.  

The keys will give you the strength of Samson, the wisdom of Solomon, the pa-

tience of Job, the faith of Abraham, and the love of David.  

I have created the life within you and I will bring this babe safely into the world, 

by the power of the keys.  

The keys will carry you through childbearing; the keys will give you strength and 

energy to deliver this child.  

When you feel the urge to push but are told to wait, claim the keys of restraint, 
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and you will instantly find strength within you to refrain from pushing.  

Call on the keys and you will see the fruit of your womb grow into a strong tree 

that will blossom and bear fruit.  

All things are made perfect in the power of the keys. The keys will form the babe 

in your womb; the keys will deliver this child into the world.  

Call on the keys and you will be delivered.  

With Me and the keys at your side, fighting for you, you can have total peace of 

mind, knowing that everything is going to turn out right.  

The keys will enhance your strength, make the pain easier to bear, and make it a 

much better experience than it would be otherwise.  

Call on the keys of strength and endurance, and they will pull you through.  

I will give you an easy, speedy, problem-free delivery when you call on the keys.  

The strength the keys empower you with will keep you going to the end.  

The keys of healing will soothe any achy muscle, any sore back, any area of your 

body that is in pain or uncomfortable.  

When you feel you don't have an ounce of strength left, picture My hand reaching 

down and giving you a key to claim, and you reaching up and grabbing hold of it. 

Then claim it, though you may feel weak and helpless, and watch Me do the mira-

cle.  

Claim the keys of faith. Remind yourself constantly that I am in control, that I will 

finish the good work I've begun in you and bring forth a healthy baby.  

Call on the keys to help you focus on the power and think positive thoughts-then 

the time will fly and seem shorter than it really is.  

With each contraction, the keys will help you ride the wave and make it through 

to completion.  

When it is time to push and you don't have the strength in you to do so, the keys 

will help you bulldoze ahead with strength you know not of, and once you get go-
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ing, it will be hard to stop!  

If you don't know what to do, if you're not sure what you want, if you just have a 

“feeling” that something is not the way you want it, but you don't know what to do 

to fix it, call on the power of the keys and they will reveal to you a solution to every 

problem you encounter.  

I will give you unity with your partners and the midwives or doctors. As you look to 

Me and claim the keys, I will make you all of one mind, one heart, and one spirit, as 

you work together to bring forth this new life that I have blessed you with.  

Great peace have they who love My keys, who use them and claim them. I will take 

away any anxiety or fear, and you will be blessed with great peace, even in the midst 

of storm.  

Pride  

The keys will give you the humility to step out and try something new, without fear 

of failure.  

Faith, trust, and humility are yours as you call out to the keys, and they will help you 

to succeed and be blessed in any endeavor you embark on.  

The keys wage war against the carnal mind of man, and will defeat pride in all its 

forms.  

Claim the keys of humility, and pride will not befall you.  

Rebuke the spirit of pride in the power of the keys and you will be free of the spiritu-

al bondage you experience.  

In your fight against pride, call on the power of the keys to help you don the garment 

of humility in all you do and say.  

Pride will have no entryway to your heart as you call on the keys of humility, meek-

ness, and adaptability.  

By the power of the keys I can change you and help you overcome your pride and ar-

rogance.  
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Claim the keys of brokenness, and the gifts of humility, dependence on Me, and 

My close presence will blossom in your life and bring forth fruit that will remain.  

The more you use the keys, the less hold pride will have on your life and spirit, for 

in calling on the keys you acknowledge your own weakness. The keys embody hu-

mility and conquer pride.  

Pride is My enemy, a force that fights against all that is godly, but by summoning 

the keys, you hold in your hands the power to fight against this evil foe.  

Call on the keys of humility and they will help you forsake your pride and allow Me 

total possession, so that I can do the work in your heart and mind and spirit that 

you desire.  

The keys can uproot any resistant weed of pride and replace it with the beautiful 

flowers of humility.  

Pride cannot dominate you if you call on the keys of the Kingdom.  

Each time you must make a decision-to take the proud road or the humble one-

calling on My keys will help you make the right choice.  

I will help you walk the humble walk and replace pride with humility through the 

power of the keys.  

Lean heavily on the keys when pride tempts you, and I will deliver you.  

The keys of the Kingdom can overcome all forms of pride.  

Key power finds its surest dwelling place and its greatest power in the heart and 

spirit of the humble.  

The keys bring humility and break down pride.  

When pride gets in your way, claim the keys and humble yourself before Me and 

others, and pride will be replaced by the spirit of Heaven!  

To stay on the road of humility, call on the power of the keys daily to keep your 

pride in check.  
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Protection / Security  

The power of the keys of protection will be a force field around you, so that no 

evil will befall you, nor any plague come nigh your dwelling.  

Claim the miraculous power of the keys of the Kingdom that will blind eyes, 

change hearts, and open doors that no man can open. Claim their protection and 

you will be safe.  

Your security and protection is of utmost importance to Me, and as you call on the 

keys and exercise your faith, I am able to strengthen your spiritual defenses and 

empower your guardian angels.  

As you call on the power of the keys in obedience, yieldedness, and faith, I will 

send My angels to surround you, to guard you, and to keep you in all your ways.  

When you call on the keys of protection, I erect a spiritual electrical fence that 

emits painful shocks to any demons that try to harm you, sending them reeling 

away in pain and fear.  

Through the power of the keys, every scripture and promise of protection can be 

activated on your behalf.  

Strong angels and spiritual warriors eagerly and instantly rise to your defense 

when you call on the keys of security.  

Call on the keys of security and protection, and the Enemy will be unable to pene-

trate My spiritual force field around you.  

When you sense an attack coming your way, immediately call on the keys of faith 

and protection. My spirit helpers will respond with prompt action to secure your 

surroundings, your person, and everything that concerns you.  

Victory is yours when you call on the keys of protection and security.  

Whether you feel vulnerable or secure, claim the keys of protection, and your 

heavenly bodyguards, enhanced with extra key power, instantly ensure that you 

are receiving the highest level of spiritual security.  
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Rebuke the attacks of the Enemy in the name of the keys, and his power will be 

destroyed. Nothing can stand against the power of the keys.  

If you find yourself in a dangerous or frightening situation, call on the keys of de-

liverance and protection. Fighting angels and awesome spirit beings will be at 

your service in an instant, keeping you from all harm.  

As you call on the keys of power and protection, My supernatural forces keep you 

safe each moment of your day.  

When you call on the power of the keys of protection, My strong angels of de-

fense who stand ready to keep you from harm will do whatever it takes to protect 

you.  

Calling on the unlimited power of the keys is your greatest protection and assur-

ance of safety.  

For greater miracles, greater protection, greater security and safekeeping, call on 

the keys.  

Your greatest protection lies in My Spirit in the power of the keys. Depend on the 

keys daily, call on their power, and I will protect you from all danger.  

As the need for My supernatural protection and security grows more evident, you 

will see the power of the keys perform miracles in the midst of “impossible” situa-

tions.  

Create an instant protective and impenetrable force field around  you and your 

loved ones by calling on the keys of protection and deliverance.  

The power of the keys will do whatever is necessary to protect and keep your se-

curity. Call on their power so that the force field of the keys stays constant and im-

penetrable.  

Claim the keys of protection, which will enhance the security guard around you, 

and will give My angelic guard unhindered access to you.  

There is nothing that can stand against the keys of Heaven, because they repre-

sent the power of love, and nothing can stand against love.  
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Call on the power of the keys and you will be safe, surrounded by the forces of 

Heaven.  

The Enemy's attacks will be foiled as you call on the keys of My protection, power 

and plenty.  

No weapon of the Enemy can stand against the power of the keys.  

The keys are your strong defense, a constant help in every time of trouble. The 

keys are a strong tower. Call on their power and you will be safe from all harm or 

danger.  

The keys of protection open the door of safety and refuge in the fortress of the 

Lord.  

Everything that is perfect, loving, beautiful, peaceful, true, just, safe, secure, and 

heavenly can be obtained through the power of the keys.  

The Enemy's power has been unleashed upon the ends of the Earth, but the Evil 

One's power will not touch Mine anointed who hold high the standard and power 

of the keys of the Kingdom.  

When you activate the keys through obedience and calling on their power, I am 

able to create a force field of protection around you.  

Call on the keys of protection to guard you from all fear and danger, and to shield 

you from harm.  

Claim the keys for My protection against fires, falls, floods, children's injuries, 

kitchen accidents, lightning storms, car accidents, or whatever it is that concerns 

you. I am strong and powerful, and will protect you from all harm.  

Recreation and relaxation  

Claim the keys of rest, relaxation, and health, and your body will be refreshed and 

renewed.  

If you call on the keys as you fellowship in dance, the thrill of the music will be 

boosted, the pleasure of the moves will be greater, and you'll have more energy 
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and excitement.  

During your times of fun, relaxation, sex, fellowship or partying, call on the keys 

and you'll find greater joy, unity, laughter, rejuvenation of spirit, and freedom in 

Me.  

When you're united in My love, with My music, in an atmosphere of unity, ac-

ceptance, respect, appreciation and relaxation, calling on the keys of the Kingdom 

will make it even better.  

Calling on the keys of the Kingdom will make your times of recreation safer, more 

fun, and better fellowship.  

Your fellowship and your pleasure will be better, sweeter, more satisfying, and 

with more variety if you will call on the keys of the Kingdom.  

The power of the keys brings an unwinding of mind, body and spirit.  

Relief from pain  

Miracles of relief are not only a possibility when you call on the keys, but they are 

guaranteed in accordance with My will and My promises.  

The keys of healing and recovery are at your command, and will immediately go 

to work to bring relief and comfort.  

My keys of endurance will keep you through the procedure. Call on them and they 

will help you ride the wave of any pain or discomfort.  

Relief from pain-great or small-is yours as you call on the keys of healing in faith!  

As you call in full faith on the keys of healing, I will instantaneously override any 

pain, discomfort or hurt, and bring the relief you need.  

When pain overtakes you, keep whispering the words, “I call on the keys,” and the 

pain will fade away.  

Call on the keys of healing and claim instant relief.  

Relief will come and pain will pass as you call on the keys of healing.  

There are times when I let you go through pain and affliction, but I won't allow 
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more than you can bear. If you feel it's too much, call on the keys and I will bring 

relief.  

The keys will help you endure pain, if necessary, and rise above it.  

Claim the keys for surcease from the pain and they will give you relief.  

Too weakened with pain to rise above? Claim the keys of Heaven, and you will 

have surcease.  

ising above is not a work of the flesh; it's resting in Heaven's love through the 

keys.  

Shepherding / Leadership  

I will give you insight into each heart as you seek Me and claim the keys of love, 

understanding, and empathy.  

The keys will give you supernatural love, insight, and guidance, that will make 

your shepherding easier.  

All the understanding and insight of the keys is yours at the moment you ask for it.  

As you call on the keys, coupled with My Word and love, the time you invest, the 

counsel you give, and the work you do will be enhanced and bear fruit much more 

quickly.  

Claim the power of the keys of wisdom, love, and anointing, and I will give you the 

words to help heal the hearts of the discouraged, troubled, or buffeted.  

Claim the power of the keys when hearing from Me about the needs of your flock, 

and I will give you My pure and complete messages.  

As you take hold of My power through the keys and link with My mind, you will 

become capable of meeting the great need that lies before you.  

Through My keys and heavenly thought power, I will give you insight that will help 

you to feed and guide those in your care through even the most complex situa-

tions.  

Claim the power of the keys for your shepherding and the power of the Chief 
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Shepherd will take action.  

Wisdom, understanding, knowledge, discernment, and sound counsel will be giv-

en to those who depend on the keys.  

There is power in the keys to love, help, care, strengthen, discern, and take action.  

Call on the keys and everything you need to shepherd those in your care will be 

given to you.  

Call on the keys of shepherding and you will have My mind and thoughts in full 

power.  

The power of the keys will give you conviction and the proper balance in your 

leadership responsibilities.  

The keys will anoint you with love and compassion, make your heart My heart, 

and cause you to be like Me.  

Avail yourself of the keys of anointing so that any task or responsibility of leader-

ship will be blessed with greater understanding, discernment, and insight.  

The keys bring receptivity and chase away fears, concerns, or worries that would 

disrupt your communications with those you shepherd.  

Through the power of the keys, whatever you lack in the way of love, patience, 

faith and understanding will be given to you so you can be My vessel to do any-

thing and talk to anyone.  

Claim the keys for the insight you need into the hearts of those you care for.  

If you need understanding, wisdom, and conviction, claim the power of the keys, 

and you will receive fresh anointing each step of the way.  

Sleep  

As you claim the keys of My vigilance, protection and sleep, you will lie down and 

your sleep will be sweet.  

Let Me clear away the multitude of busy and restless thoughts from your mind. 

Call on the keys of tranquility, asking them to help you focus on Me and My 
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peace, and sleep will come.  

The keys will bring a special rest and strength to your body, no matter how long or 

short your sleep is.  

The keys of rejuvenation have power to give you spiritual rest and physical rest as 

you call on them for your sleep. Be specific and ask for exactly what you need-

sleep that is uninterrupted, deep, without bad dreams, and free of tension or pain

-and it will be done for you through the power of the keys.  

Call on the keys of Heaven and you'll sleep under their protection and comfort.  

The keys of peace are as a magic wand, and when you touch them, angels of rest 

and fairies of quiet will come to you, soothing your mind and body and singing 

you to sleep.  

Surround yourself with the keys of calm, casting away every waking thought and 

worry, and your sleep will be sweet and peaceful.  

The keys of the Kingdom will bring you rest.  

The keys of repose will bring you sound sleep and blessed dreams.  

Claim the power of the keys of rest and they will bring you repose and strength of 

spirit as you lie down to sleep.  

As you sleep, the keys will guard you from attacks of the Enemy through night-

mares and bad dreams. Claim key power before you lie down to rest, and you will 

have peace.  

When you lie down, commit your sleep to the keys. Call on the keys of regenera-

tion and your dreams will be sweet, your bodily strength replenished, and your 

spirit fed.  

Call on the keys and I will instruct you in the night seasons.  

I am able to override the effects of insomnia as you call on the power of the keys 

of deep sleep.  

The power of the keys of invigoration can give you strength, stability and focus if 
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you are lacking sleep.  

The keys of peace and quiet will calm your spirit. Claim them for your protection 

and rest in Me.  

Call on and claim the keys of supply for the rest of mind, spirit, and body that you 

need. Sound sleep is yours, My beloved, as you access the keys!  

My gift of the keys is to succor you, and provide the refreshing you need.  

Claim the power of the keys when you lie down to rest, and your sleep will be 

sweet.  

The keys will bring rest and repose, calm to your spirit, and strength to your 

bones.  

Spirit helpers / Spirit world  

To grow in working with your helpers in the spiritual realm, call on the keys of in-

sight, faith, spiritual sensitivity and openness. You will be fully possessed by Me 

and helped and guided by them, and will become a new creation in My sight, for 

My glory.  

Your warriors in the spirit receive greater power to fight on your behalf, and the 

damage their spiritual weapons inflict is multiplied, when you call on the keys.  

Enhance the power and effectiveness of your spiritual support team by calling on 

the keys of strength to grant them extraordinary abilities, and the keys of re-

sistance against all evil, as they valiantly war on your behalf.  

I give you My keys and My spirit helpers-powerful forces for good, workers of 

change and miracles, helpers to assist you whenever you call on them.  

To enhance your spirit helpers' power and abilities to the maximum, call on the 

keys. Through the keys I strengthen your spirit helpers, give them more wisdom 

and a greater anointing as they assist you.  

The keys and My spirit helpers work hand in hand. Both are My gifts of love to 

you, both are designed to serve you, and by using them together you will see tre-
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mendous tangible results.  

The keys of the Kingdom make you more aware of the spirit world.  

The keys of spiritual awareness will part the veil and bring unity and communica-

tion between you and your spirit helpers.  

The keys can open your eyes to the workings of the spirit world like never before.  

Spiritual life  

Call on the keys of spiritual sensitivity and receptivity, and My nudges and checks 

and reminders of the spirit will become stronger and more noticeable to you, and 

will help you make a habit of “asking Me everything.”  

Claim the keys, rebuking spiritual lethargy, and I will open your mouth and fill it 

with My Word, and you will be healed.  

Hold on to the keys, for they are the power for this new era.  

Please stop, look to Me, and listen. Claim the keys to make this your modus op-

erandi in everything you do, and your spiritual life will know no boundaries and 

your joy will be full.  

Why tire yourself by blowing the sails of your ship with your own breath? Call on 

Ellya and claim the keys, and she'll help you learn to sail uncharted seas and con-

quer new territory.  

All the effects of Apotheon in your life will disappear when you call on the keys of 

initiative, vision, faith and perseverance.  

No matter what the obstacle or burden, the keys will bring the solution and the 

victory every time, if you learn to use them well and wield them precisely.  

Step out on the water holding the keys, and see how they will buoy you up, and 

how you can walk across the water. The keys are not confined to the realm of the 

flesh or the carnal mind. They work in the realm of the supernatural and miracu-

lous.  

Take in the water of My Word in great abundance and let it cleanse you of all in-

fection, both spiritual and physical. Claim the power of the keys and My power 
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will completely overcome the power of the Enemy.  

Claim the power of My keys, and, as I move in your life, My Spirit will lead you in-

to greater things.  

Anything you want to do is within your grasp, your reach, your power, because 

I've given you the keys of the Kingdom, and nothing is impossible to you.  

When you are fighting in prayer, with faith, and using the power of  the keys, I will 

empower you to overcome any obstacles.  

There is no gulf too wide, no depth too deep, no mountain too high to overcome 

through the power of the keys.  

There are no obstacles for you because you hold the power of the keys in your 

hands.  

When you're lacking in faith, when you need courage to face the day, call on the 

keys and they will transform you.  

The keys will be your courage and your confidence; they will give you faith and be 

a very present help in time of need.  

Claim My key power, and you will go from strength to strength.  

All limitations are lifted when you call on the keys.  

Discouragement, lack of inspiration, difficulties, struggles, all blockages in the spir-

it that limit you, vanish when you claim the power of the keys.  

You can find freedom from self-righteousness and lack of tolerance through the 

keys of the Kingdom.  

When you have called on the keys and are focused and in tune with My Spirit-

when your mind is My mind-I can do anything through you.  

Call on the power of the keys and I will strengthen you, I will help you, I will up-

hold you, I will see you through any obstacle.  

When you are lost, I will give you sight; when in despair, I will give you hope; 

when on the verge of collapse, I will raise you up; when hopelessness surrounds 
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you, I will restore your vision; when all seems lost, I will bring victory-all through 

the power of the keys of the Kingdom.  

There is freedom to be found in the power of the keys. Every chain of vice, bad 

habit, or evil addiction can be broken with the power of the keys.  

Love Me intimately, calling on the power of the keys, and it will enhance and mag-

nify My promises unto you, My intimate brides.  

All manner of evil, all sickness, all spiritual oppression, all blockages in the spirit 

world can be overcome through the power of the keys of the Kingdom.  

Call on the power of the keys and it will lift you over every obstacle.  

Call on the keys of the Kingdom, claim their regenerative power, and you will be 

brought back to full health and life in spirit; you will have strength to rise up, in 

the Name of your Savior and Healer.  

The power of the keys is like a vortex of energy which draws all good things into it 

and into you, and sends all things away from you that are not pure and of Me.  

With the keys you are invincible and can overcome any difficulty or obstacle that 

stands in your way.  

The keys are power, life, understanding, and all that you need. Claim the keys and 

you gain access to My full power.  

I will give you all the power and strength and grace you need through the power 

of the keys.  

You can do all things through Me and through the power of the keys.  

When you use the power of the keys, you are in the midst of the fountain of 

youth, truth, beauty, love and power.  

Your spiritual life will flourish when you claim the power of the  keys.  

The power of the keys will never be broken. Within the keys lie all the power and 

energy and components you will ever need to build on your dreams and carry out 

My will.  
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When you claim the power of the keys, My light, love, energy, and force become a 

part of your very being.  

The power of the keys penetrates into every fiber of your body and becomes your 

shield of light and your sword to conquer all your foes.  

What seems impossible is possible through the keys. What seems unattainable is 

attainable through the keys. What seems a defeat can be turned into a victory 

through the keys.  

The power of the keys warms you, shelters you, and gives you fulfillment and a 

sense of purpose.  

The keys will draw you closer to your Savior and Husband than ever before.  

Through the power of the keys you can be a Mary instead of a Martha. You will be 

a Mary if you claim the influence of key power over every aspect of your life. So 

let the keys tap you into the “Mary spirit” of Heaven, which is full of Marys.  

The power of the keys has dominion over all the thoughts of your mind. Through 

the power of the keys you can control your thoughts and banish the Evil One from 

your mind.  

The power of the keys can transform the situation around you.  

The keys empower you to do My will with greater ease and My full anointing.  

The keys give you access to spiritual understanding, treasures,  riches, and secrets 

that were veiled, mysterious or vague before.  

The power of the keys will break the bands of darkness, and will translate you into 

My light and infuse you with My strength.  

There is no temptation the power of the keys cannot overcome. Through the keys 

I will show you the escape route, so that you will not be tempted more than you 

can handle.  

The power of the keys will deliver My strength to you so that you can do all things.  

The keys create within your spirit a deep reservoir of willpower, determination 
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and strength that will empower you to forge ahead to victory no matter how 

tough the fight or how long the battle.  

All seeds of bitterness, disobedience, division, doubt, gossip, jealousy, pride and 

unyieldedness will be blasted to bits when you call on the keys of the Kingdom. 

Say the words, “I defy and resist these seeds of the Enemy in the power of the 

keys,” and it will be done.  

The keys of receptivity and enlightenment will help you see clearly where you per-

sonally need help and deliverance. Call on these keys, and you will be able to see 

yourself as I see you, not as you think you appear.  

If you are confused or muddled, call on the keys of clarity and clairvoyance, and 

they will help you see things as they are in the spirit and not as you perceive them 

in the flesh.  

The keys will be to you what you need them to be: a fairy of encouragement to 

spur you on, a light to guide you in the darkness, a song of victory to cheer your 

heart, and a fire beneath you to keep you moving forward in spirit.  

No matter how hopeless things may seem, things that seem do not  have to be, 

when challenged by key power!  

Call on the keys of forgiveness, and receive My mercy fresh every morning.  

Embrace the keys, and they will embrace you and fill your heart and life with pow-

er and light unprecedented!  

Stress and pressure  

Now, come unto Me and put everything down; lay it all on My altar. I will carry it 

all and will be your strength and help in time of need. The burden is Mine and I 

will do it-all through the power of the keys.  

When you feel stress and pressure begin to tighten around your spirit, stop right 

away and call on the keys of deliverance to intercede on your behalf and release 

you from their grip!  
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When feeling under pressure, with the stress of so much to do and so little time, 

there is no greater antidote than lifting your eyes and spirit to Me and calling on 

the power of the keys of renewal to soothe and calm your spirit; I will give you 

the peace, faith, and trust you need.  

Commit your works unto Me and claim the power of the keys so that I can enable 

you to get done all that you need to do-and then claim the power of the keys of 

supernatural trust to help you not worry about all that you simply can't do.  

When the work seems too much and the burdens too heavy, the keys of the King-

dom will open the pressure valve.  

Use your key power in times when your workload is heavy, and I will give you the 

keys of strength that will help you carry the burdens.  

When you feel the pressure, tension, and strain of it all, run to the keys of rest 

and I will alleviate all stress and replace pressure with peace, tension with ease, 

and strain with perfect calm.  

Call on the keys of simplicity, and they will be turned to swords to defeat the Ene-

my's attacks on your mind and spirit as you work, and relieve you of stress and 

pressure.  

Great peace have they who love My law and who call on the keys of the Kingdom.  

The keys of clarity and concentration help block out pressure and stress as you 

claim their power.  

When you encounter an obstacle in performing My will, claim the keys of over-

coming and you will have victory!  

You can do all things through Christ, especially now with the power of the keys of 

greater anointing!  

Supply / Finances  

I am attuned to your specific housing needs and your heart's desires. The keys of 

the Kingdom will open the doors and lead you to the place that I have prepared.  
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Call on the keys by name and claim your needs, both material and spiritual. I've 

given the keys command to open the storehouse of Heaven and give you whatev-

er you need.  

The keys of supply are yours. Take them and use them to open doors of plenty 

and provision. Walk in and claim the land for My glory.  

I have promised to supply every need through My riches and the keys of My King-

dom. There's nothing you need that I won't happily give you. Put Me on the spot, 

prove My promises, and expect abundant supply, regardless of how big or small 

the need may seem.  

Whatsoever you ask in faith and in the power of the keys will be given you. You 

face obstacles and you have needs, yet My promises are as good as money in the 

bank-even better! Stretch your faith and claim  more than you're used to claim-

ing. I will honor My promises and supply what you're asking for.  

It is My pleasure to grant you all your needs, and more. Call on the power of the 

keys, and I will supply exceeding abundantly, above what you ask.  

No matter how unusual or costly or seemingly impossible the need, My special 

delivery service is able to bring it right to your doorstep through the power of the 

keys.  

The keys can unlock every treasure chest of supply and provision.  

The keys and the Word are one. Claim the promises I have given you, and you will 

see them work as you meet the conditions.  

Turn the keys and unlock the door of abundant supply to every need, including 

material blessings, new contacts, and new sheep. Call on key power for every 

need, and it will be done for you.  

There is no need that cannot be supplied through the power of the keys.  

The Earth is Mine, and all that it contains can be yours when you call on the keys 

of the Kingdom.  

As I sent the ravens to feed Elijah, so will I feed and provide for you as you call on 
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the power of the keys to perform the miracles of supply you need.  

There is nothing the keys can't supply. The keys I have given you have creative 

power!  

God will give grace, glory, endurance, faith and power. No good thing will He with-

hold from them who hold the keys of the Kingdom in their hands.  

No good thing will I withhold from those who call on the power of the keys.  

There is a key to unlock every door of good, power, and plenty. I will not withhold 

any blessing or treasure in the spirit from those who hold the keys close to their 

hearts in reverence and humility.  

The keys of supply are yours, if you call on them in full faith. Every need and va-

cancy will be filled as you avail yourself of their power!  

Your loving Husband will supply all your needs according to His riches in glory 

through the keys of the Kingdom.  

Ask in faith, waver not, and through the power of the keys I will give you your 

heart's desire.  

Abundant supply, victory, and progress will be yours as you face down and defeat 

Apotheon in the power of the keys, My Word, and My love.  

Making full use of the keys, which are one with My love and Word, will solve all 

your problems, lift all your burdens, supply all your needs, and make you feel My 

Spirit in your life like never before!  

There is no door that the keys of the Kingdom cannot open.  

Call on the keys of the Kingdom and I will open the windows of Heaven to supply 

every need abundantly.  

There is no limit to what you can receive when you call on the power of the keys 

in faith for My abundant supply.  

Ask in faith through the power of the keys and you will receive.  

Ask that it may be given you through the power of the keys.  
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Receive the full power, initiative and determination to reach for higher goals in 

your witnessing and outreach methods by appropriating the keys, and you will 

achieve results that will move others to give to you of their material and financial 

abundance.  

Call on the power of the keys as you obey My commission to build a well-rounded 

missionary work and win the world for Me, and great and awesome will be the 

blessings I will shower on you in return.  

Ask for My keys to empower you as you give your all to Me and the lost, and you 

will receive My financial blessings faster than you can give out My Words and 

truth.  

When you know there is something holding back My blessings of supply, call on 

the keys of revelation and I will show you how to get your heart right with Me and 

will lead you back to the pathway of obedience so that I can lavish My riches on 

you.  

As you live your life giving Me to others full-time, I will pay your bills, fill your 

coffers, and provide all of your needs through My keys of supply that open the 

windows of Heaven to you.  

When you're giving Me 110%, investing your blood, sweat, tears, time and efforts 

in reaching the world, My hand is automatically moved to turn the keys of supply 

and open to you the vaults of Heaven that are filled with My good gold.  

If you are serving Me in obedience, when you call on the keys of supply you won't 

have to wonder if I'll answer you-the miracle will be there for you.  

Call on the keys of obedience, because through obeying you create suction in the 

spirit that draws My blessings of finances, miracles and provisions into your lives 

and Homes.  

Through the keys I can tell you exactly who to ask, when to ask, how to ask, and 

what to ask, to find My perfect source of supply for you.  

If you've been disobedient, ask Me for forgiveness, call on the keys of obedience, 
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take the steps I ask of you, and then I will blast away the barrier that was holding 

back My supply, and the rewards will once again flow freely.  

You can call on the keys of supply in full faith when you're obedient before Me, 

knowing that nothing is holding back the floodgates of My blessings. I will match 

your petitions with miracles.  

The keys will enhance your faith, and with greater faith you will be able to ask for 

and claim greater miracles, increased supply, abundant provision, and income ex-

ceedingly above all that you are able to ask or think.  

Call on the keys of godly pride to be confident in the spiritual products you have 

to offer to the customers of this world, and they will be willing to pay for My rich-

es that money could never buy.  

My Spirit will shine through you as you call on the keys of boldness, confidence 

and faith while you are fundraising, cultivating supporters, or provisioning, and 

those who give to you will be honored to know that they are giving to Me.  

The power of the keys can open doors that Satan would seek to keep shut.  

Call on the keys of faith to ask for whatever you need to do your job for Me, and 

no matter how many “nos” you hear, I will come through for you and supply your 

needs not one second too late.  

You're a professional, and you can act like it by calling on the keys of conviction 

and tapping in to My unlimited supply that is available to those who give their all 

to Me.  

hose in the world don't hold a candle to you, My professional missionaries and 

disciples, who can go anywhere, do anything, fill any need, and be proud of what 

you do, as you call on the keys and let Me possess you fully!  

Work hard, invest your time wisely, and call on the keys, and I won't fail to make 

every minute you spend serving Me pay.  

Rebuke the Devil with key power when he tempts you to feel inferior, and I will 

open your eyes to the riches I've given you that are worth more than all of the 
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money in the world.  

Call on the keys of faith to be able to reach the rich as effectively and faithfully as 

you minister to the poor, and I will give you the love, power, witness and 

anointing of My Spirit that knows no limits and is not bound to any stratum of so-

ciety.  

Serving Me is just plain hard work at times, but with the power of the keys, every-

thing you invest time in will be easier and more fruitful, and you'll reap tremen-

dous results in souls and finances.  

The keys of prophecy will guide you to My answers, the keys of change will help 

you to make any improvements needed in order to reach those who are rich in 

this world but poor in spirit, and the keys of faith will thrust you forward to new 

levels of fruitfulness.  

The keys of confidence and boldness will help you to overlook the fleshly and car-

nal realm and see the sheep in the spirit-as needy souls who need My love and 

salvation, no matter what their background, job, education or position.  

The keys will empower you with as much drive, enthusiasm, love and dedication 

in reaching the top as when reaching those in lower levels of society.  

The keys of adaptability will help you to be all things to all men, and the keys of 

love will fill you with My anointing to reach the rich and poor alike.  

As you work for Me, while calling on the power of the keys of supply, I will work 

for you by unlocking the treasure chest of Heaven and sending down the cash.  

The keys can help transfer My heavenly riches in glory to earthly pockets that can 

be used to fulfill My will on Earth as it is in Heaven.  

I'm a loving and generous God, and if you call on the keys of obedience, faithful-

ness and diligence as you serve Me, the fruit of your efforts will be undeniable, 

and money will abound as blossoms in spring.  

Prayer, witnessing, hard work, calling on the keys, and living all of My counsel will 

pay off, and I will not fail to supply all of your needs and even your wants.  
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Seek Me together, call on the keys of love and unity to help your Home be a true 

sample of discipleship, and I will give you the finances you need to not just sur-

vive, but thrive.  

When you're living together, having all things in common, and activating the keys 

of unity, I will open doors for you and supply all of your needs.  

By living Acts 2:44 and 45 you activate the keys of unity that tap into the power of 

Heaven, and make a way for Me to shower you with the bountiful riches of My 

Kingdom.  

Call on the keys of obedience to live the way I have instructed you to, and watch 

Me stretch your money, bring in extra finances, and supply through avenues and 

people you never would have believed possible.  

Call on the keys of good stewardship, to be faithful custodians of the gifts and 

blessings I have given you, and then I will see fit to bless you with more.  

Call on the keys to be faithful, diligent and praiseful, and I will bless you financial-

ly, materially, and spiritually.  

When you praise Me, thank Me, and actively show your gratitude and thanks, I 

am compelled out of love to turn the keys of My supply and open to you the 

vaults of heavenly riches.  

When you prove to Me that you're a worthy investment and that you treasure 

and care for what I give, I will grant you your needs and wants through My power-

ful keys of supply and provision.  

I am in control of the riches of this world, and My keys of supply will unleash as 

much of that cash into your hands as you need, if you are faithful, diligent, and 

wise with what I have already given you.  

There is no need too great, no price too high, for the keys to supply.  

Claim your needs through the power of the keys and you will have them.  

When you give Me your 10% even when it's a financial crunch, claim the keys of 

supply and you will see miracles and abounding blessings of every kind.  
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Call on the keys of faith to help you to give even above what seems possible in 

the natural, and your generosity to Me and My Kingdom will move Me to give 

back to you a hundredfold.  

The keys of faith will give you the peace and trust to give Me your 10% no matter 

how desperately you feel you need it, and in return I will bless you in ways that 

will more than repay your sacrifice.  

When you feel boxed in by financial difficulties, ask Me to give you faith through 

the power of the keys to give your tithe and offerings regardless, and instead of 

the confines that once held you back, you will be filled to overflowing with My 

blessings of supply.  

Hear from Me about what you need and what would be best, and claim the pow-

er of the keys and see Me make it so.  

The faith to give over and above, even to your own hurt, is found in the keys, 

which will in turn open the windows of My blessings for you.  

Every need, no matter how great, will be supplied as you call on the power of the 

keys.  

I will give you the conviction to be faithful with your tithes to Me, and the keys 

will empower you with love enough to sacrificially give to those in need, and as 

you do both, miracles of supply will materialize before your eyes in wondrous 

ways, making every sacrifice worth it all.  

Giving financially to Me and others even when you are in need is possible as you 

call on the keys of faith, and I will bless you abundantly in return in ways that will 

mean the very most to you.  

The power of the keys can remove any obstacles that stand in the way of My will 

and the supply of all your needs.  

Giving even when it's difficult is made easier when you call on the keys of faith, 

and great spiritual and physical gains will be yours as a result.  
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Travel  

The keys will create a bubble of protection around you that will keep you in every 

way when you go out into the world.  

The keys will release legions of angels to go before you to keep you in all your 

ways.  

Ask specifically for what you need as you travel, and the keys will go before you to 

prepare the way.  

The full protection of the keys to anoint your travels is activated when you call.  

Call on the keys of protection every step of the way for your travels-against loss, 

theft, delays, sickness, attacks of the Enemy-and your travels will be easy, safe, 

and inspiring.  

I will not only preserve your going out and your coming in, but will make your 

journey pleasant and comfortable as you call on the keys to assist you.  

Ample supply, safety, and protection are yours as you claim the keys for your trav-

els.  

As a pillar of fire by night and a cloud by day, the keys' presence will go with you.  

The keys will prevent the Enemy from using anyone to hinder your journey and 

usefulness to Me. The Enemy's people will not be able to withstand the focusing 

power of the keys turned to swords.  

The keys of the Kingdom will part the way before you so that you can walk 

through on dry land safely to your destination.  

The power of the keys keeps and protects My children while they travel.  

Call on the keys throughout your journey, and they will supply your specific needs 

of health, safety and security.  

Claim the power and anointing of the special keys that I give you for your travels, 

and there will be no danger that the keys can't stop, no difficulty that the keys 

can't overcome.  
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Call on the power of the keys for your specific traveling needs, and their power 

will be manifested.  

Claim the keys of protection and My ministering spirits will set up a force field 

around you and your loved ones to deflect all the fiery darts of the Enemy.  

Unity / Communal living  

The kind of unity that is obtained through calling on the power of the keys as a 

body of believers is a force like unto no other.  

The keys will reveal all that's hidden, dash in pieces every barrier, demolish walls 

that seem immovable, and remove every obstacle in the way of progress, unity, 

and the melding of the generations.  

The keys of understanding will give you power that goes beyond your natural abil-

ity to correct a muddled situation, and as you claim their supernatural power, the 

problems will begin to dissolve.  

Call the keys of camaraderie into action by calling on their power to give you great 

love and great unity. They will be a bond that binds you, a power that encircles 

you, a creative force that seals and sustains the love between you.  

Call on the power of the keys of love and forgiveness in bridging any gaps, break-

ing down any walls, and restoring any breaches. When used in humility and a spir-

it of meekness, the keys will work wonders, transforming hearts and minds and 

bringing unity where there was no unity.  

As you come to Me, as you call on the keys of love to bind you firmly together, you 

will be forming a strong layer of love upon and between you, and this will cover all 

the little irritations and frustrations that would seek to divide you.  

In the keys of the Kingdom lies the power to be one in spirit, mind, heart, and 

soul. This type of unity is possible when you call on the keys of love and harmony.  

One body, one Bride,  

Putting differences aside,  
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As you seek on your knees  

For the power of the keys.  

Through the keys of the Kingdom your love will go beyond your human ability, 

your unity will blossom, and your home of hearts will become a reality. Claim 

their love power daily.  

No matter how deep the hurt, how distant the relationship, or how many wrongs 

have been committed, love can be restored through calling on the keys of the 

Kingdom.  

Take hold of the keys of unity and claim their power to destroy all hindrances to 

your unique witness and testimony of My love through your communal living.  

Use the keys of My Kingdom, and you will have great unity.  

Take hold of the power of the keys of strengthening in every aspect of your com-

munal living, and your unity will become as a solid iron gate that the Enemy will 

not be able to penetrate.  

Nothing is too bad, too hard, or too ugly for the miracle-working power of the 

keys of the Kingdom.  

If you will unite in love, faith and humility, in the power of the keys, nothing can 

stop you. I will supply, heal, deliver, save, restore, build, reveal, activate, win, and 

unite.  

The keys of urgency help you to love one another and to love His lost children like 

never before.  

There is no gap that cannot be bridged by the power of the keys of unity, which 

build bridges between generations so that each can cross over and love the other.  

The keys can take any situation, from a stormy sea to a turbulent Home, and make 

it peaceful.  

The keys of unification will help your unity and the unity in Homes around the 

world like never before.  
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The keys can bring unity, and through unity the power of the keys is enhanced 

even more.  

When you bond with each other by the power of the keys of unity, this forms a 

seal that cannot be broken in this world or the next.  

The keys unite, simplify, soothe, bond, destroy obstacles, and bring everything 

you need to have a happy home.  

The key of unity will give you power to live the Law of Love in every area of your 

lives.  

Call on the key of unity and it will help you see beyond the faults of others. Em-

bedded in the key of unity is an extra spiritual eye that helps you see the good 

and possibilities in others that you would not otherwise see.  

The keys of unity will give you tight togetherness, harmony and strength of the 

spirit-an unbeatable force against your foe.  

The keys of love, humility, and unity will empower you with strength to sacrifice 

personal independence, lay down your lives for one another, and live and work to-

gether in cooperation and harmony.  

The key of strength will give you unity-the strength and power generated when 

My brides are joined together as one.  

Where the keys are there is unity.  

When your Enemy tries to divide you from your brethren, call on the keys, which 

will give you power to unite and fight and win!  

Unselfishness / Giving  

When you feel your giving is being stretched to the limit, call on the keys of love 

and you will feel a new surge of My giving Spirit fill your heart and life.  

The keys will boost your giving as you call on their power and let My Spirit give 

through you.  

The keys of love have the power to overwrite all selfishness that would hold you 
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back from giving.  

Give of your heart, claiming the giving power of the keys, and your heart will be 

transformed.  

My Spirit of giving knows no selfishness or hesitancy, and you can possess that 

same spirit by calling on the keys of unselfishness and giving in your own heart.  

I can change your very nature through the keys, causing you to give when before 

you would've hesitated.  

The keys will teach you to be unselfish, and help you to learn to be more like Me 

as you love and care for others.  

As you step out by faith to love another with My love, call on the keys and I will fill 

your heart with compassion, love, and concern for the one you are spending time 

with.  

Great joy is found in obeying My Law of Love. As you call on the keys, they will 

surround you with peace of mind and heart, and they will make your giving easier.  

When the Enemy tells you that giving sacrificially is not worth the effort, defy him 

and his lies by wielding the keys of giving.  

Step out by faith, holding tightly to the keys of love, and your outlook on giving 

sacrificially will be transformed-you will give not out of duty, but from your heart.  

Selfishness and all that holds you back from giving can and will be overcome as 

you claim the power of the keys.  

Call on the keys of change to reverse your self-centered perspective, and you will 

see through My eyes and have the love that I have for another.  

Self-centeredness will vanish and be replaced by unselfish love as you call on the 

keys and expect them to do the miracle and change your heart.  

Believe that the keys can change your very nature-be it selfishness, self-

centeredness, lack of love, or hesitancy in giving-and the miraculous transfor-

mation you desire will take place as you actively use them.  
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Call on the keys of unselfishness and you will find new joy in giving.  

Weather  

The keys can hold back, redirect or manage any storm, because Heaven's power 

supersedes the powers on Earth.  

There is no storm too fierce for the power of the keys to stop or protect you 

from.  

I can hold back the rain or bring it in great abundance, according to your faith, 

as you call on the keys of miracles.  

Weight loss / Exercise  

Your body is important to Me, and I'll give you extra power through the keys to 

care for it wisely, stick-to-itiveness in your exercise program, and determination 

to keep yourself in tiptop shape to serve Me.  

You can stick to the healthy eating plan I've laid out for you as you call on the 

keys of willpower and determination.  

Call on the keys of Heaven if you're discouraged and can't lose the weight you 

need on your own, and watch that extra weight disappear as My miracle-

working power enhances your efforts in the physical and brings results.  

When you claim the keys of perseverance, I will help you to stick with your exer-

cise program even on those days when you don't feel like it.  

All of your efforts to stay healthy and in good shape would be in vain without 

My help, but with My energizing keys assisting you, every effort will have an 

even greater impact and produce wonderful results.  

When you claim the keys of the Kingdom I grant you extra determination and 

inspiration to stay fit and keep your weight at a healthy level.  

Witnessing  

When the situation seems impossible, when you're struggling in your outreach, 

grab ahold of the keys, stand firm on the promises I've given, and see your day 
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turn right-side-up.  

When you're down and feeling like it's not worth giving My Word to the world, 

claim the keys to receive a renewed vision, and then use them to fight back and 

get out and witness.  

The keys will give you power to preach the Gospel.  

I place the keys of witnessing in your hands, that with them you may reach the 

hearts of those who are hungry and desperate for My truths.  

Through the keys, even the hardest of hearts can be turned toward Me.  

Take time with Me, filling up on My Word, claiming the keys, praying for miracles, 

and praising Me, and you'll see tremendous and miraculous things take place as 

you go out to reach the lost.  

The keys are your weapons against any attacks of the Enemy on your outreach. 

Don't hesitate to use them and defy Satan's evil machinations.  

Call on the keys when you witness to people, and I will place the right words in 

your mouth that will touch their hearts.  

Through the power of the keys, even the hardest heart can be turned toward Me, 

and even those who have been glutted with My Words can experience a miracu-

lous change and be set on fire for Me.  

When you're spent from pouring out to those in need, stop for a while, call on the 

keys, take some time with Me, and I will fill you up and tank up your exhausted 

supplies with an abundance of My love and compassion for the sheep.  

Claim the keys of boldness when you witness, and I will send the Holy Spirit to 

you. She will fill you with all you need and more to witness to My sheep.  

Call on the keys for the person you're talking to, that hungry sheep who is looking 

for answers, and through the keys you can become My vessel of love to that per-

son in need.  

Have you lost the zeal and enthusiasm for witnessing? Claim the  keys of witness-
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ing, pray for a renewed love for the lost, and you will have a change of perspec-

tive and a renewed vision.  

If your outreach needs a boost, call on the keys and they'll infuse your witnessing 

with power, boldness, and fruitfulness.  

The goal and purpose of every missionary is to bring the lost into My heavenly 

fold. This is your calling as My disciples, and through the keys you can win the 

hearts of men.  

Wield the keys of the Kingdom in faith when you feel discouraged in your out-

reach. Believe that the keys can cut through the thick spiritual barriers and obsta-

cles, and you will see the spiritual tides change.  

The keys of the Kingdom can not only make you faithful witnesses, but they can 

also direct you to those who will receive your witness as you follow their leading.  

If you're feeling shy or embarrassed, claim the power of the keys, and step out. 

The keys will give you courage and determination to not miss one soul.  

You have received power through the Holy Ghost, and a double portion of that 

power through the keys of the Kingdom. You are fully empowered to go out and 

be witnesses for Me throughout all the Earth.  

Claim the keys of souls won. These keys will lead you to the hungry, receptive 

souls, and also to those whose cups of iniquity are nearly full, who need their fi-

nal chance.  

Claim the keys of results in your witnessing. Call on the power of the keys to 

change and affect each person you witness to.  

The keys of conviction will stir your soul to get out and reach the  lost and needy. 

The keys of guidance will bring them across your path. The keys of witness will 

make your words a channel for My love and salvation. The keys of faithfulness will 

motivate and encourage you to bring these dear ones further along. The keys of 

faith will lift your spirit when you're tempted with discouragement, and renew 

your vision to take them as far as I want them to go. Call on these keys!  
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The power that is at your disposal when you wield the keys is power enough to go 

anywhere, do anything, change everything, reach anyone, and clear away any ob-

stacle.  

Claim the power of the keys of protection for your spirit as you go out as My wit-

nesser. Many evil spirits seek to weaken your convictions and your witness. Claim 

the keys and stay full of My Word, that you might stand strong.  

Through the power of the keys you can hold the light of the meat of My Word 

high, and My sheep will see it and be drawn to it.  

As you put Me first, praying, seeking Me, hearing from Me, loving Me, and study-

ing My latest counsel, I will fill you with faith and the power of the Holy Spirit, en-

abling you to be bold witnesses through the power of the keys.  

Claim the keys of boldness, so that you will not be intimidated. There are many 

who are hungry, and through the power of the keys you can see them as I see 

them, and cut through the façade the Enemy would like to intimidate you with.  

There is no heart so broken that the keys of love will not heal, no life so riddled 

with despair that the keys of grace will not help you to comfort, and no life so 

hopeless that the keys of humility cannot help you reach.  

The keys of empathy and love transform you in unearthly ways  when I call you to 

be My vessel to the poor, the needy, and the lost.  

The keys of humility will radiate within you so that there is no denying My power. 

The keys of simplicity and purity will be as a nightingale's song beckoning the lost 

to My bosom.  

Claim the keys of witnessing, and the message I want you to give will go out to 

others. It will be easy because it will be My Spirit giving it through you.  

Walk on the water of the power of the keys. Walk on the faith that they will give 

you as you reach up and claim them-faith to knock on doors, faith to speak before 

the people, faith to humble yourself to love, faith to minister to the rich and 

needy. Go out with the power of the keys of love and faith, and watch the mira-
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cles I will do for you.  

The power of the keys can enable you to have great influence over your audience 

and help them understand, comprehend, and be moved by the message and truth 

you share.  

You will be a mighty force for Me, a mighty witness to others! As you focus on the 

power of the keys, it is multiplied many times over to defeat the Evil One and to 

heal the hearts of those who are wounded and broken!  

The keys of witnessing are especially activated when it comes to feeding the hun-

gry. They anoint and give you exactly what you need at the time you need it. Turn 

them and claim their power for the faith you need. They will anoint you and bring 

forth wonderful fruit in the lives of your sheep.  

I have chosen and ordained you to bring forth much fruit. Claim My keys of salva-

tion and fruitfulness, and go forth to conquer the land and reclaim the souls of 

those whom the Enemy has taken captive.  

The keys were created to assist My missionaries, so claim them for  your mission-

ary travels.  

To have the anointing of Paul to be a faithful and constant witness, claim the keys 

for the witnessing spirit of Heaven to fall on you.  

Heaven delights in spreading My love. The keys will tap you into all the love-

spreading power of Heaven.  

Wield the keys on behalf of the lost and dying, the hungry and oppressed, and 

then allow the spirit of My Word to possess you as My mouthpiece.  

The youth of the world will be reached through the power of the keys, which 

bring life to the dying, hungry, and searching.  

As you call on the keys of witness and anointing, I will give you the power that you 

need to give My Words that will cut the Enemy to the heart and set the captives 

free!  

Stir yourself up! You can be an instrument to save someone's life, to give them 
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new hope, to bring that one into My arms and My service! As you call on the keys, 

I will empower you as never before! Like the apostles of old, you will even be able 

to speak in tongues you know not!  

There is no physical or spiritual weakness that the keys cannot overcome. Call on 

the keys if you are shy, and you will be bold. Call on the keys if you have difficulty 

speaking, and you will speak with supernatural anointing. Call on the keys if you 

get nervous, and you will have the calm of Christ. Call on the keys if you go blank 

in your mind, and My Words will come through immediately. Call on the keys if 

you feel intimidated, and you will be given command of your surroundings and 

will not be affected by them.  

When you feel inadequate, take hold of the keys of My power. They are a part of 

Me, and will give you all you will ever need to be My vessel.  

I have put the power and wisdom of all ages into your hands to use for My good. I 

have released to you the magic of My Kingdom, the gold magic of My love, the 

power of the universe, in order to win this war. Call on this power of the keys that 

you may be vessels for My use-giving out the love, freedom and truth of My Spirit.  

I have given you the ability to hear from Me on anything you desire. Call on the 

power of the keys and see Me speak through you to the youth of the world.  

I have unleashed all the power you need. Through the keys of the Kingdom, you 

can be as a pure crystal to reflect My light.  

The Word / Connecting with Jesus  

Call on the keys and they will unlock the mysteries of My Word.  

As you use and cherish the keys of longing and desire, you will always long for 

more of Me and My Spirit.  

When you pray in the power of the keys, it flips the switch that illumines your 

mind so you can see things in My Word you missed before.  

I've reserved wondrous spiritual truths for the children of David, and when you 

call on the keys of revelation these truths are yours.  
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Call on the keys of spiritual sight and I will open your eyes so that you will behold 

the truth of My Word.  

As you call on the keys of discovery, I will reveal new truths from My Word.  

The power of the keys will cause you to hunger and thirst after Me and My Words 

and be fed and filled to overflowing.  

Through the keys you have power to overcome Obstacon and all  the demons that 

try to hinder and distract your time with Me.  

When you call on the power of the keys, you open My floodgates to receive all 

that I have for you.  

The power of the keys will cause you to have a richer and fuller relationship with 

Me through the Word that I speak to you.  

The power of the keys will cause a Word revolution in your life that will turn you 

into a new creature.  

Oplexicon, who opposes the answers of God, will be defeated each time you call 

on the keys of spiritual warfare.  

The keys can create spiritual hunger where there was no hunger, and a desire for 

Me and My Word where there was no desire.  

The keys can create a new spiritual vacuum within you as you call on their power.  

When you feel Obstacon's temptations of distraction, claim the keys of focus and 

keep your eyes on the prize.  

Call on the key of restoration, and a hunger for My Word will be restored to you.  

Call on the keys of concentration when you're reading the Word, and I will pour 

into you My living waters in great abundance and with terrific refreshing.  

There is nothing more important to your life and service to Me than taking time 

with Me. Claim the power of the keys of resolve and urgency as you read, absorb, 

and study My Word. Your spiritual life depends on it.  

Without the Word running through you, you're like a car without gasoline. You 
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may be nice to look at, but you're not going anywhere.  

Claim the keys of spiritual desire and I'll stick My “nozzle” in you, fill your “tank,” 

and you will win the race.  

Obliterate Obstacon through obedience. Wield the keys of obedience, and as you 

obey by spending time in My Word, you will conquer.  

Each time you sit down to have quality Word time, call on the keys of focus, med-

itation, study, and concentration, and your efforts will be blessed and the truth 

of My Word will settle deep in your heart, mind and spirit.  

My Word is a complete spiritual universe. When you are spending time in My 

Word, all other thoughts are of no value. Resist them in the power of the keys 

and they will flee from you.  

Through the power of the keys I can change your mindset and habits so that My 

Word takes first place in your life and so that it will dwell in you richly, speaking 

to you throughout the day.  

The keys can shred the chains of any bad habits into confetti, replacing them 

with good, lasting habits forged in Heaven, which none of the Enemy's attacks 

can dent or damage, much less break.  

Through the keys I can open the Word to you and open you to the Word, chang-

ing and transforming and renewing you, as you read it, meditate on it, and do it.  

In the power of the keys of the Kingdom, I will remove all obstacles that obstruct 

the absorption of My Word.  

As you call on the keys, you will have a metanoia in your Word intake. You will be 

fed, inspired, and invigorated through My Spirit.  

If you feel distant from Me or like our connection has weakened, call on the pow-

er of the keys to reenergize and reinvigorate that  connection. Then tap into the 

power and use it to hear My Words.  

What you couldn't do before, you will now be able to do through the keys of the 
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Kingdom. You can hold to your Word commitments and never let go, with a key 

miracle.  

The keys are quick and sharp, far more powerful than the dark forces that oppose 

My Word. Call on the keys for strength and fruitful feeding times in My Word.  

Through calling on the keys, you can overpower and fell Obstacon, Oplexicon, 

Arakan, Apotheon, Pan, Lethargy, and all the demons who oppose My Word.  

As you call on the keys of imprisonment, I will lock the doors and bind the power 

of Obstacon and all those who obstruct the flow of My Word in your hearts, 

minds, and spirits. The keys of the Kingdom bind all the power of the Evil One.  

The changing power of the keys will form new habits within your mind and heart, 

turning you into an avid Word lover and diligent student of My New Wine.  

As you wield the keys, they have the power to withstand all evil, enabling you to 

read, absorb, and apply My Words, so that you can live in My Words and do what 

I ask you to do.  

The keys and the Word are one. As you claim the keys and drink in My Word, its 

effect on you is more powerful, and you're doubly blessed!  

Claim the keys for your Word time. Their power brings My Word into focus more 

clearly and causes you to have new understanding.  

The keys of the Kingdom will bring clarity and focus to your mind, enabling you to 

draw the full power of the Spirit from My Words.  

As you desire the milk of the Word and absorb it, you will be transformed and 

your mind will be renewed through the keys, for the Word and the keys are one.  

Call on the keys to help you absorb the Word into every fiber of your being. The 

keys enable you and My Word to fully become one.  

The keys stand guard over your connection with Me. Call on the keys to raise a 

force field of protection around your link with My Spirit and Words.  

The keys will lift all barriers that block My Word. Call on the keys to open strong 
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lines of concentration, focus, and absorption.  

Your connection with Me is kept strong through the power of the keys.  

The keys are one with My Word. Call on the keys for feeding times in My Word.  

The keys can lock out all that distracts and hinders you from being fed from My 

Word; they can open the door to revelations that will strengthen your spirit in 

ways you have longed for all your life.  

The power of the keys will give you the ability to absorb the Word and be 

strengthened from it as never before. Call on the keys and you will be able to fo-

cus better and your connection will be stronger.  

Claim the keys and you can have a direct link to Heaven, where no disruption is al-

lowed to interfere with your receptivity to the Word.  

The keys are the secret to being fed by the Word. Tapping into the keys puts you 

on Heaven's channel.  

Claim the power of the keys so that you can see My Words as the pure, sweet, re-

freshing, invigorating, alive, shocking and exciting waters that they are.  

Claim the power of the keys so that you will never desire any waters above My 

Word, for My Words are the only waters that give life.  

The keys act as a conduit of power and give you an instant connection with Me 

through the Word. Call on their power before you read, while you read, and after 

you read, that you may be fed, enlightened, and changed through the entrance of 

My Words.  

Call on the power of the keys that the eyes of your mind and spirit may be opened 

to My Word as never before. Call on their power to sweep your mind clean of any-

thing that would stand in opposition to you receiving My Words and being 

changed by them.  

Call on the keys to give you a renewed hunger and love for My Word, a greater 

desperation to be fed and strengthened, and so shall it be done!  
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Call on the power of the keys to do away with any of the Enemy's static when you 

are spending time with Me, and I will restore and renew the connection between 

us.  

Work  

Call on the keys of organization and time management, which will enable you to 

have the right priorities, make wise decisions of delegation, and keep your mind 

stayed on the most important duties and responsibilities.  

I give you the keys of vigilance to be aware of the Enemy's tactics, the keys of pri-

oritizing to recognize when he seeks to sabotage your time, and the keys of faith 

to accomplish what I show you is most important, no matter how things look in 

the natural.  

Claim My keys of concentration, peace, and rising above, and any distraction will 

be eliminated.  

If you claim the keys of humility, desperation, yieldedness and faith to fill your 

spirit, the keys will supply your every need of the day and propel you forward to 

make solid progress in your work for Me.  

As you prepare to write, claim the keys of written communication, and each word 

will be anointed, flowing smoothly through your channel to the paper or the com-

puter.  

When you're weary and there's too much to do, call on the keys of multitasking. I 

will multiply your efforts, give you good spirit helpers and teamworkers, and mi-

raculously give you the time you need to do the most important things.  

The keys of vision are for pioneers, and those who want to venture into the un-

known can do so through the keys.  

The keys have power to supersede any lack of natural ability you may have. Call 

on the keys of supernatural ability, and you will have the best ability there is for 

your task.  

Call on the keys of supernatural knowledge for the power of the Spirit to be pre-
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sent in the technical side of your work, and you will have less glitches, as well as 

wisdom to prevail over any attack of the Enemy that you may encounter.  

Call on the power of the keys of imprisonment, and through their power the forc-

es of Satan will not be able to hinder you and your efforts in any way, shape, or 

form.  

Hear My whispers, ask Me everything, depend on My might and power, call on 

the power of the keys of possession, and you'll be amazed at all that I will accom-

plish through you today.  

You can do all things through the power of the keys of faith, which strengthen 

you.  

Through the keys of determination you can do it, make it, lift the load, go the dis-

tance, uphold the standard, and accept and use your anointing, for the power is 

not yours, but rather the awesome, world-changing, never-ending, all-

encompassing power of the keys.  

Call on and activate the keys of empowerment when you are tired and feel like 

you can't do it, then hold on and enjoy the ride as I work through you.  

When faced with a new task or challenge that you feel incapable of or not suffi-

ciently trained for, call on the keys of anointing, and I will give you the help from 

beyond that you need, making you capable and sufficient, and giving you on-the-

spot training.  

Whatever your hand finds to do, do it in My power and might-the power and 

might of the keys of the Kingdom.  

When you feel incapable, be thankful you can't do it, call on the power of the keys 

of unfailing strength, and I will help you overcome everything that tries to hold 

you down.  

Face each challenging task before you with the knowledge that with the power of 

the keys of anointing you are capable of anything-because I am capable of any-

thing.  
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Commit the works of your hands to Me, claiming My help through the power of 

the keys of concentration, and I will establish your thoughts and help you in all 

your work.  

Call on the keys of anointing and fruitfulness, and no matter what the need or 

vacuum, the keys will fill that void, bless your efforts, and cause you to bear 

much fruit.  

Call on the power of the keys of prayerfulness as you do each task or activity of 

your day, and they will open the doors to answers, solutions, and more efficiency 

and effectiveness in your work and  ministries than you have ever experienced.  

The power of the keys of supernatural wisdom can enhance your talents to their 

fullest extent and enable you to do what you haven't been able to do in the past.  

When you feel incapable of the job before you, call on the keys of anointing, 

which give you inspiration, ideas, boldness and leading for your outreach, music, 

business, teaching, shepherding, caring for the children, or whatever ministry I 

have called you to.  

It's easy for Me to grant all of the requests that you are bringing before Me, as 

you call on the power of the keys of faith.  

Each obstacle you encounter, each new project you take on, each day when you 

start your work, every time you come up against something new, call on the pow-

er of the keys of progress and ask Me to do it, and you'll see Me do miracles.  

As you call on the keys of victory, you'll see Me bring on the supernatural power 

that you need, obstacles will melt away, and you'll feel the renewed anointing 

that I have promised you.  

Anything that you need or desire to help you in this project you can claim 

through the power of the keys of faith, and it will be yours.  

The keys will give you clarity of thought as you set to work. As you call on the 

keys you will find the focus and concentration you need in your work. The keys 

will work through you.  
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When you feel incapable, when virtue has gone out of you and you're lacking in 

strength, call on the keys of revitalization and I will infuse energy, strength, stami-

na and power into your heart, body, and soul.  

The keys will be your life force; they will open My never-ending resources to you.  

Whether you need to solve big problems or fill simple needs, to help others or to 

supply personal inspiration, call on the keys of problem solving. There is nothing 

too great or small for the keys, and they will not fail to provide everything you 

need.  

When you feel too weak and incapable, and have no place to look for inspiration, 

ideas, and leading, look up and call upon the keys of revelation so you can draw 

on My inexhaustible, ever-flowing, never-ending, all-inspiring resources.  

Call upon the keys of the Kingdom, that you may see this tree that is your life 

blossom with fruit like never before.  

With the keys of the Kingdom, every mountain is scalable, every goal is reacha-

ble, and every miracle is possible.  

When you can't find the concentration you need for your work, when you strug-

gle to find the flow in your work, call on the keys of clarity, and they will work 

wonders for you.  

The blockages of your mind that limit you in your work, the lack of focus that 

creeps in and causes you to struggle with your work, will vanish as you hold 

tightly to the keys of concentration, calling on their power to help you.  

The power of the keys of fresh insight will add more than renewed inspiration to 

your work. As you keep calling on them, they will provide the consistency and 

thoroughness needed in your work.  

Call on the power of the keys of enlightenment and I will open your eyes in the 

spirit and show you wondrous things that no human has ever imagined!  

You will receive new anointing, greater faith, speed, increased  ability to see in 

the spirit, and you'll be amazed at what I'll be able to accomplish through you 
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because you hold the power of the keys of My Spirit in your hands!  

Use the keys, hold Me to My promises, and your work will be filled with My Spirit 

like never before!  

Calling on the power of the keys of heavenly insight for your work will radically 

improve your ability to perform My will. I will rain fresh anointing, spirit, insight, 

wisdom, discernment, concentration, and initiative on you. Your productivity will 

be boosted, and you will find yourself on the cutting edge of My service!  

You can't fight this alone, but with the prayers of My brides behind you, calling on 

the keys of intercession on your behalf, there isn't a force on this Earth or in Hell 

that can stop you from accomplishing your mission.  

Hearts are mended, minds are given fresh vision, and spirits are strengthened 

through the keys of the Kingdom.  

Prayers are answered, work is anointed, and everything is blessed through the 

power of the keys of miracles.  

The power of the keys of wisdom is a light to your path. They bring discernment, 

faith, and the ability to read minds and know the heart of man.  

Focus on the power of the keys of heavenly thought power by calling on them, 

that our minds may meld as one-that your thoughts, ideas, and inspirations may 

be as Mine.  

As you call on the keys of the Kingdom, your inabilities are cancelled out by My 

ability, your weakness by My strength, your fears by My faith, your questions by 

My answers, your carnal perspective by My heavenly perspective, your ignorance 

by My knowledge, your  thoughts by My thoughts, your flesh by My Spirit.  

Remember that I have all the answers. All you have to do is call on the power of 

the keys of receptivity and receive.  

This is My infinite plan, that you turn not to the arm of your flesh, but that you 

take on My Own heavenly mind and make use of My hands, as well as those of My 

spirit helpers, so that our hands become your hands to draw My heavenly visions 
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and to portray to My people the images of My Own choosing. I can work through 

you this way when you call upon the power of the keys of anointing.  

Mighty ones of the spirit wait to pour forth through you. Heavenly masters desire 

to be at your side, to work through you. Only call upon the keys of possession that 

I may release these great artists to work through you.  

If you will call on the keys of infusion, every void and vacancy in your work will be 

filled with new inspiration and enthusiasm.  

Have a need in your work? Struggling with a mind block? Having a difficult time 

concentrating? There's no need to fear. If you call on the keys of My resources, 

claiming them to work on your behalf to supply your every lack and need, nothing 

can stand in your way.  

Yieldedness / Forsaking all  

The keys of yieldedness can transform a difficult situation into an enjoyable one.  

As you claim the keys of the Kingdom to yield to My will in your life, I will lighten 

your burdens and cares and bless you with new joy that you didn't have before.  

When activated in faith, the keys of yieldedness bring to your life the glow of 

peace and contentment.  

When I've asked something difficult of you, claim the keys of yieldedness as you 

step out by faith to obey, and it will be easier and better than you ever expected.  

Changes and upheavals are easier to flow with when you call on the keys of yield-

edness and adaptability.  

The keys of flexibility help you to bend without breaking.  

Forsaking all can feel like death. But when you claim the keys of yieldedness, I will 

cheer your heart and give you peace about what I ask you to forsake.  

When you're feeling resistant to the changes I've brought about in your life, the 

keys of yieldedness will give you the power to accept My will, and infuse you with 

out-of-this-world grace and peace.  
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When you're empowered by the keys, you can do what you feel is impossible-

yield to what you dislike, adapt to difficult circumstances, choose My will above 

your own, and more.  

When you want to yield and ask for the grace to do so, empowering the keys to 

work on your behalf, I will use all the means at My command to bring you the vic-

tory and restore happiness to your heart and life.  

The keys of the Kingdom can give you all the grace and strength that you need to 

put your “Isaacs” on the altar. Don't be afraid to put what you love most into My 

hands, for I will care for everything you place there with meticulous attention and 

will compensate your every gift to Me.  

When you call on the keys of the Kingdom I will help you pass this test of forsaking 

all to follow Me, and will reward you in wonderful ways.  

Call on the keys when yielding to My will, and I will supernaturally strengthen your 

heart and settle your emotions.  

Call on the power of the keys of faith for the strength to give everything to Me, so 

that I can care for what is precious to you and cultivate it, for this is the best way 

to look out for what you love.  

Call on the keys of faith for the right attitude when I ask you to forsake something, 

and I will help you put on My mind and see things the way I do.  

The power of the keys of yieldedness can help you to gracefully accept the chang-

es I'm bringing to pass in your life, and to find the new and enhanced role these 

things are equipping you for.  

There is no man or woman who is not capable of becoming what I have designed 

them to be. You are My creation, designed to shine as the brightness of the firma-

ment. That's pretty brilliant-the heavens and all the stars. Claim the keys of yield-

edness and I promise to perfect that which concerns you.  
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Young people  

My magical wellspring of ideas, concrete solutions, and practical ways to relate to 

and help your young people is yours to partake of fully through the power of the 

keys.  

Call on the keys of the Kingdom and fight for your young people in prayer. Then 

everything will fall into place for their care as you follow and obey the Word.  

Key power is the power you need to blast through the barricades that hold back 

the hearts of your young people. Call on the keys of progress and all spiritual bar-

ricades will weaken, and as you continue to call on the keys, they will crumble into 

dust.  

K-E-Y-S equals kids encouraged, yielded, and satisfied with Jesus. Claim the keys, 

take appropriate action, and it will happen.  

If you feel out of touch with the youth of today, call on the keys of wisdom, in-

sight, flexibility, discernment, conviction, and change, and you will see miracles! 

You will be given new understanding, new faith, new vision, and the difference in 

your interactions with the young people will be tangible.  

Claim the keys of faith and belief to see your young people as My firecrackers. If 

their fuse is lit, even if it takes a little while, they will explode like fireworks one 

day and shine beautifully for Me, lighting up My sky.  

If you call on the keys of renewal, the Lord will change whatever is necessary with-

in your heart so that you are able to fulfill your duty to raise your young people in 

the care and counsel of His Word.  

Commit the specific needs of your young people to Me, calling on the keys of 

change, and they will go to work on your behalf.  

The keys are diverse and changeable-they become what you need them to be-and 

as you intercede for your young people, they will fulfill your petitions in the best 

way possible.  

Claim the keys of absorption and receptivity when you read My Words-not only 
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for your own sake, but so that you might become the living Word, and impart My 

joy, faith and conviction to your young people.  

Call on the keys of love for your interactions with your young people, and your 

love will become My love-great, unconditional, understanding, balanced, and 

wisely imparted.  

As you call on the keys of yieldedness for your young people, their difficult deci-

sions will become easier and they will feel more at peace.  

Claim the keys of protection to shield your teens from the attacks of the Enemy. 

He never rests, so your prayers must not rest either. As you pray, I am able to sur-

round your teens with a force field that protects them and makes it easier for 

them to make the right decisions and stay within My will.  

Call on the keys of revelation and insight, claim the Lord's mind and thoughts; 

then listen, receive, believe and obey. The keys of obedience and empowerment 

will enable you to do whatever is necessary to help each of your children fulfill 

their calling for Him.  

 

 

 

 


